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SHIBBOLETH & HETERODOXY
The past thirty years has seen a rapid democratisation of ceramic art education. In
c o m m o n with other forms of art training, ceramics has b e c o m e readily accessible to a
wide cross-section of the community. Not only are educational resources more
plentiful but the accompanying material supplies, technical information and
marketing infrastructures are considerably more sophisticated. Since the Industrial
Revolution industrial practices have permeated every corner of the community
psyche. W e not only embrace the place of machinery but are increasingly reliant on
mechanisation to m a k e decisions for us. T h e consequence is the industrialisation of
artistic expression and denial of the importance of spiritualism and its relationship to
practice.

The interest in marketing has also opened opportunities for specialists to supply
ready-made materials or equipment representing a loss of control in fundamental
decision-making in ceramics practice. T h e sophistication in media technology has
also had its part to play. Promotional opportunities for practising artists n o w m a k e it
possible to accelerate career development at levels unheard of twenty years ago. T h e
emphasis o n self-promotion, however, is not without its risks.

Despite the resource developments there is an undercurrent of concern amongst
established artists and art collectors that the quality of artwork being produced and
marketed is declining. T h e uncritical acceptance of industrial philosophic criteria is
replacing important traditional methods and consensus on aesthetic altering the face
of creative content.

There are important lessons to be learned by appraising

traditional attitudes in any artform. There are also m a n y questions to be asked and
resolved if the future of studio ceramics is to survive.

The purpose of this dissertation is to evaluate the relationship between industry,
ceramics education, publishing and community values in the contemporary ceramics
world. T h e value of tradition and belief is also examined to outline s o m e of the
spiritual relationships surrounding aesthetic. B y constructing a comparative analysis
a definition for future directions is attempted.

T o m y wife Ellen, S a m and Jess and to m y Mother for
their love and untiring support.
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INTRODUCTION
Ceramics was a new form of artistic expression in Australia in the early 1960s. At
the time information, materials and equipment were scarce, a potential asset during
an early struggle for artistic identity. Discovery was a constant lure and creativity
w a s a considered act as w a s any decision to ignore traditional formulas on the
'correct' ways of doing things. Materialism was less prevalent and life qualitative
rather than quantitative, enabling artists to view with optimism the future of art not
as a vocation but as an ideal. Encouraged by m y father I had started m y career in art
through a formal tutoring in life-drawing and painting. Listening to lengthy and
passionate debates amongst m y father's painting colleagues led to interest in the
spiritual aspects of art practice. I learned there were options on h o w an artistic
career could be developed. A year employed in the bronze casting industry gave an
unexpected creative stimulus as well as a less appealing first hand experience of
industry. Not long after completion of m y formal ceramics training I began to see
the limitations of a studio production pathway and perhaps conditioned by m y
teachers11 found I was unable to accept compromise on standards or creativity. T o
preserve the intrinsic qualities of m y work I decided to derive income by other
means. Although appreciated, m y training in English or Japanese ceramics aesthetic
could not fill the emotional and artistic void that was to remain for the first decade of
m y professional life.

My creative energies were, in the interim, directed to exploring and devising new
technical problems where kilns and firing processes became one example of an early
fascination. Contact with factory production methods left a permanent impression
1
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that the ceramics industry was a victim of its o w n making. E n d o w e d with the ability
to produce enormous technical innovative achievements, I felt it w a s too obsessed
with scientific solutions to be interested in absorbing the artistic benefits of a wellhoned traditional aesthetic.

As my career developed in the 1970s the visually pluralistic creative environment I
had hoped to see was not being realised and by the 1980s an unsettling conformity
and mediocrity was beginning to prevail. A s the population of ceramics practitioners
increased so proportionally did compromise and poor work standards. Genuinely
original critical thinking was a rarity and spirituality was losing ground. E g o began
to displace humility as professionalism became merely cosmetic for the lack of
essential commitment.

These features were, I thought, endangering for the future and a decision was made
to speak about m y concern in an unpublished paper delivered at the Second National
Ceramics Conference in Sydney in 1981. Using the format of a glaze theory lecture
to underpin m y arguments I stated m y belief that mimicry of industrial practice
would be retrograde if it was at the expense of what w e had already learned. If w e
ignored innovation and originality it would be to our cost for it was, I thought, the
only feasible w a y of sustaining community interest in our work. That Australian
artists had the skills to create original work I had no doubts, but changes in attitudes
were compromising standards that had been fought so hard to attain. There was a
lethargy, a seeming lack of will and perhaps even ability towards tackling the rigours
of artistic self-discipline. T o o m a n y objects were superficial in intent or were
'effect' based. Surface qualities too were becoming harsher or coarser to the touch
or the overall work was unresolved indicating hasty and expedient solutions to
marketing. Ceramics had become nothing more than a commodity where the
beneficial elements of self-discipline, restraint and artistic rigour were becoming
distorted in the presentation of their value systems.

Ceramics Aesthetic

I held and continue to hold the view that as valuable as tradition is to us, it is n
something to be mindlessly followed. T o comprehend traditional expertise is to
k n o w w h y things were done the w a y they were, and gaining insight into ideas,
methods and innovations that have preceded us is an often humbling and sobering
experience. Absorbing tradition also requires us to avoid mimicry, to instead adapt
and interpret, to re-devise or manipulate the sequencing of various stages of process.
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The nexus, however, between moral obligation and artistic strength does not seem to
be acknowledged within the profession.
One important technical event in the history of studio practice has been the
development of vitrification and atmospheric reduction principles. East Asian
potters, responsible for the conceptualisation of high temperature reduction aesthetic,
adapted and manipulated its creative potential to provide n e w surface qualities.
Similarly, the Islamic and East Asian potter used the ceramics m e d i u m to lift
community thinking to more esoteric levels. Not all pottery w a s m a d e for purely
functional purposes and form, style, glaze colour or tactile qualities were specifically
evolved to visually enrich the community environment. T h e early Islamic Fatamid,
Seljuk, and Safavid dynasties, for example, held ceramics in high esteem and m a n y
ceramic objects were consciously m a d e to be contemplated as painting would in the
Western world. Contemplation is the act of visually and emotionally communicating
with the object to identify and empathise with the messages or qualities potters
invested in their work.

Function takes on a new role when objects are appreciated for what they are and not
necessarily what they can do. T h e Islamic lustre potters, for example, took
ceramics to n e w heights of contemplation by involving the viewer with the exquisite
light-transmitting properties of depth and colour. These finishes were aesthetically
enhanced by forms and images saturated with symbolic meaning. East Asian, and
more particularly Japanese potters, explored and revered glaze and colour variation,
surface modulation, tonality, cracking, slumping, splitting, crawling, clinkering or
fusion as uncompromising indicators of the concepts of fusion and firing. In the
contemporary Western ceramics world w e are being increasingly conditioned by
industrial criteria that labels these qualities as 'faults'. A s artists w e m a y chose to
extend the reduction fired language to seek other 'quiet', 'discreet', 'aggressive', or
even contradictory visual qualities to bring an intrinsic vitality to our work. Rarely
spoken about these days is the need for the unexpected and other value-added kiln
potentials that involve both viewer and maker in the ambiguities of meaning.

If we were to use history as the measure Australian potters had little time to examine
the conceptual potential of reduction aesthetic before the first of m a n y industrial
practices, that of air brush and spraying techniques, warned of a rejection of tradition
in 1975. Interest was to become distracted by the 'new' challenges of frit and stain
technology and industrial methods found an easy purchase with the seductive
benefits of over-the-counter, commercially designed and prepared materials
manufactured to improve predicability. The desire for higher yields from kilns also
3

generated an inevitable interest in the manufacturer's recommendations for the use of
their products that led to closer ties with industrial aesthetic and marketing
philosophy.

In recent years manufacturing technology has b e c o m e m o r e

sophisticated in its ability to entrap buyer imagination and cater for the demand for
atmospherically leaner, fuel-efficient and even-temperatured kilns. Kilns are the core
of process and from experience gas kilns that are commercially designed or
constructed can be relentlessly unforgiving in the results they produce. T h e
obsession for purity, homogeneity, consistency and uniformity, contradicts the
aesthetic objectives of reduction technology. Against this I believe industrial practice
has in reality little to offer the artist dedicated to creating his or her aesthetic potential
within an intimate studio environment.

Trends in Education
As interest blossomed in the wider community, education undertook to provide
training in the art of the potter. Participation in ceramics courses increased and so
too did ceramics as a fine art training, favouring the idea of promotion of the
individual. M a n y changes in training have been stimulated by ideas of 'progress'
and contemporary political or community views on employability and survival.
Throughout m y research on education one singular, contributory factor has emerged:
that changes in attitudes towards learning and the resulting professional standards are
intimately linked with the preoccupation with ease in working methods and
solutions. At times hard work is not a popular concept masking labour-intensive
activity by promoting 'ease' to enhance vocational viability. For those willing to
embrace hard work the rewards can be high and it is these rewards w e should be
promoting. Hard work and self-reliance facilitate choice where art becomes based
on deeply philosophic structures.

If we were to examine trends in tertiary education we would find the nature of
teaching has altered reflecting the changing demands of the student client. Faster
learning patterns have seen an inevitable dilution of the traditional ways of teaching
studio production methods. Interest in marketing has been influenced by learning
directed towards 'what sells'. There is evidence of student resistance towards
engaging in more esoteric subject matter. Student learning experience, particularly in
the firing of fuel kilns has become a narrower, 'safer' focus on methods that most
guarantee successful fired results. Risk taking of the magnitude understood in
reduction has been redirected towards firing techniques that generate fewer
surprises. Emphasis on clay surfaces has also displaced traditional ideas on glaze
finishes.
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Critical Analysis
Although articulation on the philosophy of ceramics practice has developed the
overall interactive, objective debate within the Australian ceramics community has
not been forthcoming. This suggests there is little interest in introspective thinking.
W h e r e public discussion has taken place, too often it has been overbearingly selfcongratulatory, masking the fragility of our identity. Yet from experiences
expressed by dedicated ceramic artists, no matter h o w objective the terms of critical
analysis, to speak or write analytically about the profession is to invite acrimony and
hostility from within the ranks, raising the question of whether in fact it is worth the
effort. Criticism and evaluative processes are, however, a reality, a fact of life that
cannot and must not be allowed to be ignored.

Art practice, I believe, raises morality issues. The weighing of 'right' or 'wrong'
sees self-critical appraisal as a constructive process in which changes to work style
or attitude can be made. Conscience varies by degrees from individual to individual
and is determined by the quality of returns sought as artistry progresses. A moral
viewpoint could, for example, be posed by the dilemma of h o w far each artist
wishes to claim originality for their ideas and methods. Morality is associated with
strength of commitment and underscores respect for conscience or professional
integrity. O n the other side of the spectrum the political conditioning of the
community psyche has fostered 'survival of the fittest' values that deny the morality
viewpoint, where the roads to success m a y be less important than success itself.

The Theoretical Context of the Study
Ever since the Western potter's identity was usurped by British and European
industry in the eighteenth century, potters and ceramic artists have sought to justify
their existence. William Morris, Bernard Leach and others were pivotal in redefining an aesthetic that could claim to be a fine art practice. In Japan the potters'
traditional identity w a s still relatively intact so Bernard Leach's search for a renewal
of faith in Eastern philosophy w a s understandable. Leach's ability to react against
an industry that w a s so effective in destroying the human spirit provided the impetus
he needed to develop his philosophical stance. Alongside his contemporaries Leach
believed that the aesthetic component arose intuitively from the interaction of hand,
heart and mind through the making of handformed domestic tablewares. Small scale
studios, it w a s believed, could afford to build on the idiosyncratic behaviour of
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reduction firing technology. Leach, therefore, recognised the importance of
focussing the content of art beyond materialism towards m o r e spiritualistic
objectives. In his lecture The Hamada-Leach

Tradition in Australia critic and

historian Peter T i m m s states "the 'Leach-Hamada tradition' was based less upon
logic, rationality or theory than upon belief"'2-

With these thoughts in mind I felt compelled to analyse the contemporary situation in
greater depth. Through writing, I felt an explanation could be provided on the
situation w e are n o w witnessing. Thematic structures suitable for creative analysis
were developed using figurative and vessel forms to highlight both literally and
symbolically the passion I feel towards ceramics as an art form. B y demonstrating
its aesthetic potential it is possible to focus attention to the malaise w e are
experiencing. B y constructively analysing the problems w e face it is possible to find
positive solutions to enable us to convincingly define a ceramics aesthetic.

Within this context four exhibitions have been prepared and exhibited. The seminal
Shibboleth and Heterodoxy: An Evaluation of Ceramic Art and Education was held
at the Wollongong City Art Gallery in October 1990. Further developments on the
theme were shown in Shibboleth & Heterodoxy: Recent Figurative Work (Jam
Factory, Adelaide, April 1991) and Heterodoxy: New Work (Ceramic Art Gallery,
Sydney, October 1992) and thefinalRecent Work (Distelfink Gallery, Melbourne,
April 1994) The written research, thus presented, seeks to explain the stimuli for the
exhibited art work.

The Dissertation Title
The dissertation title, SHIBBOLETH and HETERODOXY: A Comparative Study of
Trend, Evaluation and Belief in Traditional and Contemporary

Ceramic Art was

chosen for several reasons. Simply the title pleads the case for an evaluative,
analytical thinking w h e n deciding what is 'old' and 'new', or what is to be discarded
or adopted w h e n devising n e w artistic beliefs or policies. The title represents the
duality of contemporary and traditional viewpoints. Opposing views, contrasts,
conformity or non-conformity, similarities, comparisons and contradictions are part
of the spirit of creativity. The word 'shibboleth' has been selected to denote tradition
as either inherited or created and is taken from an ancient Hebrew password. In
ancient times the word w a s used to detect e n e m y infiltrators into a H e b r e w
2 Peter Timms, The Hamada-Leach Tradition in Australia', Craft Victoria, Vol. 24, Number 224, June
/July 1994.
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Form

Shibboleth series 1993 Height 38cms

settlement. Individuals passing through the settlement gates were asked to
pronounce the word 'shibboleth'. If they could pronounce the 'sh' of the word they
were k n o w n to be members of the community. The enemy could not say the word
properly due to a speech impediment, pronouncing 'shibboleth' as 'sibboleth' and
thus could be readily identified. I have chosen the word as a metaphor for the
misconceptions surrounding the role of 'tradition' in contemporary ceramics. The
opposite in meaning, 'heterodoxy' was chosen to symbolise the need to regularly
question and analyse everything learned or believed. Unorthodox thinking is an
essential component of art practice standing symbolically for strength of mind and
independence. Thus artistic duality is acknowledgment of the value of tradition
whilst committing tofindingn e w alternate ways.

The Four Exhibitions and Dissertation
The decision to write this dissertation was not an easy one. Implementing
significant changes towards a more ethical and analytical position has to be done if
the ceramics profession is to survive. T h e scope of this particular research is,
however, limited and can only touch on some of the issues. The themes chosen for
analysis are the core of influence as I see it, analysis being confined to the broader
issues.
Many key individuals, deeply concerned about preserving the future of ceramics
have spoken to m e about developmental trends. That positive and exciting events
are happening is not in question. W h a t is in question is the quality of standards and
ethics within the profession. B y collating and reviewing documentation, consensus
provided by interviews, experiences gained in working situations or talking at length
to artists, writers and teachers in m a n y countries, w e m a y better gain a positive
insight into the immediate problems. Aspects of m y o w n artistic practice have been
provided to attempt to highlight positive views on creativity. W h e n considering the
method of artistic interpretation, I was aware of the difficulty of presenting the scope
of Islamic art and its appropriateness to the dissertation theme. The appropriation of
any imported cultural entity implies a responsibility.

7

A s artists in a nation without ceramic tradition w e have no choice but to culturally
appropriate until w e can convincingly demonstrate our o w n unique and intrinsic
identity within an international context.
Satire permeates the exhibition
work. A w a r e of the contentiousness
of criticism I have chosen humour to
introduce the levity needed to avoid
alienating the more serious points I
a m making. The power of satire as a
legitimate creative tool is one that is
often neglected in favour of m o r e
serious avenues of expression.

My early studies in the Middle East in 1972 started a lengthy investigation into the
morphological concepts of Islamic Fatamid art. Subsequently m y studies were
further grounding in Timurid, Seljuk and Safavid structural design and provided
enough incentive to begin to adapt and interpret the infinite permutations ideal for
creative development. This w o r k is central to all four exhibitions. In the
dissertation I have attempted to convey the design relationships of simplified binary
or tripartite structures. S o m e images have been consciously derived from Fatamid
sources to symbolise events in Islamic history.

Previous Literature and Sourcing of Information
Ceramics is an oral tradition. It is a tradition that unfortunately has not adequately
documented its esoteric aesthetic roots. Written documentation on artistic qualities in
ceramics is, therefore, rare. In s o m e communities such as Japan and Iran, potters
have enjoyed community respect for the philosophic potential of their artistry. T h e
objects they m a d e provided a vehicle for deep, contemplative meaning. Histories or
written discourse on aesthetics, particularly in non-English language are difficult to
ascertain although there is evidence that writing existed in early Persian literature.

English language discourse has increased during the past one hundred years.
Bernard Leach as a writer has been a major contributor and his contribution includes
A Potter's Book (1964), Between East and West (1975), A Potter's Work (1974)
and The Potter's Challenge (edited by David Outerbridge, 1976). Soetsu Yanagi's
The Unknown

Craftsman

(1989) discusses Asian aesthetic from a personal

perspective. Garth Clark's Ceramic Art: Comment

and Review 1882-1977 (1978)

and Peter Dormer's New Ceramics (1986) contribute to Western ideas on aesthetic.
Philip Rawson's Ceramics: The Appreciation of the Arts, Vol. 6 (1971) is written
from a curatorial perspective although his views conflict with the artists' as does
Arthur Lane's Style in Pottery (1948). More recent books interweave philosophy
and technical data, the most notable being Tin Glazed Pottery (1973) and Lustre
Pottery (1985) by Alan Caiger-Smith.

An unusual proportion of philosophic debate in the contemporary English-speaking
world can be found in Ceramics Monthly ( U S A ) magazine where viewpoints on
abstract philosophic issues are published in the Comment

section of the magazine.

The recent emergence of Ceramic Art and Perception (Aust) magazine has pioneered
an editorial brief designed to encourage written debate. For the purposes of this
dissertation, literary research on contemporary practice leant upon the major
magazines to access a broad-ranging assessment of public opinion.

Historical references on ceramics culture from archaeological and curatorial sourc
are more plentiful. Curators and historians such as Arthur Lane, Ernst Kuhnel,
Bernard Lewis, U p h a m Pope and Ettinghausen have investigated written
authoritative texts on Islamic Art philosophy. Other examples can be found in The
Sense of Unity by Ardalan & Baktiar (1973), Iznik: The Pottery of Ottoman Turkey
by Atasoy and Raby (1989), The World of Islam by Bernard Lewis (1976) or Early
Islamic Pottery by Arthur Lane (1967).

My research has revealed that little, if anything, has been documented on ceramics
education, due no doubt to the esoteric nature of the topic. For this dissertation
information on teaching, students and educational practice has been collated from m y
work experience over the past thirty years. During this time I have had the
opportunity to communicate with colleagues teaching in Australia, England,
Scotland, Denmark, West Germany, Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Turkey, Egypt and
Iran. Recognition of m y work throughout the world has given m e the opportunity to
discuss ideas on teaching and professional practice with fellow artists. Exchanges
have taken place on teaching and the relationship to ongoing practices in the wider
community. Other data on education is sourced from governmental authorities in
Britain, Europe, Australia and the Middle East.

Special appreciation must be given for the valuable information and experience
provided to m e by the Departments of Islamic Culture, Higher Education and Art in
the United Arab Republic of Egypt and the Islamic Republic of Iran. Information on
Islamic ceramic art was also derived from major museums, m u s e u m libraries and
9

historic sites in which I have worked throughout the world since 1972. Contact with
archaeologists and curators working in thefieldhas provided a unique insight into
historic practices and belief systems and details on the locality of this work can be
found in the Appendix.

Notes on the Illustrations
Drawings have also been made to focus on the concepts used in the exhibition.
These drawings contain primary and secondary symbolic meanings that are
explained in the text. T h e use of ambiguity is intentional and m a y appear as the
sensuous curve of a bottom, hand, finger or nose intruding into the picture to give
the impression of lines receding behind the framework and into the body of the
work. These drawings also illustrate the extensive use of implied or symbolic
meaning as artistic metaphors.
Drawing is central to my work as is the symbolism in images. My interest in the
speed of line, for example, is commonly represented as a wavy line of varying
intensity. These wavy lines were developed from m y first sighting of images in the
Iraq M u s e u m of the Mesopotamian goddess Enke, the Goddess of Water.

A

teardrop shape is used in m a n y permutations to introduce other three-dimensional
qualities.

Shibboleth

Series

Sgraffito with slips 1991 Height 73cms

The progress of the conceptualisation of form is illustrated including sketches or
completed drawings taken from m y note books in their preliminary form. Images,
used to illuminate headings are representational of key design elements used
throughout the history of m y work. Secondary images have been included to show
details of work in the exhibitions and all have symbolic references. Photographs
selected from the exhibitions illustrate some of the ideas I have employed. T h e
images are included to help document the evolution of the three-dimensional work
and are illustrated in drawn format. Photographs, where mentioned in the text, are
annotated accordingly.

The Purpose and Structure of the Dissertation
The study is a critique of the various factors that most influence attitudes,
environment and aesthetic outcomes. Discourse is not about individuals but issues
and represents a consensus of experience from experts within the ceramics fields.
The objective is to provide a basis for rational discussion and for the purposes of
this dissertation the issues can be grouped in the following categories:

Industrialism
The philosophies of industry have been long argued as contrary to the value systems
of the artist. A s industrial practices become more entrenched fewer artists are
emerging with a spiritual view on work and attitudes. The need to observe spiritual
practices in ceramics does not seem to be widely agreed upon and raises
fundamental questions about what is happening in art education and the wider
community. Alignment with traditional views and practices is n o w regarded as
anachronistic, a casualty of the industrial technology and marketing theories seen as
more forward-looking and pertinent in contemporary society. The role of industry
and its capacity to infiltrate is examined.

Spiritualism and Aesthetic
Whilst the written dissertation m a y seek to define key issues, emphasis has also
been placed on the benefits of spiritualism. Issues on aesthetic are discussed and the
theme is more extensively developed in the exhibited work. This chapter attempts to
explain the origins of spiritual thinking as it has occurred in m y o w n artistic
development and is written to attempt to explain h o w a cultural influence can
stimulate an art career. It stresses the importance of spiritualism to the development
of an aesthetic.
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Education
T h e modern, public perception of educational providers is governed by the
expectations of a world increasingly aware of its democratic choices or even its
ability to dictate the terms of what is being taught. Educational content is not
necessarily determined by providers but by the student client whose views differ on
the relevance of subject matter. Education, however, is not just the provider of
information. It also teaches the emotional and visual perceptiveness surrounding
artworks, an insight all too often forgotten in the clamour for recognition and
merchandising skills. The nature of teaching and student performance, the reality of
education and the inter-relationship with market trends are examined in detail.

The Printed Word
The latter part of the twentieth century has seen the burgeoning of media influences,
particularly through publication. The reliance on published information and
questions about appropriateness or accuracy of written content are perennial
problems. The use of the publishing network for promotional ends m a y confuse the
issue of professional standards, commitment and accountability. Similarly there are
unique implications for Australian students and practitioners w h o rely heavily on the
publication media as an educational and technical resource. Writing and publishing
are thus examined at length.

Contemporary Values
Attitudes and behaviour within the ceramics profession, whether at a parochial or
national level, are central to our ability to devise a national ceramic art identity of
which w e can be proud. The impact of public tastes and the need to form
professional attitudes are a part of an overall ethical responsibility. It would appear,
however, that the full implications of morality and professional commitment are not
thoroughly appreciated. B y examining attitudes w e m a y be better able to rethink our
strategy for the future.

Notes on Word Meaning
The meaning of words has been derived from The Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary? For some words I have chosen to interpret their meaning in the context
of contemporary art purpose. For example, the words 'spiritualism' and 'moral' are
used to define the non-materialistic motives for producing art work. 'Art' and
3 Little, Fowler & Coulson, 'The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles', Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1988.
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'artist' are generalised terms used to describe aspects of fine-art practice. I regard
ceramics as a branch of fine-art activity and therefore hold it subject to the same
guidelines of professional performance as I would any other art subject. T h e terms
'ceramic artist' and 'ceramic practitioner' have in general been used to differentiate
ceramic art from craft-based ceramic practice. Unless otherwise stated, 'industry'
refers to the ceramics industry. Ceramics terminology is used freely and the
meanings are those currently understood in Western arts practice.

The Significance of the Study
It is my aim to stimulate thought and discussion at a student or practitioner level. By
so doing, others m a y be encouraged to express their conviction and willingness to
participate in more professional standards of debate. The aim recognises the need to
improve the strength and commonality of purpose towards reviving an ancient art
form whose future hangs in a precarious balance. It has been suggested by m y
colleagues that ceramics has in the past shown a special resilience to set-back. C a n it
still possess the same resilience? Never before has there been such a confluence of
events that are so endangering. Our obsession with technology and industry is
undermining the need for studio practice. Not satisfied with emulating its
manufacturing methods studio practitioners n o w also seek to copy industry's
designs. Under these circumstances it is increasingly difficult to deny industry's
assertion that it is better equipped and resourced to fill the ceramics design and
functional role. At the same time dedicated artists are finding it more difficult to
promote their experience on aesthetic criteria to a community that increasingly
inclines itself towards those definitions set by industry. It has been expressed that
w e need to educate the community on ceramics aesthetic to reverse industrial
encroachment. Encroachment however is the result of too m a n y concessions already
made. Our work is what w e are and if the community sees industrial criteria as
representational of ceramics practice then w e must look to ourselves for having
created the situation through our teaching and our work.

Technology itself pressures us to 'update' to new and more 'culturally relevant'
practices. The recent use of computer aided design and techniques m a k e even more
remote the connections between hand, intellect and intuition. Occupational Health
and Safety legislation m a y also further restrict the w a y and possibly even w h y w e
continue to work in the studio. Metal oxides and clay resources are becoming more
expensive or unobtainable and m a y require the revival of self-resourcing on a scale
not seen since the early sixties. Even the future of commercially supplied raw clay
13

materials is under question. It is undeniable that especially strong and determined
philosophy is going to be needed for survival in the next few years.

Stated earlier in this introduction, critical evaluation, particularly from within the
profession, is not positively received. Perhaps the precarious nature of any studio
activity requires ignoring rigorous self-analysis to preserve energies for creativity.
Whilst it m a y be desirable to insulate ourselves w e can no longer ignore the
s y m p t o m s warning us of our current poor health. T h e study presents m y view that
it is healthier to analyse problems openly to better determine their solutions. This
can only be achieved by a body of professional individuals w h o are willing or able
to respond. A t stake is the future of ceramics artistic activity as w e currently
understand it. W e are losing sight of the nature of aesthetic qualities in what w e
m a k e and market disinterest reflects this.
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INDUSTRIALISM
If we are to attempt to understand the relationship between industry and studio
ceramics w e need to look to the inception of the Industrial Revolution. In the early
stages, European capitalist demands formulated the organisation of labour and
Christianity played its role in ennobling industrial ideals. Processes became rooted
in profit-making and the escalating of scientifically inspired, creative mechanisation.
B y the 18th century the European ceramics industry had become engrossed with
Greek and R o m a n classicism as a focus for design and marketing. Highly organised
mass production bases displaced the traditionally small-scale potteries. In his book
The Story of Craft * Edward Lucie Smith has undertaken a study of the development
of craft and its relationship to European and British industry. H e records the
confidence in which industry changed the humanistic mechanisms in the making of
craft based objects. There was, he writes, an implacable belief in the superiority of
science and intellect over intuitive, hand-skilled methods that saw the deprecating of
h u m a n skill and endeavour, features that could be used to describe industry today:

attention was fixed upon mechanical systems of all kinds, and men themselves were
sometimes regarded, not as entities in themselves, but as mere parts in something
larger. Workshop organisation therefore followed a universal intellectual tendency. 2-

Reading Lucie Smith's book we are left with the impression that the Neo-Classicist
m o v e m e n t contravened its professed philosophical objectives by widening the social
gap between the intellectual (industrial) and spiritual (humanist) acts of process, by
establishing managerial hierarchies on a scale previously unknown. The division of
labour saw the making of pottery objects as a segmented task. T h e intellectualisation
1

Edward Lucie Smith, 'The Story of Craft: The Craftsman's Role in Society', Phaidon, Oxford, 1981,
p. 168.
2 Edward Lucie Smith in 'The Story of Craft', p. 168.

of manufacturing lent itself to marketing to fashions and as a result the nature of
ceramic design and output b e c a m e m o r e capricious, steered as it w a s by the
changeability of consumer tastes. Industry w a s fascinated too with its n e w found
ability and drove relentlessly towards standardisation in the manufacturing of its'
products:

Men wanted to overcome not only the uncertainty of organic variations, springing
from the nature of the material used, but also any differences which might spring from
the worker's insistence on pursuing his or her own methods. 3
The sophisticating of marketing and promotional techniques replaced the traditional
potter's markets with technically superior domestic items, where "manufacturing
enterprise, not merely design, w a s becoming increasingly logical." 4

Historically, I believe, industry was ill-prepared to take on the responsibility of
design from its traditional sources. T h e creation of design as a separate function
from making w a s used to demonstrate the superiority of newfound engineering and
scientific ingenuity. For example, in his book A History of World Pottery historian
E m m a n u e l Cooper documents the climate in which nineteenth century industry
operated in Europe and Britain. Describing the Great Exhibition of 1851 he states
that ceramics had reached a high degree of technical refinement. Cooper records that
the objects displayed at the Exhibition served to s h o w n e w technical developments in
the production of pottery, although,

the standard of design generally could not have been lower. French Sevres porcelain
was imitated slavishly by the large English factories; the work seemed to have lost
any sense of the capabilities and limitations of clay, whilst the reproduction, though
technically excellent seemed mechanical and lifeless. Vessels, badly designed, were
overloaded with decoration. *
When Western industry turned its back on tradition, creativity was re-devised to
increasingly deny the participation of the individual in making. T h e minimising of
h u m a n involvement w a s intended to satisfy the need for production conformity.
Early fears about the impact on individualised creativity were expressed by William

3 Edward Lucie Smith in "The Story of Craft', p. 168.
Edward Lucie Smith in "The Story of Craft', p. 168.
Emmanuel Cooper, 'The History of World Pottery', B.T. Batsford, London, Revised edition, 1988,
p. 134.

Morris in his essay The Lesser Arts of Life. T h e essay, written as early as 1 8 8 2 ,
could b e applied to m o d e r n industry:

For I have said that there are some rejectors of the arts who are corruptors of
civilisation. Indeed, they do not altogether reject them; they will eat them and drink
them as lackeys to eke out their grandeur, and as nets to catch money with, but
nothing will they learn or care about them. They will push them to the utmost as far
as the satisfying of their material needs go, they will increase the labour infinitely
that produces material comfort, but they will reach no helping hand to that which
makes labour tolerable; and they themselves are but a part of the crowd that toils
without aim; for themselves labour with tireless energy to multiply the race of man,
and then make the multitude unhappy. 6

Describing his late career experiences in industry Morris expressed doubts about the
value of design and designers: " w h e n styleless anarchy prevails...it s h o w s certain
uneasiness as to whether w e are right or wrong." 7 W a r n i n g against mechanisation
he asks:

Is it possible that civilisation can determine to brutalise the crafts of life by cutting
them off from the intellectual part of us?...civilisation has hitherto had a tendency to
make our lives more and more complex; to make us more dependent one upon the
other, and to destroy individuality, which is the breath of art. °

Reflecting on his endeavours to reawaken consciousness in his manufacturing
business Morris further expresses regret for those craftsmen working for h i m w h o
had "been offered so little creative initiative."9

Lucie Smith also quotes Morris as saying:

Except with a small part of the more artistic side of the work I could not do anything
(or at least but a little) to give this pleasure to the workmen, because I should have
had to change their method of work so utterly that I should have disqualified them
from earning their living elsewhere. 10

" William Morris, 'The Lesser Arts of Life' in Ceramic Art: Comment and Review, 1882-1977', Garth
Clark (ed.), Dutton, N e w York, 1978, p. 7.
7 William Morris, T h e Lesser Arts of Life' in Ceramic Art: Comment and Review, 1882-1977', Garth
Clark (ed.), Dutton , N e w York, 1978, p. 17.
° William Morris in 'The Lesser Arts of Life', p. 25.
9
Edward Lucie Smith in 'The Story of Craft', p. 213.
10
Edward Lucie Smith in 'The Story of Craft*, p. 213.
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Whilst striving to introduce artistic principles in designing it would appear that
Morris w a s eventually resigned to what he saw as an inevitable dominance by
industrial theories and practices: a dominance that m a y be unavoidable w h e n more
than one individual is involved in making.

Collaboration
Painters and sculptors have at times participated in a co-operative affiliation with
industry. Collaboration though has a hollow sound to it, there being the possibility
that such activity m a y lead to unacceptable compromise. Early examples of
collaborative partnerships can be found between painters such as Paul Gaugin and
industrial chemist Ernest Chaplet; Juan Miro and glaze technician Jose Llorens
Artigas or Picasso's business initiatives with the mass-producing of decorated
plates. It is also true that artistic collaboration by painters did not seem to include a
desire for acquiring in-depth familiarity with ceramic material behaviour, processes
or traditional aesthetic. T h e artist invariably acted as designer being advised by
technicians w h o m a y have completed the work on the their behalf. Firing too,
normally so closely integrated into the ceramics artist's processes, w a s completed by
an independent person resulting in inevitable compromise.

There are fewer recorded incidences of potters collaborating with industry despite
discussion about the need for such activity. A m o n g s t the possible explanations for
this is the historical discord between potters and industry created by a mistrust or
lack of respect for one another's philosophies. There m a y be merit in the painter or
sculptor acting as 'visitor' to the ceramic m e d i u m if a refreshing perspective on the
use of materials to form n e w concepts is to be achieved. However the products of
these temporary marriages have so far been curiosities rather than an overwhelming
revelation on n e w aesthetic:

Gauguin's aesthetic is inspiring, even though his overall view was limited and
somewhat narrow, looking upon low-fired objects as being "flirtatious and frivolous,"
and any single piece fired at several temperatures as being incapable of achieving
harmony. U

Gaugin was, however, sensitised enough to ceramic aesthetic for curator FrechesThory to comment:
11

Garth Clark, "The Search For Context' in Ceramic Art: Comment and Review 1882-1977, Dutton, New
York, 1977, p. ix.
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Gauguin's passion for ceramics quickly became a manifesto for an art form, which in
his eyes had deteriorated rapidly during the era of triumphant eclecticism. He saw the
Sevres factory as the chief culprit: 'Sevres, in no uncertain terms, has killed ceramics'
Gauguin wrote. ^
By contrast the work produced by Juan Miro in partnership with Jose Llorens
Artigas is highly original and shows a laudable interest in the behaviour of ceramic
materials.13 Miro though w a s an artist influenced by his Catalan origins and
possessed an empathy with provincial ceramic traditions.

Industry and Studio Practice
Whilst researching in Britain and Europe in 1979, I became aware of the
misconceptions that can occur through industry's ability to promote itself. For
example, it was, by the late 19th century, c o m m o n for factories to establish
decorating studios and ateliers for the production of limited edition 'art' ceramics.
Minton, W e d g e w o o d and Royal Worcester are examples. Individuals interested in
the craft m o v e m e n t such as William Morris, William de M o r g a n or the Martin
brothers produced technically skilful designs for mass production. B y the mid-20th
century historians were describing the atelier concept as the natural inheritor of
ceramics as an art tradition. T h e abundance of well-kept c o m p a n y records has
provided ample opportunity for historians to ennoble the styles and productive
output of factories and ateliers such as W e d g e w o o d and Doulton. Factory produced
ceramics has at times been elevated to the status of 'art' by those writers and curators
whose perspective differ significantly with practitioners on the nature of ceramics
aesthetic.14 T o the ceramic artist the atelier product whilst being extremely skilful
was also limited by its production brief and manufacturing method. Although
possessing technical virtuosity the factory product would have difficulty in meeting
the complex range of aesthetic criteria demanded by art.

Whilst at the British Museum I was to experience the public perception of ceramics
through the eyes of a curator. M s Aileen D a w s o n an assistant keeper for Medieval
English and G e r m a n saltwares spoke to m e about industrial views. A s a historian
D a w s o n believed English and European ceramics began with the Industrial
'2 'Gauguin's Ceramics', A review of an exhibition 'The Art of Paul Guaguin', Ceramics Review, October
1989, p. 38.
13
A major exhibition of Miro's ceramics can be found in the Palacio Nationale Museum, Barcelona,
Spain.
^4 Jenny Zimmer, 'Eccentric British treasures', The Age, Tuesday, April 19, 1994.

Revolution. She regarded all previous (European and English) pottery as largely
irrelevant, the infantile proceedings before an industrial maturation. Her view was
that the "sophistication and intellectual maturity of English ceramics began with
Josiah Wedgewood". 1 5

Whilst we were examining examples of early German salt-glazed wares, Dawson
pointed out that pre-industrial, illiterate potters were not capable of the aesthetic
sensibilities w e were so willing to read into their style and purpose. Her attitude
stemmed from an Anglo-European historian's view that equated art with technical
and scientific sophistication. Sophistication, some commentators thought, reached
its apogee in the monumental and ornamental Baroque extravagancies produced in
the factories of Stoke on Trent, Meissen, Sevres, or Faenza. The realisation that
Dawson's attitude was probably a c o m m o n one highlighted the problem of h o w
difficult it was to establish the conceptual differences between ceramic art and
ceramic design.
My views on Medieval English and German ceramics differed from Dawson's.
S o m e of the wares w e discussed were examples of early pre-industrial G e r m a n salt
glazed forms that demonstrated an exploratory use of the diaphanous qualities of clay
surfaces. Finely executed sprigged figurative images had been placed over throwing
rings on cylindrical forms. A s a maker it was not difficult to see an exploration of an
aesthetic that, from the industrial point of view, would have been regarded as
convoluted and unnecessary. The work contained visual messages recording the
imprint of the maker's hands or images laden with cultural meaning. A s a maker it
was not difficult to empathise with the potter's search to satisfy an emotional need
that extended beyond that of survival. M y view was not acceptable to D a w s o n and
the episode helped to define for m e the sharp differences between artistic and
industrial perspectives.
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Interview conducted by the writer with Aileen Dawson, Assistant Keeper of Medieval English &
German Pottery, British Museum, Dec 12th, 1978.
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Design
Strong differences of opinion arise on how important design is to creativity.
Through conditioning from industrial sources w e have learned to place design on a
high level. W e m a y ask just h o w important is it? M y view is that it is only one of
m a n y equally important components in the creative process. A s a student of Islamic
design philosophy I have c o m e believe that design should only act in an advisory
capacity, its place in contemporary practice being overstated. There is ample
evidence of sterile objects whose aim is purely to demonstrate the virtuosity of
design. Although these objects m a y be pleasing to the eye they do not necessarily
stimulate the emotions. A s it is practised in the West design places 'function' as a
prime creative object. Whilst the designed object m a y at times be sophisticated in the
clinical sense it m a y also lack the breadth of qualities art must possess.

Historically there have been numerous attempts to marry art and industry where
design has been used as the bridging language between two disciplines. W e have
already briefly discussed artistic collaboration with industry. Still nostalgically
revered today is the design philosophy of the Bauhaus or the Art Nouveau
movement, viewed as intellectual paradigms of 'artistic' involvement with industry.
It is m y view that such movements did not succeed in their professed artistic
objectives. Art Nouveau, for example, displays a strong referential basis to early
Islamic art and Orientalism. If the key figures in the m o v e m e n t sought inspiration
from Safavid art, for example, then from m y o w n research experience its principles
were poorly translated or understood and it is an interesting exercise to compare the
two design formats. Despite the contemporary support for the Bauhaus I believe the
movement has contributed little to ceramic art aesthetics in any meaningful terms.
Similarly the Art Deco movement, such as the M e m p h i s school, placed little store on
emotional content. It is m y view that the M e m p h i s school, although an interesting
explorative development, remains no m o r e than that. If w e were to use Art
Nouveau or the Bauhaus movements as examples of a successful relationship
between art and industry then its influence has been, I believe, largely a failure.

Conversely Japanese ceramic artists appear to have maintained a fruitful and positiv
relationship with industry without loss of personal identity. This would suggest that
the problem in the West exists because of differing views on ranking of technique,
technical virtuosity and art. From the Western ceramics artists' point of view our
stylistic inheritance and knowledge of aesthetic possibility c o m e not from industry
but from pottery movements throughout the world during a ten thousand year
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history. W e m a y be tempted, as industry has done, to ask what relevance historical
styles have to contemporary design. Relevance becomes more concrete if w e accept
that w e are, as artists, part of a continuum that uses 'design' not as a separate entity
but as part of a group of traditional relationships that involve materials, available
equipment, available skills, and creative vision. It would be foolish and arrogant of
us to be dismissive of the enormous resource of thought and discovery that has
preceded us. Acknowledging tradition does not imply that w e mimic design
solutions already resolved. I believe that by studying all that has precede us w e are
able to define h o w to design original work and avoid duplication.

The early influences on philosophical attitudes in the twentieth century have been in
part developed by such individualistic potters as William Staite-Murray, Katherine
Pleydell-Bouverie, Michael Cardew and Bernard Leach. T h e development of the
'artist-craftsman' was in response to the idea that handmade domestic tablewares
could be designed arid produced in the intimate environment of a small scale studio.
Leach's reactionary views, for example, were possible because of the existence of
industrial design and production methods. In other words the studio pottery
m o v e m e n t w a s feasible because design, as interpreted by industry, did not
adequately fulfil the demands of art or aesthetic. The introduction of the esoteric,
spiritually based Eastern aesthetic to the West was not only important but helped to
teach us what the extent of ceramics aesthetic really was and w h y the industrial view
is so narrow.
Leach believed industry had the power to manufacture anything it wished because it
possessed the intellectual and engineering resources needed for creating and solving
technical problems. That industry had not, on the whole, produced w o r k of
aesthetic merit was the result of its attitudes towards design. For example, it is the
differences in the use of materials that most visibly separates the artist from industry.
Industry's continued search for the refining or purifying of raw materials is a
response to market pressure for more durable domestic products in the light of
competition from glass and plastics manufacturers. The artist sees merit in using
both refined and natural raw materials to enhance the scope of creative possibility.
The artist accepts and works with the changeability of materials sourced from natural
geological origins. There is preparedness to allow changes in work to occur should
the chemistry of materials alter. T h e demands of mass production see chemical
change as intolerable. Homogeneity of material resources is according to industry,
an essential prerequisite for the maintenance of production standards to meet a
market expectation. Scientific objectives, particularly about material purity, are
increasingly narrowing because of the pressure to contain costs and maximise

profits. The artist on the other hand is not driven by profit. For the artist no
compromise is possible: process and materials must fit idea. For industry idea must
fit process.

Practices
The place of industrial methods in everyday studio practice is the result of a subtle
and very successful conditioning. It is also the result of failure by the profession to
establish standards of performance. In his essay Good, Bad and Indifferent: How
can we talk about quality when we have no fixed standards ? critic Peter T i m m s
questions the use of opinion to determine standards. Constructive analysis, that
which is important and desirable for understanding is, according to Timm's, a
process of "contextualising objects, of relating them to social, political,
philosophical, psychological and historical attitudes. The object is thus m a d e to
perform the function of a sort of social magnifying glass, condensing and clarifying
our shared beliefs." 16

Timms argues that professionalism within the ceramics community is derived from
spiritual attitudes towards work and work practices. That spiritualism has not
emerged as a focus for art practice is a result of the high profile given to industrial
ideology. Despite the initiatives m a d e by Leach, for example, industrial ideas on
design and aesthetic standards have, after a short hiatus in the 1960s and 1970s, reemerged to direct the course of expression. Misunderstanding of Leach's arguments
and the pressure to survive has stimulated the interest towards more commercial
avenues. The situation is not without irony. Leach idealised and actively promoted
the notion of artist craftsmen living off the proceeds of their work. T o achieve this,
industrial marketing philosophy and selling strategy has been seen by m a n y as the
more realistic avenue. In other words the spiritual path is not seen as economically
viable.
During a conversation with English potter John Leach17 in 1987, Bernard Leach was
described to m e as a potter w h o feared the dehumanising impact of values opposite
to those needed for art purposes. Although expressing his ideas to a m u c h smaller
audience in the 1940s Bernard Leach's views are pertinent today. Cyclical trends
n o w see us having to contend with the same important struggle Bernard Leach

Peter Timms, 'Good, Bad and Indifferent: H o w can w e talk about quality when w e have no fixed
standards?', Ceramics Art and Perception, Vol. 6, 1991, p. 62.
17 After a lecture I gave to members of the Craftsman Potters Association, North London, October, 1987.
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experienced - that of demonstrating to the market place the intrinsic differences
between art and design:

If the bulk of pottery turned out in England today is mass produced and inferior in
form and decoration, its inferiority is not so much due to the manner of its production
- for mass produced wares cannot only be offinequality of body and beautiful in
form, if designed by the right men - but for various intrinsic reasons, chief of which
is the failure of the manufacturer to interest himself in good (in the artistic sense)
design.1*'

It is the power of technology to infiltrate and the ease with which we uncritically
embrace technological 'progress' that should concern us. It is easier, for example,
to acquire technical skills than substantive artistic ability. It is easier to produce
w o r k that is technically competent than it is to produce something that is a legitimate
artistic statement. Art', 'artist 'or 'artistry' as words have suffered a denigration in
value to a point w h e r e little of their original meaning remains. W e n o w hear
performance, garden or table 'art' and hairdressers, stylists, manicurists or fashion
designers referred to as 'artists'. E v e n technology itself is described as an 'art
form'. In such an environment any w o r k that is technically competent m a y also be
described as 'art'. Similarly there are pressures within our c o m m u n i t y for art to take
advantage of m o d e r n technology to enhance its status on cultural relevancy. Artistry
and art, h o w e v e r , can involve non-conformity, emotion, intellect, strength of
purpose, personal philosophy, originality, independence, genuine creativity and the
ability to find individual technical solutions. Critic Robert Nelson takes the issue
further in his essay Technology

&

Irrelevance

by challenging the ability of

technology to be of any value to art:

In art, the questions have always revolved around consciousness of realities rather than
realities themselves. Ask therefore which technological changes are so significant
that they merit celebration or critique in works of art? H o w seriously has technology
altered consciousness? H o w much has it changed what matters to people? H o w much
has it infused our emotional life? Perhaps less than w efirstbelieved under the
impetus of a deterministic modernism which accords the new and exciting all die
privileges of access to the depths of the psyche! ^

Faith in industry to solve our problems unfortunately dominates community
thinking. W e are also led to believe that w e must survive off our w o r k if w e are to
18
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Bernard Leach, 'A Potter's Book', Faber&Faber, London, 1964, p. 3.
Robert Nelson,' Technology & Irrelevance', Art Monthly Australia, March, 1993, p. 4.
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be true to our profession. The cost of education too places a greater d e m a n d on
returns, to see a visible presence of graduates performing as financially successful
paradigms. Such conditioning blunts our critical faculties. Rationalist political
concepts of 'promotion of the individual' and 'survival of the fittest' also suggest
that traditional ideas on standards are anachronistic.

It is significant when a ceramic artist such as Alison Britton voices her concerns
about industrial ceramic practice. Through the orientation of her training, Britton, as
a student and graduate of the Royal College of Art, was taught to embrace concepts
of industrialism. From hindsight she gives us sufficient warning that there are very
real problems of future survival and independence because of "the larger sweeps of
modernisation, standardisation, over-production, mechanisation, sanitisation, mass
marketing, and other aspects of progress that threaten to crush the h u m a n spirit".20

Design and Creative Processes

To elevate the status of 'design' is, I believe, mistaken for there is an accompanying
tendency to downgrade the value of philosophical and spiritual attainment. Intimate
knowledge of process and material possibility and the physical involvement in
'making' through all stages gives art a basis for its integrity. For example, n e w
discoveries in glaze or firing m a y suggest n e w forms. Conversely n e w forms m a y
stimulate searches for n e w colour or textural possibilities.

For industry, designing is centred on marketing where decision making is
determined by consumer demand. It is k n o w n the consumer is more comfortable
buying those objects that are familiar and already enjoy proven market acceptance.
T o accommodate consumer taste m a y be financially successful but artistically it is
faulty. The artist must use visionary skill through leadership and the creating of n e w
ideas or concepts that confront accepted conventions. For example, m y experiences
with Stoke on Trent in 1986 provided an insight into British industrial aspiration. A
ceramics graduate from the Glasgow School of Art w a s contracted by a Stoke
company ostensibly to develop her notable skills in decal designing. She w a s given
a studio and salary and invited to develop her design innovations. A s time
progressed she began to realise the factory was not interested in her work. She
decided her time was being wasted and resigned. O n questioning company officials
it was revealed that many new graduates were hired purely to ensure that they did not

Edward Lucie Smith, 'The Raw and Uncooked', Ceramics Review, Sept/Oct,1993, Num.143, p. 21.
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fall into the hands of opposing companies to avoid giving the opposition a marketing
edge. It was also expedient on industry's part to appear to be cooperating in a
greater interface between industry and education. It was expressed that in reality the
future of design for the British ceramics industry lay in recycling Victorian and
Edwardian tablewares. Consumer interest was not for contemporary, innovative
design but the palatially 'elegant', decorative styles produced for royalty in the late
nineteenth century. N e w production efficiencies and increased consumer capacity to
pay apparently stimulated emulation of nobility's passion for display.

The sterility of industrial ceramics is widely acknowledged and arises, we have
already determined, from attitudes to making. Symmetry, precision or detailing
losses in thefinishedcasting are inherent features of the mass-produced object. The
mastered object m a y be m a d e on a lathe and additions such as lid or handle will be
conceived in engineered terms with little or no concessions to the plasticity of the
clay medium. Designs n o w m a y be altered randomly through computer programs to
fit any particular part of production process. Paste bodies will be tight and smooth,
glazes applied thinly to minimise failure and material cost. The resulting
combinations of materials, design, production processes and market research
produce the truly amorphous, standardised anonymous object. The desire for
conformity of standards can be traced to the early establishment of the Industrial
Revolution w h e n Josiah W e d g e w o o d and his contemporaries shaped m a n y attitudes
towards production. There was recognition that small scale-workshops using wheel
or hand formed methods were too antiquated and ineffective for the purposes of
mass producing for profit. H e saw the key to effective organisation was to be found
in production methods originally conceived by the Romans some two thousand years
earlier. Exceptional engineers, the R o m a n s are credited with inventing and
developing the technique of slip-casting to increase productive capacities.
W e d g e w o o d , as did his contemporaries, not only mechanised his production line but
sought an intellectual association with Greek and R o m a n classicism.

For

W e d g e w o o d slip-casting was not only a method suited to the economies of scale but
afforded a greater degree of flexibility in the appropriating of designs, particularly of
R o m a n origin, for reproduction. T h e slip-casting technique enabled a reduction in
the time needed to train labour and minimised physical contact with the work to
reduce production variables. It became possible to experiment with division of
labour theories or economies of scale to maximise profits.

Slip-casting can be an extremely complex operation requiring levels of engineering
skill and mould making exactitude. At its best it is ideal for complex creative
exploration and imaginative use. At its worst the technique can lend itself to
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tawdriness and banality, its most worrisome feature being its capacity for unlimited
reproductive conformity. Moulding for slip-casting is considered better w h e n no
concession to the organic variables of clay is afforded. 'Design' is seen as a separate
function and its traditional flexibility has become lost to mechanised criteria. T h e
design of moulds sees imposition on line or curvature and the fluidity of form, easily
achieved with the potter's wheel, to contrive flirtations with engineering possibility.
Time and labour are measured to maximise productive efficiencies and to ensure that
less time is spent on individual objects.

Craftsmanship in the 20th Century
If we were to look at terminology in the 1960s, we would discover respect for the
terms 'studio craftsman' and 'craftsmanship' and the traditional role of 'the potter'.
Regard for craftsmanship and making objects by hand was m a d e possible by training
in traditional methods. The significant difference between industrial and art based
ceramic philosophy was clearly understood. Attitudes changed during the 1970s and
1980s as understanding about traditional pottery ideals w a s weakened by the
widening acceptance of industrial criteria in the craft studio. Slip-casting,
commercial slip bodies, spray gun and airbrush methods, stains, commercial glazes,
oxidised firing and non-vitreous technology is n o w commonplace in the studio. So
too are designs that emulate the industrial product. The trend gained m o m e n t u m
w h e n the use of commercially designed and manufactured bodies, casting slips and
glazes expanded dependency on the manufacturers for information. A n inevitable
interest in the manufacturers' recommendations for material usage took place and
slip-casting displaced traditional hand-forming methods, not out of an interest in the
creative potential of slip casting but as a vehicle for productive volume, ease and
commercialisation.

A conflict of interest between production and art has always preoccupied the potter.
Harry Davis believed, for example, that hand m a d e pots were vehicles for both
artistic expression and every day use. H e believed pots should be m a d e cheaply to
increase market accessibility. A s a maker he believed art c a m e from within, the
result of humility and simplicity to produce pots possessing artistic integrity. T h e
pretentiousness of industry had no place in the potter's studio and this could be
countered, he argued, by using repetitious hand making methods. Basing his
philosophy on the principles of Gestalt, Davis stated:
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what we call spontaneous creativity is the fruit of a well-stocked subconscious...This
implies a subconscious stockpiling of ideas and experiences, and it seems as though
the subconscious mind is like a fully programmed computer.21
The conflict is induced by the pressure to survive, a condition that Davis described
as:

that knife-edge of a hazardous situation which the potter has to face when he is
involved in doing the repetitive work...Even for the independent potter the danger of
turning a viable interpretation of what was once his own creative expression into a
hackneyed cliche is never very far away. Economic circumstances exert a continuous
pressure in this direction; and nothing but an alert consciousness of this hazard and a
will to contrive situations and methods of working conducive to vitality will hold it
at bay.2 2
Today marketing expediency has largely discounted individual styles that undergo
natural, developmental changes. Style is determined by shop and gallery outlets
responding to consumer feed-back. If it is not the d e m a n d for a 'line' or 'range' of
w o r k needed to anticipate customer taste then it m a y be pressure for greater
functionality. Functionality, w e should remind ourselves, is the reason industry
exists. B y extrapolation therefore, are there not inherent dangers in following the
industrial path? If industry can better address functionality then what role is the craft
potter taking? Could it not also be argued that by acquiescing to commercialism w e
are relinquishing control of our creative independence?

The achievement of mechanisation and technology impinges on our confidence to
m a k e objects by hand. S o effectively does industry dominate our thoughts that
Harry Davis, despite his publicised views on artistic virtue, will be remembered not
for his pots but his passion for machinery. T h e industrialisation of our psyche does
not need to happen. W e are not forced into the industrial mould and w e could, if w e
wished, choose our o w n direction. For Australia, historically devoid of any
significant studio tradition, there is a willing association with the manufacturing
criteria first imported from English or European industry. Such is the strength of the
association that s o m e ceramic historians have been tempted to regard early industry
as the basis of the potters' tradition. T h e creating of such cultural m y t h s can
unfortunately cultivate an uncritical relationship with industry.
lv
Harry Davis, 'Some Thoughts on Attitudes' in Ceramic Art: Comment and Review, 1882-1977', Garth
Clark (ed.), Dutton, N e w York, 1978, p. 107.
22 Harry Davis in 'Some Thoughts on Attitudes', p. 108.
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The success of industrial penetration is disturbing for other reasons. Hardship is not
something w e welcome and ease of making, marketing, or adherence to populist
trend can be a sign of a delayed maturity. There also seems to be avoidance of the
essential emotional issues artistic activity demands. Emotional or intellectual
shallowness, consciously embraced or the result of salient inferiority, sees objects
measured in cold technical financial terms. This dispassionate view also finds an
easy purchase in a society deeply suspicious of intellectual or philosophical debate.

Methods, Machines and Materials
So how does industrial practice surface at the studio level? To find answers we need
to look at the commercialisation of materials and equipment. Commercial ideas on
clay result in bodies that are lifeless and inappropriate for the potter's wheel. Filterpressing methods have influenced the manufacturers' attitudes on clay formulation.
N e w engineering developments in screening, refining and 'purifying' of materials
also replace traditional ideas on clay plasticity. Lower percentages of clay materials
in bodies are, w e are told, used to minimise the impact of natural geological
variables. Non-plastic materials m a y also be used as fillers to minimise production
costs. B y preferring the 'convenience' of commercial supply shops w e expose
ourselves to industrial ideas on material usage and performance from the very onset
of learning. Clay bodies are no longer the character-laden, organic specimens once
so widely used. That these modern bodies no longer look or perform as clay is
unnoticed by those w h o have never experienced the differences. The result is that
m a n y objects are visually dead, leadened by slickness, uniformity and overworked,
unadventurous form. There is conformity and a mimetic interest in white bodies
similar to those required by industry for the making of sanitary or domestic
whitewares. Consequently w e are drifting into the use of pastes rather than clay
bodies. T h e working properties of pastes are not clay-like; in fact they significantly
limit the range of making possibilities such as size, thickness or awkward forms,
textural surfaces and options on firing.

The lathe-like precision of the electronically controlled, electric wheel has
desensitised the connection between hand and clay performance. Except for s o m e
salt glaze and woodfiring exponents wheel-throwing has ceased to be a vital organic
language. Through a persistent community pressure to see professionalism equated
with craftsmanship, symmetry, precision and finish are m a d e to epitomise
perfection. High percentages of non-plastic materials also limit the creative
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possibilities of refiring clay due to the risk of dunting. W e allow glaze 'faults' to be
described in the rigidity of industrial limitations. Crawling, crazing, textured
surfaces, pin-holing, colour variances or thick glaze applications, revered by the
artist for their aesthetic qualities, are no longer seen as desirable. T h e ancient
reasoning behind dipped-glaze methods has been lost in the wake of mechanised
spraying. Glaze applications are becoming thin and m e a n in appearance, lacking the
visual and tactile beauty exemplified in early Asian ceramics.

The publishing of technical information and the marketing of ceramic materials or
equipment is slanted towards the interests of the commercial suppliers. There is a
ready market for designing and manufacturing equipment using engineering
expertise. The engineer produces kilns that perform with ever-increasing degrees of
fuel efficiency to satisfy the demands of a market resentful about cost in firing.
Whilst commercial kilns m a y perform with a commendable efficiency they can also
be unforgiving in the results they produce.

T h e unforseen variables, so

characteristic of more 'generous' atmospheric kilns, are lost in these manufactured
versions. Gas kiln temperatures m a y be 'evened out' thus eliminating the valuable,
natural temperature gradient once used to discover the full range of colour and
texture variables of any given glaze. T h e preoccupation with sameness and
predictability results in an inordinate concession towards the standardisation of
studio pottery output and production ideals.

Concessions have occurred in other unexpected areas. The prevailing thickness of
pottery form is becoming thinner depriving the work of its physical and visual
strength. 'Thinness' is n o w equated with 'fineness', there being little thought given
to 'thickness' being appropriate w h e n aesthetic demands. Vitrification seems no
longer to be as important especially at lower temperatures and the combination of
thin and unvitrified form results in a loss of solidity and tactile warmth.

The penchant for predictability may mask an inability to comprehend firing processes
and variables. There is retreat instead to the safe ground of repetitious use of glazes
and methods that consistently perform. Switch-on and switch-off firing practices
not only minimise commitment towards learning about firing but also the need for
physical and emotional involvement in kiln management. There is a ready market for
the supply of electronically controlled gadgetry energetically catered for by
engineers. Computer programs for fuel kilns will soon be more accessible for studio
purposes thus removing the last remaining subjective decision making and intuitive
judgement tasks. 'Risk' or variables in kiln firing, no longer seen as virtues, induce
employment of 'safer' firing practices where results are guaranteed. There is little
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tolerance or understanding of the acquisition of technique through accumulated
experience.

The last remaining symbol of anarchic independence has, in recent years, been the
woodfired kiln. Is the woodfired kiln safe from merchandising, however? I think
not. In time, the marketing potential of ready-made woodfired kilns will be
recognised. N o doubt homogeneity and simplification will find its w a y into
woodfiring to cater for the commercial possibilities.

Dependency by ceramics practitioners on commercial solutions has led to an
inevitable immersion in industrial design in the studio. Industrial engineering
practice, intolerant of 'imperfection', prefers to 'tidy-up' the line and form c o m m o n
to art. T h e rationalisation of form, line, material purity, texture or tonal variance at
the studio level is creating an inevitable interest in reproducing industry's forms.
This will lead to the inevitable realisation by either the craftsman or the consumer that
the industrial product is superior in every way. At this point the final obsolescence
of the studio potter will be complete.
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SPIRITUALISM & AESTHETIC
My first awareness of the spiritual element in East Asian ceramics came from the
teaching of Peter Rushforth and his passion for Japanese aesthetics. A legacy of
involvement in the second World W a r had led m a n y individuals to search for a more
meaningful environment in which to live. Peter Rushforth w a s one of these
individuals and through his creative insight w e , as his students, began to learn that
ceramics had more to offer than just a simplistic functional role. Despite the
educational orientation of the English slipware tradition, the Leach stoneware style
found little purchase in m y o w n studio development. The ideas of Rushforth and the
work of Kanjiro Kawai did, however, inspire m e to ignore those creative objectives
that were not the result of personal judgement.

The balance of humility and ego is important in the making, assessing and marketing
of work. The suppression of ego enables a more honest self-assessment of personal
ability with the resulting benefits in creative output. For example, ego m a y foster
rigid expectations on fired results. A denial of ego m a y allow the kiln to
participation in the resolution of artistic outcomes. In other words creative
sensitivities are developed by observing and acting on the results of process.
Ambition is also an essential ingredient for it m a y push us to strive for better results.
Unrestrained it m a y tempt the overt display of technical competencies. W h a t does
this achieve, however, if the work is not matched by a sensitive and skilful
resolution of surface and form? T h e result m a y be tenuous and unconvincing.
Through humility and honesty a more balanced and harmonious relationship m a y
become evident in the resulting work.
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Spiritualism: A Brief Definition
From the industrial point of view, concerned as it is with maximising efficiencies
and profit, artistic attitudes are uneconomic and impractical. Time, it is argued, is
the enemy of efficiency. The manufacturer's ideal is to produce work in the cheapest
possible w a y where profit results from the volume of sales. T o the artist working in
the studio there is a self-imposed limit to the volume of output before creative
outcomes become compromised. Profit is not measured in monetary terms but the
emotional and spiritual sense of well-being. Investing time and effort maximises the
opportunity for aesthetic outcomes where work m a y be conceived and resolved in an
atmosphere of considered, unpressured reflection. The ability to ignore trends or
opinion is accomplished by reaching deeply into inner personal resources and to
produce work that is different requires degrees of philosophical strength, resilience
and a singular determination. These and other philosophic aspirations are part of a
spiritually artistic existence.
When pondering the spiritual and aesthetic relationship we may ask how or even
w h y these qualities should reveal themselves in the finished work of art. Zen
Bhuddhist philosophy, for example, places a high value on fortuitous incidents in all
stages of process. High temperature fusion and firing characteristics are viewed as
uncompromising indicators of an aesthetic unique to ceramics. 'Seeing' and
building on these incidents requires a sensitivity whose outcomes can be assessed
once the work is exposed to public viewing. A s an example, m y creative interests
are directed towards the manipulation of natural events n o w classified as 'faults'.
Cracking or flaking during process or firing has, for example, considerable creative
potential. B y Zen philosophical definition the cultivation of a work ethos for 'faults'
may, therefore, be the result of spiritual choices in making.

We may also ask what the tangible aesthetic qualities are in finished art work.
Ironically, the most tangible impressions m a y be that intangible 'presence', the
inexplicable auras that good art work generates. Structural complexity m a y also
stimulate the emotions and intellect.

T h e w o r k should

communicate

uncompromisingly, revealing thoughts, perspectives or messages that retain their
integrity even after repeated viewing and familiarity. The successful work will not
exclusively rest on form or technique but on an integrated, harmonious relationship
between form, surface, colour or other variables. Ideally the work will present n e w
ideas of expression that build on the strengths of an historically sifted, well-honed
holistic language.
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Poor work m a y not sustain beyond immediatefirstimpressions. It m a y be contrived
to impress in size from a mistaken belief that larger work justifies artistic viability.
W o r k that is 'effect' based, shows that technique is neither clever nor important.
Throughout m y career I have come to associate the word 'effect' with affectation and
other less desirable aspirations. Striving for commercial viability has fostered a
rejection of the importance of struggle or artistic rigour. Surface, a critically
unifying aesthetic component, has become depleted and impoverished. T i m e and
effort has become measured resulting in insufficient attention to surface resolution.
A colleague, Alan Caiger-Smith, once described his attitudes to m e towards dealing
with surface: the size of work was determined, he thought, by the ability to
convincingly deal with what he termed "the incredible acreage"1 H e believed that all
surface areas must be effectively worked and reworked until they areright.CaigerSmith's attitudes are also influenced by the Islamic potter's view that the cost of
labour should never be used as a limiting factor in the birthing process of art.

Obligation
Throughout this dissertation I refer to 'obligation' in art practice. Obligation is a
component of the creative continuum. T h e Islamic artists and designers, for
example, believe that to avoid duplication and to improve comprehension there is a
commitment to learn all that has preceded them. This will include a working
knowledge of the mechanics of making, comprehension of design principles and a
sensitivity (although not necessarily acquiescence) to the reasons tasks were done in
a particular way. B y implication there is avoidance of ego once skills have been
attained. There is, for example, a temptation w h e n still learning to believe that one
'knows it all' and that our predecessors were limited in their expertise or vision.
This m a y show the limitations in our o w n perceptive ability. T o the Islamic artist
obligation, therefore, is not only a commitment to prior learning but an implicit
agreement to extend the 'envelope' of creativity towards n e w interpretations and n e w
work effort that must broaden the scope of 'tradition'. The final obligation occurs in
the later career stages when a commitment is m a d e to teach all that has been learned
to a mediator chosen for the purpose.

In the contemporary Western environment the question of obligation in art practice is
less in evidence. The principle of artistic obligation exists whether w e like it or not.
A n unwritten contract is undertaken w h e n entering an art career for it is

Statement by Alan Caiger-Smith whilst I was working with him in his studio at Aldermaston 1982.
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understanding and observing obligation that eventually sustains market interest in
our work. Obligation, I believe, is an honest appraisal of ability and achievement in
the context of previous effort. Compared to their traditional brethren the modern
artist contends with other pressures resulting from the benefits of education,
technology, materials and an information proliferation. With so m u c h resource at
our disposal w e have no excuse but to produce art that reaches higher levels of
attainment than our predecessors. Obligation, therefore, also means that if w e are
not achieving these levels of excellence w e have a duty to examine the reasons why.

First Connections
Although my first experience of East Asian aesthetic was meaningful, at the time I
found an inability to identify with Japanese or Chinese ceramics in the broader
sense. The reasons for this became more evident through a chance meeting in 1972
that was to alter the course of m y creative direction. I w a s to meet the D e a n of
Ceramics of the College of Applied Art in Cairo, Professor Said el Sadr, w h o was
visiting Australia to see his family. H e was to teach m e the fundamentals of lustre
technology and introduce m e to m y first appreciation of Islamic art principles. I was
to find myself in Egypt in late 1972 on a formal study program to examine Fatamid
and Tulunid ceramic art and design. A s it happened Professor el Sadr had been
searching for m a n y years to find someone to take on the responsibility for his
knowledge and passion for Islamic art and technology. Fate had apparently decided
that I was to be a messenger. It was at this time I c a m e to realise m y failure to
identify with East Asian culture was an inability to empathise not with ceramics but
aspects of a cultural philosophy. Through the years m y attitude has changed to a
more positive acceptance, although, it took Islamic culture to achieve that
understanding.

It is an understatement to say that my first impression of Islamic art was profound.
was to undertake further studies in Iran during 1974 and 1977 on spiritual
relationships in Middle Eastern ceramic art. M y first sighting, for example, of the
Masjid Shah and Masjid Jami Mosques in Isfahan or the Tihm-Cheh in Kashan
showed h o w buildings could be designed to capitalise on ceramics aesthetic to create
an architectural style and functioning environment on a scale not seen in the West.
M y dealings with potters in Kashan, Hamadan, Rayy and Shahreza or the emotional
empathy I felt for the values created by Iranian communities provided lasting positive
impressions. The timelessness of the Iranian desert and mountain landscape and the
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relationship to building styles in villages gave a sense of spiritual order and
emotional connections that cannot be adequately explained in words.

It was during the 1970s that I was to also first witness Western prejudice toward
Islamic cultures. M y enthusiasm for Islamic art history led m e to arrange a series of
slide lectures to be given in Sydney by Professor el Sadr on Fatamid lustre wares.
The lectures were received with an undercurrent of hostility and on one occasion had
to be stopped because of vocal opposition. The experience was embarrassing for el
Sadr and myself and helped in part to explain to m e w h y the teaching of Islamic art
theory is so routinely neglected in art schools. I found this and later experience
confronting, the unfortunate result of an historical Judeo-Christian cultural antipathy
evolved from ignorance and unjustified prejudice against Islamic cultural
achievement. T h e existence of prejudice heightened m y resolve to research and
comprehend all I could about Islamic artistic origins.
It is difficult to quantify the empathy I have for the Middle East. As a youth I had
been inexplicably drawn to Middle Eastern desert cultures and T.E. Lawrence,
through his diary The Seven Pillars of Wisdom

2

further stimulated m y imagination.

In later years I was to realise m y empathy had to do with the romance of language
and in particular the extraordinary intellectual sophistication of Islamic calligraphy. I
found the humility and inordinate skill inherent in the artists and potters appealing.
T h e potters' ideals contrasted with the brashness or egocentricity of Western
attitudes. A rewarding experience was meeting modern Sufi of Isfahan Province in
Central Western Iran in 1977. Responsible for the overall moderating and
stimulating of standards of craftsmanship and design, contemporary Sufism is a
legacy of a mystical religious philosophy that can be traced to the early tenth century.
Although n o w m u c h modified the role of the Sufi is to act as designer and quality
controller for art forms such as carpets and tiles. Unlike its Western counterpart, the
designer role is aimed to conserve and develop living traditions structured around a
core design heritage that is saturated with symbolism. Meeting the Sufi w a s a
humbling and enriching experience.

Whilst studies in Islamic Persian philosophy inevitably found purchase in my work
and ideas I also became conscious that importing another culture into the Australian
art environment entailed responsibility. I did not want to duplicate some of the early
almost evangelistic experiences witnessed during the importation of Japanese
ceramics culture in the early 1970s. Out of respect for its integrity I w a s conscious

T.E.Lawrence, The Seven Pillars of Wisdom', Penguin Books, London , 1962.
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of a moral and ethical responsibility to avoid denigrating the principles of Islamic art.
In teaching I found a compromise could be achieved by presenting the abstracts and
not the specifics of technology and design.

It took many years to discover how these principles could be interpreted and adapted
to m y o w n work without losing personal identity. B y studying Sufism I learned that
there is a responsibility to create a philosophy that can only be achieved through
personal experience. Dr. Nahid A n g h a in her Principles of Sufism simplifies the
more traditional concepts and states that the traditional virtues of integrity and the
rewards of honesty share a place with temporal reflectiveness:

The rules of spirituality cannot be understood unless they are experienced. The logic
of our senses consists in understanding nature by encountering it; w e cannot expect
the senses to direct us to the spiritual path or guide us along our way.3

Seeing the results of Sufi tradition further impressed upon me the value of ethical
observances to creativity. T h e seventeenth century (eleventh century/AH) Safavid
potter's attitude towards work ethic w a s guided by the fundamental religious tenet:
"that of the Divine L a w or Shariah and its relationship to the gnostic principles of
Islamic art through the spiritual values of the Tarigah (or 'The Way')". 4 T h e
doctrine recognised the important differences or co-relationships to be formed from
science (technology), industry (production) and art (creative spiritual idealism). T h e
principles not only delineate the boundaries of creativity but encourage a harmony of
purpose with other elements in society through constantly reinforcing artistic
commitment above simplistic materialism:

The traditional artist, after an initiatory ceremony of an esoteric nature, begins to learn
the method as well as the spirit of the craft, both of which share an alchemical base.
Symbols of esotericism are wedded to the arts and crafts so that the artisan is able to
achieve 'spiritual perfection' by integrating the inner and outer aspects of his being
through his work. H e participates in the creative processes of nature, 'nature in her
mode' and by doing so participates in the Divine Art.*

Further Ardalan and Baktiar reflect on the role of tradition:
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Dr. Nahid Angha, 'Principles of Sufism', International Association of Sufism Publication, San Rafael,
1991, p. 91.
4 Ardalan and Baktiar, 'The Sense of Unity : The Sufi Tradition in Persian Architecture', Chicago
University Press, Chicago, 1975, p. 3.
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Ardalan and Baktiar in "The Sense of Unity', p. 10.
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Conformity to spiritual principles is essential in all traditional art, and forms the
basis for originality in such an art...Prerequisite to originality is the ability of the
artist to 'see,' his identification with a primary purpose, his willingness to follow
laws laid down by tradition and to avoid all that is superfluous and non-functional. ^
As in modern times, the early Sufis were responsible for ensuring quality control for
all artistic output within a provincial jurisdiction. B y seeing the benefits it w a s not
difficult to appreciate the relationship of ethic and artistic excellence. Contrasted
with Westernised industry and its poor relationship with Western art, Islamic
communities integrated c o m m e r c e and art in recognition of the potters' ability to
improve the quality of the spiritual environment. T h e Islamic view w a s that industry
and technology potentially could corrupt if one or the other dominated to exclude
artistic idealism. Unfortunately this healthy regard for the superiority of h u m a n
endeavour is n o w threatened by Westernised political ambitions and economic
pressures to conform to a greater world plan.

Words and Meaning
The importance of meaning in words became evident to me when researching
comparative usage in Arabic and Persian (Farsi) languages. T h e use of poetic,
descriptive terminology emerges from a reverence for the power of words. Respect
for meaning stems not only from doctrinal influences but desert cultures whose most
significant cultural assets are language based. Calligraphic forms of expression are
regarded as the highest point of sophistication in art for their ability to stimulate
emotions and ideas. Early Islamic writers developed a potent written language that
spawned the mystical poetry of Sa'di, Hafiz and al-Ghazzali.7 Calligraphers were
regarded as the transitional m e d i u m between visual art and the spoken word and it
w a s considered "their art w a s the geometry of the soul, expressed through the
body". 8

0

Ardalan and Baktiar in 'The Sense of Unity', p. 10.
Philip Hitti, "The History of the Arabs', Macmillan, St Martin's Press, London, 1972, p. 436.
8
Abdelkebir Khatibi & M o h a m m e d Sijelmassi, 'The Splendour of Islamic Calligraphy', Rizzoli, N e w
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A s a Western artist exposed to such
philosophy, I became conscious of the
need to look more closely at m y o w n
language and meaning in words I used to
describe m y work to myself. For example
the concept of the word 'colour' is
commonly associated with the brightness
of the colour spectrum.

For ceramics

there are special problems associated with
the word. Bright colours, although well
developed in commercial stain technology,
From al-Qandiisis
twelve volume Qur'an
(1849)

cannot be readily equated to colour in paint
technology.

Ceramic stain colours for my purposes are tonally 'off cue'. Working through
analytical problems in the studio over the years I have recognised that colour is not
associated with 'brightness' but with being 'clean'. A s such, brown or black
colours can be m a d e to gain vitality from their clarity. Applied to ceramics the word
'rich' can have complex meaning. I use the word to differentiate tonality, colour
gradation or textural variance and complexity. A n y object I a m working on is not
'successful' until I a m happy that tonal and textural qualities continue to develop and
change around all surface areas of the piece. Tonally 'flat' areas are eliminated by
reworking or refiring until the desired qualities are achieved. These qualities m a y
not immediately reveal themselves until long after the work has been completed.
Working this w a y requires a constant vigilance to allow the mind and vision to be
guided by instinct. Although m y work plan will always have predetermined goals,
tangential changes of direction will also be followed provided they still fit within an
overall aesthetic criteria. T h e word 'rich' refers not only to the physicality of the
work but the visual auras being presented. There m a y be 'passive' or 'aggressive',
'quiet' or 'dominant' areas acting to counterbalance one another. Graduated surface
is a key objective through the use of slip, glaze or imposed design. Sgraffito
images, described in greater detail in the section Drawing 9, use Islamic principles of
placement to increase 'rhythms' and visual density within the work.

I am conscious of other words. 'Layering' is one that comes to mind, demonstrating
m y passion for three-dimensional ceramic qualities as I see them. Layering, like
skin, not only indicates the mannered ways in which I work but aims to create visual

See page 47 in this dissertation.
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depth through windows to other partially hidden images or glaze qualities. There are
visual themes and counter themes, metaphors for the layering of h u m a n personality.
The intellectual and emotional responses I feel w h e n reading a superbly structured
book, for example, can be transposed into complex interwoven themes and subthemes. Visual restraint no longer applies to m y work and objectives have evolved
from interpreting those Islamic principles that m a y be the antithesis of considered,
Japanese Zen aesthetic. Zen places a high value on restraint as a visual component
of aesthetic where an object m a y be deliberately understated. Although I have n o w
adopted restraint as a spiritual attitude in making it can equally apply to work that is
complex infinalresolution.

Thematic layering can possess its own subtlety. I invest hidden messages into my
work to introduce a sense of mystery. Symbolic statements add dimension without
undermining artistic integrity. Mystery and visual ambiguity provide a value-added
potential. W h e n such elements as layering, imagery and symbolic meaning are
combined with colour or surface modulation then the full strength of the word 'rich'
can begin to take shape. Subtlety m a y be contradicted by colour or gold finishes. At
times m y work has been described as visually overstated as if I were breaching
conformity of unwritten codes of aesthetic.10 The c o m m e n t I feel has more to do
with viewer unfamiliarity with layered richness as it applies to ceramics. W e are,
after all, familiar with densely layered meaning in novels, films or paintings.
I also use the relationship between positive
and negative space surrounding handles or
other added components to create zones of
interest.

Contradictory (though not

necessarily perverse) visual statements are
also intended to avoid the too obvious or
hackneyed solution.

I a m especially

interested in the word 'integrity', not just
of purpose but the visual integrity of the
object itself.

Integrity, for example, may result from the invisible, intuitive compounding of skill.
It can also be derived through constantly pushing technique and skill to the limit or
accepting the place of 'weakness' and 'strength' or 'knowing' and 'naivety' as
components in making.

10 Jenny Zimmer: Alan Peascod: Distelfink Exhibition, The Age, 19 April 1994.
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W o r d s too have other relationships. W h e n planning work I a m conscious of the
meaning of words such as 'gracious', 'quiet', 'discreet', 'sensual' or 'generous' to
describe self-appointed creative objectives. Visually 'beautiful' surface qualities are
harder to define in written terms, but m a y be occasionally used to mask the sinister
purpose of form.

The Lobotomy

Case series, illustrated above, has been

constructed to explore the contradiction between sensuously tactile surfaces and
ulterior purpose. The work has been m a d e to contain lobotomy instruments, a
metaphor for power-based systems whose bureaucratic aim m a y be the mass
desensitisation of intellectual processes.

What Islamic Art has Provided
My research in the Middle East has enabled some personal understanding of the
elemental philosophical relationships in Islamic art. Ironically I arrived at this point
through an exploration of technology. I was, for example, granted in 1974 a
research scholarship to investigate the historic use of alkaline glaze materials by
Middle Eastern potters. Consciously I had hoped to accumulate an understanding of
material usage by studying data in the research sections attached to museums. W h a t
I had not considered was that researchers in m u s e u m s do not necessarily place a
great deal of emphasis on the sourcing of materials as investigation is founded on the
conservation and provenancing of fired objects. Fortunately I realised that
researching hard technical data was not, in essence, important. I discovered the
more valuable learning experience of absorbing the potters' attitudes towards process
and innovative material usage. In hindsight the recognition was fortuitous. A
majority of Iranian potters live in desert or semi-desert regions and historically have

been deprived of a great deal of material resource. Compensation for material
deprivation was m a d e through an ability to focus. The result was a personal strength
and a self reliance that saw significant artistic achievement characterised by immense
virtuosity.

Acquiring the habit of creating problems is useful for establishing the next creative
goal. A s mentors, problems can provide an immense fillip to work progress. Using
the imagination to conjure images on h o w colour, texture or form might look
provides the incentive to bring ideas to fruition. N o possibility is discounted even if
the difficulties are immense and ideas will be resolved given the time and suitable
effort. C o m m o n relationships will be sought and n e w ways to construct or fire will
be re-calculated and tried. All prevailing technical conventions or opinions will be
ignored allowing personal instinct to determine the course of action, no matter h o w
perverse or stupid the solution m a y initially seem.
I have learned to appreciate materials that possess a mind of their own. Soluble
materials, for example, are at times obdurate or even delinquent in behaviour. They
also produce exquisite aesthetic results. It is also the challenge of reduction firing
that is creatively enticing for its difficulty and ability to produce endless surprise.
T h e attitudes of the Middle Eastern potters taught m e to think imaginatively about
process, to never allow working methods to fall into routine. I constantly reappraise
tofindalternative ways of doing. I challenge m y previous understanding by seeking
to alter the sequencing and staging of events to experience and savour discovery.
Material behaviour will suggest n e w ideas for future work. I thus have difficulty in
accepting that materials, material behaviour and firing behaviour are irrelevant to
creativity.

Risk
My Middle Eastern experience was not without cost. The early seventies was a
particularly difficult time to travel because of the major political conflicts throughout
the region. M y time in Egypt surrounded the 1973 war with Israel and the intense
struggle on the streets of Cairo. Tension existed in Iran through the United State's
Central Intelligence organisation attempts to interfere with government. Severe cold,
at times below minus 45 degrees Celsius, m a d e travel hazardous in mountain
regions. Enroute to Baghdad and oblivious to the Iran/Iraq conflict I w a s detained at
a border post as a suspected spy for possessing the cameras and film I w a s using for
research purposes. I was to be followed by armed Secret Service officials during the

weeks working at the Iraq M u s e u m . O n too m a n y occasions the plane in which I
was travelling was harassed or threatened by Israeli fighters. O n e particular instance
concerned a flight to Cairo from Damascus in which the plane I was travelling was
illegally escorted by aircraft of the Israeli airforce. Flying close to each wing tip and
underneath the fuselage, fighter planes enforced our lengthy detour around Lebanon.
Along with others I experienced hours of agony caught in a holding pattern during
an enormous s n o w storm over Teheran that was substantial enough to collapse the
airport passenger lounge killing 160 people. Dealing with security measures and the
presence of armed guards became routine as did the arduous task of having to deal
with Middle Eastern officialdom. Witnessing the plight of the Palestinians in refugee
camps or poverty amongst the potters in Fostat and Helwan provided m e with added
emotional pressures and a n e w enlightened view of the world. Amidst these
conditions I w a s to also experience the optimism, good humour and extraordinary
friendship of people appreciative of m y taking time and interest in Islamic culture.
These and m a n y other learning experiences have been at cost to m e both financially
and emotionally. W h e n these rigours are combined with years of self-imposed
isolation and commitment to seek n e w creative avenues I feel a particularly keen edge
to the moral issue of plagiarism J1 endemic in Western society.

Views on Wheel-Throwing
For the past fifteen years wheel-thro wing skills have been gradually diminishing.
Understanding of the living core of organic wheel-throwing, once so clearly
demonstrated by early Bizen or dynastic-Kamakura or Medieval German potters, has
been lost in the contemporary world to off-wheel, hand-forming methods that seek
to interpret traditional vessel form. Whilst the interpreting of traditional wheel
thrown forms m a y be a legitimate creative pursuit the once exclusively wheel-thrown
character has also been denigrated.

The loss of interest in the organic wheel thrown language has occurred for several
reasons. A great deal of the design potential of thrown forms has already been well
explored and resolved since wheel forming began in 4500 B C . In the contemporary
world, therefore, it is m u c h harder to develop an individualistic style that does not
reflect previous cultural effort. Sound wheel throwing skill is not just based on
technique. It is also a combination of intellectual and emotional skills and perceptive
alertness. T h e diminished interest in wheel throwing in part results from the time it

11 See 'Plagiarism and the Case for Intellectual Property', p. 125 in this dissertation.
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takes to acquire competency. Extensive training in wheel work practices m a y be
educationally difficult to justify, particularly in courses that have less face to face
teaching time at their disposal. Handforming methods are seen not only as liberating
but a w a y of accelerating the development of idiosyncratic style. Except for the
passionately committed, throwing has become an exhausted expression through a
symmetricalrigidityand over-emphasis of the place of technique to produce forms of
mechanical lifelessness. The unfortunate outcome has seen the diminishing of public
knowledge and empathy for a creative potential and language that has been the
backbone of ceramics practices for the past six and a half thousand years.

Clay formulation forms a significant part of the equation. The expanded use of nonplastic additions and particle uniformity produces clays that can be stodgy, lifeless
and flabby. Increasingly n e w students are less likely to experience character-laden
clays. T o the experienced wheel throwing artist every effort is m a d e to preserve the
inherent, natural qualities of course particle and material variables. Whilst clay
manufacturers m a y cater for market expectations forfine,bleached clay the need for
boutique clays for specialised applications has largely been ignored.

Wheel Throwing Practice in the Exhibitions
My awareness of the organic nature of
throwing was first stimulated w h e n I was
researching in the Victoria and Albert
M u s e u m , London in 1968. It was there I
was to discover an unglazed, twelfth
century

Persian

dimpled

cup

that

uncompromisingly expressed its plastic
clay origins. Later research experiences
in Egypt, Turkey and Iran led to a further
appreciation of the Islamic potter's attitude
to clay, something I had never seen
during m y early formative training.
Although methods are c o m m o n between
Middle East and Western potters, m y
studies provided first lessons on h o w
cultural differences can engender alternative ways of looking and seeing. The
Middle Eastern potter, for example, w a s noticeably less disposed to allowing
mechanisation to interfere with his creative independence.
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A s a Western observer, it was tempting to attribute the Islamic potter's resistance to
industrial methods as lack of awareness or being tied to a developing, economic
existence that placed 'modernisation' out of reach. T h e opportunity to talk to
officials in the Ministries of Islamic Culture in Teheran and Cairo and subsequent
study changed thesefirstimpressions. The modern Iranian potter had been familiar
with Western ideas on technology since the Second World W a r . If the potters'
practices were examined more closely it could be seen that rather than being resistant
to n e w technical change they preferred to adopt only those changes that were
necessary and did not compromise the existing integrity of their work.

My

observations, through discussions with potters, led m e to the conclusion that, even
though the work was but a shadow of former glories, high value was still placed on
the aesthetic 'feel' of their work.

The Islamic potter's attitude towards throwing and other making strategies found a
subconscious purchase. There is a logic, honed no doubt through thousands of
years of pottery activity, in the relaxed although informed manner in which clay is
handled. Forms I have m a d e for the exhibitions, although not mimetic, have been
m a d e in deference to these skills and represent what I believe to be the artistic virtues
of throwing. T h e Islamic throwers avoid the excessive precision that m a y
compromise the organic life of the clay they use. Skill is never allowed to dominate
humility. They do not allow themselves to take their work too seriously and the
intrinsically humanistic qualities are refreshing and sustaining.

I throw my forms from both ends to assist the use of hand or finger contact from the
top to the bottom of the form, a methodfirstseen in ancient Egyptian potters' work.
I dislike turning and unsympathetic, mechanical qualities. The less precise surface
finish derived from the use of hand and finger informs us of clay's plastic qualities.
Finger prints on clay surfaces also enhance the connection between the viewer and
clay, something I wasfirstaware of on seeing a 6th millennium Mesopotamian shard
in the Iraq M u s e u m in 1974.

My forms begin to be resolved when necks or rims, thrown separately before
joining, are added in a similar manner to early (2400 B C ) Egyptian potters. T h e
technique is appealing for m a n y reasons. It allows permutations of form that would
otherwise be structurally impossible. It allows an easy manipulation of proportion,
an act not dissimilar to the adjustment possible in drawing. It also allows the
combining of pressed or slip-cast components. Handles or spouts are finally added
to visually divide the work. I force-dry m y work using a large gas burner, a method
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Ifirstdevised in 1972. Also used are kiln or microwave drying methods to fix in
place more spontaneous possibilities of form.

Wheel thrown forms in the exhibition, apart from their symbolic or metaphorical
intention have ulterior purposes to do with debate over function. There is a special
language in non-functional thrown forms intentionally m a d e for visual
contemplation. Contemplation is a function in its o w n right. Too often 'function' is
argued as being 'useful' in its practical sense. W e would never expect to 'use' a
painting and yet within the market place there is unease w h e n pots are intentionally
made

for purely contemplative purposes.

T h e non-functional

form

uncompromisingly uses esoteric proportions and visual properties that m a y not be
possible w h e n function is the sole reason for making.
The handles on the Shibboleth series are examples of how additions can produce
stronger personal statements. B e it spout, lip, rim or footling or other additions,
form takes on a n e w character and dimensional complexity w h e n negative and
positive spatial relationships are created. For the same reasons I avoid symmetry to
preserve humanistic qualities. Guarding against symmetry requires increased
alertness as skills improve. Necks or handles are also asymmetrically positioned to
avoid the visual 'sameness' w h e n completed forms are viewed from differing
directions. Smooth or irregular throwing lines are carefully preserved for the linesensitivity that, aesthetically speaking, is crucially important. Sharp, crude or
disproportionate lines can be ugly both in a visual and tactile sense. Other character
forming qualities are derived from stretch marks, ripples or textural irregularities.
Clay preparation too is carefully controlled, m y preference being for fatty, non deaired types with irregular particle size and texture.

Aesthetic qualities need to be massaged into existence. It is rare indeed that I can b
satisfied with a once-fired result. I reglaze and refire until the more harmonious
qualities I a m seeking is achieved. Other experimental searches entail the use of
abrasion or etching methods tofindout what is underneath thefiredglaze layers. B y
so doing a n e w aesthetic is formed that recognises some of the limitations in oncefired methods. First awareness of the aesthetic possibilities of post-firing finishes
arose w h e n I was researching ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian pottery. T h e use
of pitch or second-firing reduction techniques to alter colour or texture w a s an
example of the early potters' use of enhancement events. B y examining Sung
celadon or tenth century lustre shards found in Egypt I began to realise that the
'softer' visual qualities w e see in ancient glazed surfaces are a natural alteration of
the super-cooled 'liquid' glass structures as they change throughout the centuries.
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~~ Shibboleth Series ~~
~ The following drawings illustrate examples from the Shibboleth
Series. The series is a celebration of the language of throwing and
recognition of the value of tradition. ~

/. Permutations on Flitted Forms 1989. Height (average) 32cms Dry Matt finishes

2. Further developments of narrow neck forms 1988. Average height 5 lcms

3. Jar Forms with Sgraffito 1988. Average height 69 cms Dry Matt finishes

4. Jar Form 1992. Height 71 cms Dry Matt finish with slips.

5. Jar Form 1992. Height 59cms Dry Malt finish

6. Shibboleth Jar Form 11 1992. Height 72cms Sgraffito and Dry Matt finishes

7. Shibboleth Jar Form V 1992. Height 71cms Sgraffito and Dry Matt finishes

T o test the idea I conducted several refirings of seven hundred years old glazed
shards to observe the changes that m a y take place. The results revealed a return to
the original harsher brightness seen in newlyfiredglazes. Our visual impressions of
certain ancient glazed surfaces are, I believe, a response to the value-added qualities
created by burial and decomposition of surfaces through etching in slightly acidic
soil conditions. These qualities could be classified as post-firing events. Post-firing
finishing stimulates positive and negative reactions amongst contemporary
practitioners. Conceptually I have no difficulty using finishing methods provided
the integrity of the work is preserved.

Drawing

I started formal drawing studies in early childhood. Later, training in painting led to
an appreciation of the interesting problems of composition, tonality or texture within
a given framework. I draw constantly to maintain skills and plan n e w ideas. During
the progress of making for the exhibitions I became increasingly interested in the
relationship between drawing on paper and its translation to the three-dimensional,
curved ceramic surfaces. M y drawing development has expanded through
researching Islamic design principles whose structures are the antithesis of
Westernised or Asian aesthetic understanding because they rely on unusual visual
insight. T h e principles, particularly as they have been developed in Islamic Persian
Seljuk or Safavid art, are examples of some of the most sophisticated ever developed
by a ceramics culture. Founded on morphological concepts, design and calligraphic
relationships are based on the dimensional units of h u m a n anatomy. Contrasted with
Asian ideas of restraint, Islamic designfindsits strength in complex structures based
on inter-related images that are loaded with meaning and demand repeated viewing.

Imperfection, an antonym of symmetry, can be a means of achieving contrasts in art.
I allow naive, elemental thinking to participate in decision making. Naive and
intuitive responses m a y differ. Intuition as I see it m a k e s s o m e use of prior
knowledge.

Naive decisions m a y run contrary to experience and m a y even

deliberately deny the use of c o m m o n sense. Content in the Western ceramics is
often equated with engineered symmetrical precision, a result of subtle cultural
conditioning. T o the Islamic artist, content in art is derived from the balance
between perfect and imperfect, intellect and intuition to produce the,

symbolism of multi-level patterns...that by sheer number, quantity assumes a
qualitative role, and the overabundance of motifs invites the contemplative mind to go

A imz.

Sgraffito

1992 Detail

to the root of things. It is here that surfaces reflect multiple ways on ennobling
matter, using motifs of symbolic realities that are indescribable in sensible terms.^
As an example, primary images such as those found in the Shibboleth series use slip
and sgraffito methods to create metaphors for idealism. Other secondary images are
based o n binary or tripartite systems where I use one, two or three images in an
alternating algebraic distribution. T h e system stems from the Islamic use of algebra
to determine the location of images within a design framework. It is true that image
placement can be intuitive but there are limitations to doing it this way. T o illustrate
m y point a simple binary system can begin to be constructed as illustrated below.
Each image is assigned a value, in this case the letters 'a', 'b' or 'c'.
The first image 'a' may, for example, look like this:

>?

T h e second stage is to add a second image as follows:
The value 'b' is assigned to the second image which in this particular case is a blank space
A random pattern is the developed as: a a a b a b b b a b a a b b b b etc, which translates as:

WffT.
12

Ardalan and Baktiar, 'The Sense of Unity : The Sufi Tradition in Persian Architecture', University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1975, p. 39.
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The more complex sequence can then be developed where three different images are
used:

Thus a random sequence could be as follows: b b c a b a c a a a a b a etc:

Images can then be placed at the bottom and top of the picture plain. The upper level
is completed with its diacritical punctuation statements:

Finally, the addition of three or more distinctly separate or inter-related images can
be added to the framework. Images themselves m a y be cut in half or merge into
borders giving the impression they are receding 'into' rather than simply being stuck
'onto' the form surface:

Imagery is also supported by complementary abstracted shapes. Reversed, the idea
can be used to present images in isolation, drama being created by empty space:

Already stated, m y work is planned through sketches, notes and final drawings,
examples of which can be seen throughout the dissertation. Not only does drawing
reduce the amount of labour required for exploration but an expressionistic line can
suggest three-dimensional possibilities that m a y never otherwise have occurred.
R i m finish, handles or other appendages, form and surface finish or design are all
initially conceived on paper. D r a w n images m a y also be impossible to reproduce
three-dimensionally. Conversely, drawings can be expanded to even greater creative

possibilities w h e n translated into the clay medium. In this sense drawing cannot
anticipatefiniteclay performance.

'Dominance Series' 1994.
The use of morphological imagery is made in conjunction with figurative innuendo
that m a y be represented by the partially visible curvature of a h u m a n bottom in the
lower or side edge of the picture framework. The 'bottom' images, a component of
the Dominance

Series seen above, are metaphors for the repressed majorities of

humankind. Animal forms standing on these images symbolise the irresistible desire
to dominate, a reference to power structures within our societal, educational and
political worlds. The line of curvature is also a convenient horizon line used to
introduce perspective into the picture plane. Other curved lines m a y recede gently
downwards to either side of the framework, examples of which m a y be seen above
some of the chapter headings.
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Secondary images are frequently used to add density to the picture plane. M a n y are
referential to experiences I m a y wish to record. Mystery in any art work provides, I
believe, a value added quality provided overall meaning is not too obscure.
Symbolism, messages and referential meaning seen in the Dominance

Series are

important elements in m y work.

'Dominance Series' 1994.
Intended for surface applications, drawn images are combined with brush or
sgraffito using clay-shrinkage as a creative tool. Finely drawn ink or pencil lines can
become effectively finer w h e n translated into clay by allowing shrinkage to create
interesting proportional and spatial relationships. This can be seen in the following
illustration:
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T h e drawing below illustrates the transition from drawing to finished work. The
photograph highlights the use of sgraffito and clay shrinkage properties to create fine
lines. This can be seen at the junction of an ear and head. The work was undertaken
in the Cameo

and Shibboleth series, 1992,

Sgraffito image from the Cameo Series 1992.
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sss Series Images ~~
~ The following illustrations are examples of some of the symbolic
images used throughout the Shibboleth and Heterodoxy Series;~

S o m e images are regularly used because of their ability to create perspective or
provide an essential punctuating mechanism to complete the work. T h e more
c o m m o n images used can be seen as follows:

M y three dimensional forms have become an abstracted development, an
intentionally proportioned framework for image placement. I a m deeply interested in
the creative problems of the curved surface that recedes from the viewer. I place
images so that the work can be viewed from above as well as from more
conventional directions. N o one image or image relationship is drawn the same
way, a device learned from Islamic potters and artists w h o used the convention to
extend the language of permutation. B y constantly evolving descriptive passages
viewers m a y be encouraged to look around the whole work, a creative possibility
peculiar to ceramics. Surface texture is, however, not something that can be drawn
adequately. Consequently textures are developed in the three dimensional work
phases. I use textured surfaces to mask two-dimensional imagery to entice the
viewer to participate visually and emotionally with m y work.

Industrial Practice: does it have a place?
It is important to keep up to date with manufacturing practices. It is also equally
important to be extremely circumspect and selective. Experience has taught m e that
industrial practice is only useful when absolutely necessary to purpose. Thus a
thorough mix of n e w and old technology permeates m y working methods. I assert
m y independence by choosing a 'make m y own' philosophy and avoid commercial
formulations wherever possible. Although it is more difficult to design and
compound one's o w n materials, doing so achieves acute control over the result.
There is a freedom to be found in side-stepping industrial limitations and knowing
w h e n to use industry's ideas. Industry's ability in creative problem solving is

exceptional and it is this abstract principle w e should absorb. Costs can be
considerably reduced by minimising reliance on commercially designed materials.
Grateful for natural 'impurities', I also use local materials to assist distancing of m y
work from other practitioners.

At a more fundamental level I think laterally about material usage, formulation,
process,firingor kiln design and packing possibilities. Material preparation, as part
of routine testing programs, provides the opportunity for unexpected discoveries.
Whether it is total or selective milling or grading particle size, partial or selective
calcination or the finite adjustment of alkaline or acid p H , the act of preparation is
critical to set the stage for the unexpected that can be used to a conceptualised
advantage.

Test results are aesthetically rather than technically evaluated.

Evaluation, therefore, is based on intellectual and emotive assessment. I question
everything I k n o w , especially comprehension of the reasons for interactive material
behaviour. A s maturity and understanding progress, comprehension and perspective
alter. There are also dangers in over-testing that can be counter-productive, shifting
creative focus away from the more important objective of making.

New possibilities of surface texture or colour become more feasible when experience
and familiarity with material behaviour matures. It is both possible to imagine colour
and surface finishes and bring the idea to a result, provided time, effort, instinct,
intellect and willpower are engaged. A s a consequence some ideas have taken fifteen
years or more to resolve. Although not possessing the same patience and humility of
the Islamic artists and potters of antiquity, I a m reminded of the extraordinary
lengths they would go to prepare, at times planning the completion of their work up
to five generations ahead.
When using industrial methods I seek those sourced from outside the ceramics
industry. M y early experience, for example, in the bronze and copper casting
industries has led to a lifelong appreciation of the potential of copper metal
behaviour.

In later years, working with metallurgists in the application of

microwave technology 13 led to an important and beneficial 'stepping out' phase for
m y career. Contact with the automotive industry has provided valuable insights on
the designing of flue or venturi systems for w o o d or gas fired kilns. I have adapted
the principles of atmospheric variables c o m m o n to w o o d firing to m y self-designed,
self-constructed gas kilns. This is achieved in larger four burner kilns, by installing
differing jet sizes that range from lean to very generous to give the atmospheric
Acting as a consultant in the application of microwave technology to ceramics materials, Microwave
Applications Research Unit, University of Wollongong, 1988, 1989.
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'juice' on which m y work is heavily dependent. Valuable experience on kiln design
was acquired whilst researching in Iran, Egypt, Turkey, England and Maghribi
dynastic Spain. Ancient R o m a n technology and attitudes to design have also been
thoroughly studied to assist m y ever-widening appreciation for kiln designs that can
see beyond the limitations of striving for fuel efficiency.
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EDUCATION

As one who is deeply interested in teaching it is a source of regret to me that in an e
w h e n ceramics educational resources have never been so accessible there has been so
little corresponding interest in the more substantive philosophies surrounding
professional art practice. Most contemporary practitioners probably receive their
formative education through an institutionalised tertiary course.

Questions

surrounding the quality of professional performance in the market place suggest w e
need to examine the learning outcomes in ceramics education. W e m a y , for
example, examine the extent of institutional responsibility towards standards or
attitudes in the market and the factors contributing to decline of interest in
professionalism. Similarly w e need to ask if institutions can or should be held
accountable for the actions and habits of their students once they have graduated.
T h e institution is, after all, only as good as the s u m of its parts, where resources
include not only the physical and material means at its disposal, but also the expertise
and dedication of its staff and the quality of its student clientele. Managers and
supervisors are only effective if they administer with a compassion and sensitivity
that stimulates a genuinely rewarding teaching environment. Teachers need
leadership by example. They need professional guidance and support to carry out
the difficult emotional and intellectual tasks of day to day teaching. Teachers also
need to teach.

Can we confidently say that our students know what learning entails or if they are
enrolling into ceramics courses for the right reasons? At times the aspirations of
students m a y conflict with the accountability and educational interests of the
organisation in which they are enrolling. This m a y include misconceptions about the
proper educational use of government funded equipment and material resources.
The nature of commitment should be closely studied as should course curricula. T h e
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impact of forthcoming Occupational Health and Safety legislation will have a major
influence on future practices and this must be emphasised in any training system.
Students m a y ask what they need to learn or w h e n their training can be regarded as
complete.

It is difficult to cultivate an appreciation for more spiritual attitudes when the mor
basic issue of financial survival continues to distort the aims of education. Whatever
occurs in the future it is important to preserve the important role art education
provides. A s a teacher within the tertiary education system I a m aware of the
problems that need to be addressed if the independence of future art activity is to be
preserved. M y thoughts and experiences in education have been expressed in
various themes. Throughout four exhibitions, images and ideas have been explored
to highlight the passion I hold for teaching and the important relationship training has
to the quality of professional standards in the arts.
These and other themes werefirstrepresented
in the Iconic Series and the developmental
sequences can be seen in all four exhibitions.
The

'Icons' have

been

constructed

as

metaphors for the 'Institution', the twentieth
century monolithic solution to the demands of
educational democracy. T h e series is intended
to bring to the viewers' attention the complex
issues that determine education's ability to
influence. It is also intended to represent the
more valuable concepts embodied in training
and education. For example, the work, seen
opposite, entitled Fishtalk is a format exploring
the dilemmas in learning. Using the image of a
fish, with a tongue as a metaphor for the
mobility of communication, it is intended to
symbolise the freedom that exists w h e n
individuals elect to learn, a twentieth century
benefit that sees the democratic choice to access
education as fundamental.
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Fishtalk

Scgraffito with slips 1991 Width 50cms

Detail

Apprenticeship Training
Traditionally, training in ceramics has been conducted by public institutions or
through studio apprenticeships. In earlier times apprentices trained in potteries to
learn w a y s of 'doing' for the production of domestic wares to meet a localised
demand. After the decline of the apprentice/journeyman towards the end of the
nineteenth century training was re-formulated to the artist/craftsman studio model
supported by Bernard Leach and his contemporaries. Examining the results of the
past three decades raises questions about the relative success of studio
apprenticeships as a training format. Although there have been s o m e notable
successes, on balance the educational advantages are, I think, debatable.
My own apprenticeship training did not leave lasting positive memories. The
conflict between the preservation of personal style and the loss through conformity
to other individuals' ideas is an interesting philosophic problem in any training
situation. F r o m m y early experiences and later evaluations of apprenticeship
systems in English and non-English speaking countries I have recognised there are
especially difficult problems in this training method. O n the whole I believe
apprenticeship training is essentially anachronistic, a romanticised ideal that has little
established ability to its credit to meet the demands of contemporary art. At times I
have, on request, taught apprentices in m y studio. It was not a comfortable
experience for m e .

Although the c o m p a n y w a s stimulating the burden of

responsibility for preserving apprentices' individuality and the impact of m y work
on their ideas was, I thought, too great.

Many apprenticeships, for example, demand a hierarchical relationship between
'trainee' and 'master'. The expectation of submissiveness to authority is at personal
cost to the apprentice, not just in a material sense but to his or her longer-term,
creative independence and objectivity. In the intimacy of the craft studio it is rare
that the apprentice is exposed to the balances and checking mechanisms of alternative
solutions or opinions that might broaden his or her outlook. Unlike the opportunity
provided in institutionalised training, there is little chance for comparative viewpoints
that are essential for balanced learning. Strong argument is m a d e that apprenticeship
training is the only adequate w a y to provide a thorough first hand experience of
technical basics or the management of a small business. W h a t , however, of
exposure to the broader, holistic view of art? W h a t about exposure to a range of
differing or conflicting viewpoints on creativity?

Are technique or studio

management skills all that need to be taught?
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B y entering the apprenticeship the trainee learns to make the master's forms, success
being measured by h o w faithfully the mimicry of skills can be achieved. Whilst
s o m e aspects of mimetic teaching methods can be useful aids in any educational
format, for the studio apprentice success is characterised by the ability to conform to
an amorphous tradition or the personal views of the master. For the institutionally
trained student, progress is measured by the commitment to avoid conformity, once
skill has been acquired, to extend beyond to the independence of a more personalised
creative decision making.

Ceramic cultures that value their 'living' tradition accept that apprenticeship trainin
requires the exclusion of ego and personal idealism. For them traditional training
methods m a y be the most suitable. In more egalitarian Western societies the
suppression of personal opinion is not easily tolerated. In the studio environment
the trainee's right to question what he or she is being taught is often regarded as a
manifestly subversive activity. It is unlikely too that m u c h time or emphasis will be
placed on the apprentice's o w n creative or intellectual needs, despite assurances to
the contrary.

For trainees there is a risk that through the parochialism of their learning the belief
the 'lightness' of their newly acquired skills m a y border on a piety which m a y
exclude objectivity in future creative progression. A s w e reach towards the latter
stages of this century, where the promotion of the 'self seems to be viewed as a
cultural necessity, the 'imposition' of a college training system m a y be seen as bad
enough, but to subjugate to one individual and his or her belief m a y border on
cultural anathema. Increasingly it is unlikely that suitable candidates will volunteer
for such a training format, even if indeed the opportunities were provided.

I believe a formal studio training can be beneficial where the trainee has graduated
from institutionalised education and entered into an apprenticeship with specific
training goals in mind. This could occur where specialised skills are sought, the
training duration has time limits or where educational needs are honestly addressed.
I prefer to think of myself as a perpetual student through researching or seeking
opportunities to work with other artists. M y long relationship, for example, with
Alan Caiger-Smith of Aldermaston Pottery has been enjoyable throughout the years
where the mutual exchange of ideas and experiences has been stimulating and
important to m y development.

More commonly, however, the pressure of meeting daily production targets
compromises educational processes. In more unfortunate situations the master m a y
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feel threatened by apprentice talents creating the potential for conflict that can only be
resolved by the dissolution of the relationship. Although studio training m a y serve
the interests of s o m e mass production craft-based requirements, in a world of
increasing market saturation, the relevance of mass production for artistic purposes
must be increasingly questioned.

Institutionalised Training
The holistic principle idealised in the Iconic Series is the Westernised concept of the
'Institution', structured to organise teaching and physical resources on the student's
behalf. T h e costs involved in establishing and maintaining ceramics teaching
resources are considerable, particularly w h e n measured against those of other art
disciplines. Students enrolled in institutionaUsed education have the chance to access
experientially diverse learning possibilities that cannot be provided in any other way.
For qualified teachers ambitious for their students to achieve, providing technical
resources and information is not the only objective. N e w ideas, methods and
solutions as well as an appreciation of the evolutionary changes in 'art' serve as
important teaching goals. Contrasted with the apprenticeship model, the institution
aims to preserve the personal expression of its student talents. This is assisted by
giving every student access to cross-fertilised thinking through exposure to allied
disciplines.

The Role of the Institution
Institutions exist to stimulate learning and participation in the creative continuum.
Interactive philosophic communication is provided through teaching, workshop
demonstrations or lectures for students and the community. Discourse on ideas and
philosophies developed by historic or contemporary artists is encouraged. Without
exposure to their work contemporary artists would find the recognition for their
work harder to attain. B y collaborating with colleagues at a national or international
level, a networking system has developed to update or devise n e w systems in an
attempt to improve standards of thinking.

Cultural identity is assisted by teaching aimed at the development of new styles,
ideas or technologies that are uniquely Australian in an international context.
Lessons from history tell us that culture is valued in retrospect through evaluating the
quality of early artistic achievement. B y comparison, advances in technology m a y
not necessarily be evaluated in the same way. In-built obsolescence, inherent in the
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scientific empiricism of technological development, renders past technologies as a
passing curiosity. Art on the other hand has lessons to teach that have sustainable
relevance to h u m a n values and feelings no matter what the level of technology
achieved and w h e n or where cultural sophistication was attained.

Art and ceramics teaching have the power to sustain our emotions and intellect. It
can also foster attitudes that m a y be thought of as environmentally or politically
reactionary whilst still remaining of immense value to the long term interests of the
community. A s such, art has the power to act as both conscience and teacher.
Experienced, competent artists and teachers are well k n o w n for their powers of
lateral thinking and the ability to visualise solutions to problems that m a y not be
obvious.

As producers and regulators of art, institutions and teachers are, in the current
political climate, finding their ability to deliver educational resources increasingly
under threat. Caught up in the political aspirations of economic rationalist theories,
the very nature of institutionalised education is under attack. W e are in an age of
economic pragmatism that increasingly justifies anti-humanist sentiment challenging
the very existence of art education at primary, secondary and tertiary levels. W e are
witnessing the mass reorganisation of funds originally intended for teaching
purposes, being redirected to finance newly expanded, aggressively managerial
power structures withtittlevisible educational benefit. In the general community
there is little appreciation of h o w political decision making will affect the future of
educational delivery. T h e trends, for example, in British art education serve as a
warning to the future of any art education system. According to the English
observer and writer Anthony O'Hear there is "in the artistic community a widespread
belief that m a n y of our art schools are at the m o m e n t being subjected to a form of
death by attrition".1

That artists and artist/teachers foster a healthy reactionary and independent view does
not go unnoticed by s o m e politicians. N o a m C h o m s k y in his essay Politics and the
Intelligentsia 2 reflects on the hypersensitivity of right-wing governments towards
the left-wing Marxist philosophy evident in s o m e colleges and universities. That
socialism w a s seen as a subversive threat, particularly in British art colleges and
Schools of Economics, became evident to m e whilst I w a s teaching in Britain in
1987. I had the opportunity to talk at length with the Thatcher Government
1

Anthony O'Hear, 'A Crisis in Fine Art Education', Modern Painters , Spring 1989, p. 78.
2 N o a m Chomsky, 'Politics and the Intelligentsia, Art in Modern Culture', Phaidon , London, 1992, p.
32.
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Inspector for Tertiary Ceramics Training ( H M I ) w h o was visiting the Camberwell
School of Art. H e was an interesting and stimulating individual w h o was clearly
passionate about the role of ceramics training. A s an inspector his situation was a
difficult one for his personal view w a s at odds with the task of rationalising
educational resources. In discussing the funding of art colleges throughout Britain,
he stated that political advisers within the Thatcher government intended to isolate,
and if possible eliminate, key colleges involved with economics or art training.
Regarded as centres of political opposition to future policies, it was thought that
s o m e art schools were a traditional breeding ground for anti-establishment,
independent thinking and as such were deemed politically unreliable. A reduction in
direct funding or a forced amalgamation with other colleges was regarded by
authorities as the most effective means of dampening resistance towards political
ambitions.
In a paper written to inform the British public of the nature of the educational
changes planned by the Thatcher government, writer to "Modern Painters"
magazine, Malcolm Ross, states,

Market forces, competition and privatisation are principles to be applied to a system
perceived as languishing under the suffocating effects of public service administration.
Education at all levels is to b e c o m e part and parcel of the enterprise culture. The real
struggle for the arts is just about to begin. At every level arts educators and their
allies are going to have to b e c o m e effective advocates.^

The effort by politicians to devalue the role of art education as a luxury' rather than
an 'essential' vocational avenue is as convenient an argument as it is short-sighted,
paying little attention to the enormous contribution art has to make to the economy.

During my tenure at the Ceramics Department of the Glasgow School of Art in 1985
and 1986 I was invited to participate on various committees set up by the School to
examine the implications of newly introduced funding initiatives. The School was
directed to re-define its funding priorities for each artistic discipline. W e were to
favour subject areas that demonstrated a willingness and capacity to become more
industrially and economically relevant. Art, in its purest philosophical context, was
no longer considered an adequate educational goal. Artists and students, w e were
told by the College's academic board members, were to be encouraged to become
more relevant and divorce themselves from the 'proven' unreliability of artistic
^ Malcolm Ross, 'Madam is Not Amused: The Education Reform Bill', Modern Painters, Winter 1988/89,
p. 61.
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idealism and join the 'real' world of industry and commerce. A s a result, courses
had to be redefined according to the notions attached to industrial philosophy.
Ceramics training, w e were instructed, w a s to identify with the 'fine' practices
determined by the Stoke-on-Trent manufacturers. A s a consequence of a priority reshuffle, the School of Fashion was deemed the most important subject area because
of its adaptability to n e w technology. A s a result of its n e w found status, Fashion
became one of the most expensive courses to run because of its reliance on n e w age
computerised equipment required to match its newly acquired image. So although
the funding shift m a y have satisfied Government policy it also incurred a greater
financial burden on the college at the expense of the 'lesser', m o r e cost efficient
alternative art disciplines.

At this time, there existed in Britain the last remaining 'self reliance/self disciplin
ceramics course that, based on Leach philosophies, sought to teach students h o w to
design, build, dig, m a k e or invent materials and equipment to enhance his or her
independence after graduation. Conceived and administered by artist M i k e D o d d at
the Cumbrian College of Art and Design (Carlisle), it was the last remaining course
alternative to the stereotypical structures offered in other schools throughout Britain.
In one day, during the end of a term assessment program, the Carlisle course was
cancelled without prior warning and converted to an 'industrially relevant' course,
designed to redirect study towards the commercial 'reality' of teaching painted
coloured stain images on imported Korean bisque wares. In this one decision, the
college's board of directors had succeeded in effectively increasing the running costs
of the department by imposing a reliance on the supply of costly manufactured
materials and technical resources. The decision also ensured graduates could n o w
stylistically conform to other schools throughout Britain, thereby creating a n e w
dependency on commercial suppliers. The education system had successfully paved
the w a y for further rationalisation. W h e n one considers the vested political or
personal business interests held by politicians, it is not too hard to m a k e the
connection between education and business ambitions and question in whose
interests the decisions actually served.

Australian educators I have talked to state that they see the relationship of industry
artistic practice as one that should be cautiously evaluated. They have suggested that
w e must ask ourselves, what precisely is our industry? For fine art ceramics it has
little to do with mass production. Unlike Stoke-on-Trent, the Australian industry
focus is on the production of bathroom fittings and toilet pans. If our courses are
also to be 'industrially relevant', it would be interesting to k n o w what Australian
industry and fine art ceramics can actually do for one another.
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In reality the core of our 'industry' is in servicing private and publicfineart galleries
and collectors as well as making tablewares for a broad-ranged domestic usage. The
location of pottery studios forms part of a developing tourist industry that m a y
require high quality souvenir items. Our educational role is to teach making hand
made, limited series or production-based tablewares and conceptualised one-off or
short edition pieces that focus creativity on n e w ideas beyond the industrial scope.
A n aesthetic derived from a traditional consensus is used to teach students to
appreciate and m a k e work that is pleasing both visually and functionally.

Our tradition is based on making and thinking. Industry cannot, nor does it need to
be, a cultural 'tour de force'. That is the role for our artists. Alternatively, as
makers w e cannot expect to compete with mass production capacities. Although the
parameters of education in Australia differ, w e should take heed of the British art
school developments as there is an unfortunate tendency by our politicians and
educational bureaucrats to adopt foreign educational models that have little or no
direct application to Australian needs. Perhaps it is a s y m p t o m of our national
inferiority that w e lack the expertise or willpower to create educational models that
are inherently our own?

Students and Learning
In the four exhibitions I have produced zoomorphic and anthropomorphic images
under the generically entitled Academic

Series. T h e works symbolise the nexus

between longer term artistic vigour and effective learning. T h e surfaces, although
n o w slightly tattered and shop worn, nevertheless display the traces of former
richness, a metaphor for the simplicity and idealism in earlier education.
Representing creative duality, the forms illustrate complex surfaces that are 'new'
and 'old' and are representational of giving and receiving information within our
public teaching institutions.

One view of the institution has been expressed by Richard Dunn, who was
motivated to describe art schools as organisations where:

...polemics abound. Opinion is more frequent than speculation and opinion tends to
be driven by superficial responses to things already made...Recently, opinion has been
exercised around the hoary old chestnut Skill versus Ideas. There are other variations
on this theme, Training versus Education; Tradition versus The N e w ; Expression
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Academic

Series 1993 Height 28cms

Detail

versus Conception; Craft versus Art...Art students it is said, are not taught the skills
necessary to make works of art... ^

Whilst Dunn's comments may be somewhat reactive it is worth taking note of his
attitudes towards education to constructively determine what has led him to reach his
conclusions.

From yet another perspective, journalist John McDonald, presents his polemic on
institutionalised education and the direction in which it is heading. Reflecting on his
view that there istittleevidence of enlightened thinking within our art community, he
asks "where are the artists our schools should be producing?..By and large, our art
schools and fine arts departments are failing to produce artists and art writers of
quality." H e further argues:

The graduates of many of today's art schools are legions of the lost. They have been
processed into art world zombies by an overdose of clotted theory, ground down by
their lecturers-often the ageing hulks of sixties radicalism-who make a great display
of their ideological correctness while treating genuine intellectual curiosity as a vice
that must be exterminated before the undergraduates acquire a taste for it...Today,
entirely trivial ideas are being passed on with the solemnity of Holy writ.-*
McDonald's lament for the lack of genuine philosophical conviction amongst
graduating art students is an idealised if convenient and conservative journalistic
analysis of art education systems. It also over-estimates the performance capability
of student undergraduates and underestimates the difficulty teachers face in teaching.
There is an unusually high percentage of Australian art school students w h o , for
example, have difficulty writing, reading or articulating coherently. Acutely aware
of this, teachers find they need to extend the scope of learning to a c c o m m o d a t e
students w h o are the product of a community that places little value on passion and
belief. Similarly, students' short concentration spans can m a k e teaching content and
philosophical aspiration m o r e problematic. W e m a y have to think differently about
art teaching and accept that the art teacher's job is often m o r e difficult than
appearances m a y indicate.

Teaching in Australia is conditioned by climatic, geographic, historic and cultural
factors that mitigate against the idealised, intellectual springboard that is the dream of
4 Richard Dunn, 'Education/training in/of/for/by/art', Art Monthly Australia, March 1991, p. 61.
* John McDonald, T h e failure of Art Schools', The Independent Monthly, March 1991, p. 37.

every ambitious teacher. High school education m a y also form part of the equation.
Skills in art subjects at entry into Australian art schools are extremely variable,
leaving the impression that art teaching in secondary schools is not adequate for
tertiary entry requirements. For the British high school system standards for art
teaching are similar to those expected for maths or science subjects. The result is a
very high standard of drawing at entry level and an interesting comparative study
could be m a d e to examine the teaching methods in British high schools to assist
educational outcomes in Australia.

There are other unique problems for the average Australian student resulting from
our comparative affluence as a nation. Until recently, students living in an
extraordinary climatic environment have demonstrated little incentive to satisfy
anything but the most fundamental needs. W e live a life that is sensate and
intellectually 'soft' because our ethical and moral fibre has not been tested.
Contrasted with Europe or Asia, for example, w e have not been subjected to the
character-honing forces of intense physical or political trauma. There has been no
sense of urgency regarding the need for intellectual self-improvement. Whilst the
picture of the younger student m a y not always be encouraging, the learning potential
of the mature age student is somewhat brighter. There is a willingness by mature
students to interactively participate in learning and provide a valuable component in
any tertiary student group.

Visiting American artist Gene Palusky wrote about his impressions and experiences
of young Australian students w h e n performing as a visiting artist-in-residence in
Australian colleges in 1987,

Art students start at 9.30 a.m., if that, and leave early - this ease of attitude is
everywhere. I see little obsession with being involved with the pursuit of an end
product. It is not a question of talent, of that there is much, but it is the drive and the
effort that play such a large role in simply making a piece that works. Because of
this phenomenon there is an acceptance of defeat and consequently an inclination to
put less on the line.6

In a 1988 lecture entitled Revival, Professionalism and the Australian Context I
sought to answer s o m e of Palusky's impressions.7 Having gained comparative
experience teaching in Australian, British and European art school systems I believed
0

Gene Palusky in Letters to the Editor, Pottery in Australia, February 1987, Vol.26, Nol, p. 66.
' Alan Peascod, 'Revival, Professionalism and the Australian Context', (precis of delivery), Pottery in
Australia, (1988) Vol 27, No. 4.
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=» Forms from the Academic Series ~~
~ The following illustrations are from the Academic Series. The work
explores interpersonal relationships in institutions. ~

1. Ego and the Art of Self Inflation III 1992. Length 42 cms The series dealt with the human capacity
for self-inflation of ego and explores a range of ideas connected to flight and the sense of superiority.
Colloidal slip finishes.

2. Cameo IV Height 44cms A series dealing with dominance.

O,
V

I),

3. Genesis of Figurative Series 1989.

4. Planning Sketches for Figures 1992.

5. Figurative and Bird Images 1990.

I w a s able to c o m m e n t . Teaching in Britain and Europe w a s an uplifting and
encouraging experience for m e . T h e average British and Danish students were, I
discovered, motivated and possessed a poised ability to articulate. Perhaps the
colder climate encouraged more indoor, philosophically introspective activity. There
w a s a maturity towards learning, no doubt assisted by a greater community
acceptance of the role of art in society. Other community attitudes permitted a
gentler, less pressured maturation, both emotionally and sexually, amongst its
children providing greater time for intellectual development. Not only did these
students display a diverse reading habit but the range of their intellectual pursuits
was impressive. Although participation in popular culture existed, it w a s balanced
by an interest in film, music, literature and history. The average British student had
an appreciation of the value of education, induced no doubt by a greater monetary
deprivation and competition for limited places in British art institutions. There was a
determination to use learning opportunities to improve their lifestyle and economic
survival. The summation was that a breadth and substance existed giving teachers
something to build upon, thus improving the chances of the student developing a
greater artistic potential.

Student Performance
In Australia in the early eighties, there was a growing political awareness of the
financial cost to the community, of tertiary degree students w h o found difficulty in
transferring their educational qualifications and experience from one institution to
another. It w a s reasoned necessary to formulate a co-ordinated national educational
agenda. B y streamlining assessment and other performance comparisons the ability
for students to transfer from one institute to another was seen to be enhanced. In
time, an inevitable rationalisation m a y see regional course differences gradually
disappear which would be unfortunate. Artistic vitality gains its strength from
originality so w e must encourage, not diminish, regional differences. If a
rationalisation of ceramics courses is to take place it is to be hoped that the resulting
competition for fewer student places will assist in upgrading academic performance.

Intended to change public attitudes towards education, the Federal Government
introduction of the Higher Education Contribution Scheme ( H E C S ) has sought in
part to sharpen community responses to its educational system by introducing the
prospective student to a notional awareness of s o m e of the real costs of undertaking
courses at a tertiary level. O n the basis of a 'user pay' system it is intended to
encourage students to take their course studies more seriously and strive for a greater
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academic return. If teacher observations are anything to go by, s o m e of our tertiary
students show reluctance to take responsibility for their o w n educative development
despite the added cost pressure of H E C S .

Resistance to learning tasks can spring from a student naivete and over-confidence
about the strength of personal opinion, the result of parochialism and ignorance.
There is difficulty in accepting the benefits of teacher experience and an intolerance
towards broader learning patterns. For other students, ceramics as a learning activity
m a y be inherently attractive as a vigorous, hands-on experience. This m a y induce
resistance towards learning theoretical subject matter viewed by some as peripheral
to the central task of making.

Learning drawing skills is traditionally an area of resistance by ceramics students.
The full realisation of h o w important drawing is to learning became evident to m e
whilst teaching in the Ceramics department at the Glasgow School of Art in 1985.
The Glaswegian students demonstrated sound drawing skills, both in life or
zoomorphic rendering, on entry to the School and during subsequent training
provided in First year Foundation levels. The ease in which these students were able
to conceptualise prior to making w a s due to their drafting ability. Drawing not only
enabled more effective planning but accelerated communication in the more esoteric
thought processes surrounding their work.

In Australian art institutions evidence suggests that some students devote more
energy to finding excuses to avoid rather than do the work asked of them. This is
endemic in the artifice of 'victimisation'. E m b e d d e d in ideas of the 'rights' of the
individual, deflection of educational pressure is achieved by the presentation of the
self as 'victim' to the 'personality' of the teacher's educational expectations:

There's a widely held view that if something happens to you, someone else is
responsible. T h e culture of victimisation is reinforced by a prevailing intellectual
conviction that people are not ever really in control of their o w n lives.°

The idea that teaching infringes on students' personal liberties is the unfortunate byproduct of an over-affluent society. T o o m a n y choices and insufficient competition
for entry into art schools produce minimal appreciation of the exceptional
opportunity tertiary art education provides. T h e immaturity of the stance is a
fundamental block to the quality of educative progress. Teaching aspirations thus

John Taylor, 'The Culture of Victimisation', The Australian Supplement, August 10, 1991.
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b e c o m e compromised as apathy and the pervasive aura of mediocrity begin to
dominate.

Attendance
I support the belief that student attendance patterns are a key to successful teaching.
Drying rates of clay, for example, demand regular work patterns. T h e intense
preparation required for making slip or glaze, testing, kiln packing or firing, as well
as communicating with teachers, m a k e consistent attendance mandatory, a dictate of
the discipline itself. Taking a positive stand on attendance patterns places a value on
courses and teaching with a subsequent improvement in educational standards.
Strong attendance patterns produce stronger student performance.

Stronger

performance in turn attracts a better student applicant, especially if attendance
requirements are supported by positive teaching.

Relaxed views on attendance by students or teachers have been argued as necessary
to avoid the impression of authoritarianism that m a y 'stifle' the emergence of innate
student talent. Regular work patterns have also been described as 'unnatural' in art
practice. Distaste for the word 'training' m a y be based on a fear of the perceived
rigidity of traditional teaching methods. Avoiding seeminglyrigidteaching m a y also
mask the unease teachers have towards confronting students about attendance. This
laissez-faire model m a y also place less responsibility on teachers and administrators
to perform, attend or be concerned about professional or contractual obligation.

Liberalised attendance attitudes raise questions about moral and ethical principle.
M o s t institutions, as part of a State or Federally funded education system, are
required to observe staff and student teaching ratios. Teaching timetables are
required to establish meeting times and places for the purposes of communication
between student and teacher. Operating costs are imposed by the teaching discipline
itself and are an integral reason for conscientious attendance to maximise the returns
on educational investment. If teachers and students rarely see one another what
educational processes are taking place? For politicians and bureaucrats concerned
with efficiencies and accountability the question they m a y ponder is w h y continue to
employ teachers? Salaries are not the only cost factor for ceramics training: material,
equipment and maintenance costs are higher w h e n compared with other art
disciplines. T h e less visible, but no less important, cost incurred by this educational
model is the opportunity for wastage, misuse or misappropriation of raw material
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resources because of lax supervision. T h e most serious losses however, are the
educational opportunities missed through inconsistent work patterns. If attention is
not regularly drawn to details about work or work practices, h o w can our students
b e c o m e aware, perceptive, and sensitised artistic individuals? If the discourse
continuum on work and philosophical objectives is neglected h o w then can students
learn to articulate their thoughts at anything above a superficial level? In such an
environment it is unlikely that passion can survive let alone be recognised.

A more positive teaching environment, according to the Review of Arts Education
and Training, should seek to provide, "the experience of studying at close range the
creative commitment of professional artists, and the ways in which artists model the
world in visually symbolic terms".9 Self discipline and consistent daily work
patterns are essential components for a successful artistic life. It is understandable,
therefore, for the committed artist and teacher to wish to transfer and apply these
elemental principles to the educational environment. There is no denying, however,
that there m a y be,

a Iaxness built into our university system - one without criticism, without the need
to be responsible for one's production - which encourages spoiled and arrogant
behaviour. This contrasts vividly with the climate of responsibility to self.1^

For those who are fiercely prepared to defend the professional reputation of art
practice, concern centres on h o w realistic it is to establish regular, effective work and
communication habits from the onset of learning. Although teachers at both college
and university levels m a y be philosophically divided on attendance issues, they are
not ambivalent about an indifference that does little to allay public antagonism
towards the use of public funds for art training.

Teachers have a significant role to play and teaching styles are as different as the
personalities engaged in the profession. Established artists m a y teach from
commitment and belief, the quality of which is demonstrated through an exceptional
teaching ability. Student response to good teaching is not just an appreciation of
artistic skills: it is also a response to teachers w h o care about students and teaching.
Ability to communicate, to organise, to inspire and stimulate student imagination can
be enhanced by a secure artistic identity recognised outside the institution.

9 Peter Botsman et al, 'Review of Arts Education and Training', Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 1985, p. 17.
™ Philip Gearheart, 'Ceramics Higher Eduction', Comment, Ceramics Monthly, M a y 1990, p. 22.
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Student criticism of poor teacher performance m a y at times be justified. Inability to
project personality and leadership, lack of artistic breadth and experience or a general
lack of caring characteristically draws student critical comment. Students are
rightfully resentful if they have to put up with poor teaching standards. O n e solution
is for teachers to assist supervisors to construct more comprehensive duty statements
that clearly delineate teaching responsibilities and professional expectations of
employer institutions. Similarly, the introduction and observation in daily teaching
of codes of professional ethic would do a great deal towards improving the quality of
teacher performance.

My support for ethical principles comes not from a subversive desire for
regimentation but an acute awareness that w e as teachers are responsible for the
public impressions w e give. If w e want the community to respect or embrace art and
art teaching as a cultural necessity, w e have to demonstrate our beliefs by more
professional actions. O u r public is not just the community at large, but is
represented by colleagues in other educational disciplines, by administrators,
politicians and our student populations.

It would be incorrect to imply that the teaching fraternity is in a state of permanent
dereliction. There are m a n y passionately skilled and competent teachers within our
tertiary systems. Whilst they m a y wish to address the highest standards of work
effort, this is only feasible if management does not frustrate or demoralise such
dedication through incompetence or the lack of adequate personal qualifications to
effectively carry out the supervisory role. During the progress of educational
restructuring, little acknowledgment seems to have been given to h o w the extracurricular, non-teaching administrative workloads placed on teachers, can detract
from the quality of teaching. Duties outside the scope of teaching responsibility
intrude on the teaching process in an education system that denies the necessity of
support staff. Student inquiries, admissions, enrolling procedures, continuous
marking systems, student records, the preparation of n e w building documentation or
the preparation of information for building or equipment maintenance are but a few
of the tasks outside normal teaching preparation. Other tasks involve setting up
student exhibitions, publicity information, promotional organising, monitoring of
material and equipment resources, requisitioning and the search for suppliers of
materials, budget estimate preparation or stock taking and control. Student seminars
or dealing with student learning difficulties, staff audits or responding to requests for
further information on a wide range of matters by senior management also effectively
compete for the energies of the dedicated teacher. With the burgeoning of n e w
management structures, further pressure to provide the information to maintain the
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existence of these n e w positions will fall upon teachers. The interactive role with the
public ultimately ensures that teachers are the ones required to gather the information
needed to manage an education system. It is understandable h o w the quality of
teaching can suffer in such an environment.

A View of Teaching
Teaching means a great deal to me. The opportunity to participate in the progress of
student learning experiences and the feeling of companionship is positive and
rewarding. M y interest in teaching is linked to m y views on professional obligation.
T o constructively impart knowledge is to effectively maintain the cultural continuum.
The opportunity to teach is a privileged situation where communicating passion,
ideals and beliefs can be taught sequentially and in adequate depth. Teaching also
teaches the teacher and I a m grateful for the broader view of the ceramics profession
teaching provides.

All practising artists are acutely aware of the compromises that have to be made
w h e n choosing h o w to survive. A s an artist I recognised the need to undertake an
extensive experimental search to improve m y work in the early 1970s, ten years after
the onset of formal training. I had already experienced seven years as a production
potter and it became clear to m e that this avenue did not provide adequate intellectual
and emotional return for m y particular needs.

The realisation coincided in 1972 with an invitation to take up full time teaching. As
one w h o enjoyed the learning process as a student and in subsequent practice, I had
little difficulty in adapting to and enjoying the teaching role. T h e benefits were
immediate in other ways: I was able to begin to experiment in m y studio unhindered
byfinancialpressures and to enjoy the learning process of working with teachers in
other allied art fields. Recently I re-read m y early notes and was surprised to learn
that m y teaching objectives have altered little during the past twenty-two years.
Delivery and content range have significantly altered but the idea of helping m y
students to enjoy and think flexibly about ceramics still remains a prime aim.

It is essential to constantly research the technical, design, creative or philosophical
issues appropriate to each student's work. It is also necessary to anticipate learning
needs.

Maintaining professional skills independent from the educational

environment and developing a comprehensive understanding of the function of
studio 'practice' is important if I a m to be of any value as a teacher. Private art

practice and choosing to teach entails a heavy work demand equivalent to two
careers. Maintaining a continuity of artistic skills is at times difficult as is the
problem of distancing one's work from students. T o maintain the threads of art
practice I work every day in m y studio, before and after teaching, which requires
organisation and self-discipline. B y being stimulated by an active studio practice I
a m able to transfer m y enthusiasm to m y students.

Thinking and articulating becomes refined
from the daily task of answering student
inquiries about their work.

A s careers

develop, one learns to direct teaching beyond
the basics of what to the more evaluative
question of when subject matter should be
taught or even if course content or ideas are
appropriate.

I have chosen the visual

reference seen opposite as a symbol for this
philosophical continuum, of learning and the
development of information. The symbol can
be seen in work in m y exhibition held at the
Wollongong City Gallery in October 1990.

I am fascinated by how skill can be transferred comprehensively in the short time
available to teach. Teaching should develop the student ability to not just 'look' but
'see', to analyse work or thought processes without losing objectivity. T o create the
right working foundation the terms of teaching practice and expectations on student
behaviour are stated. This requires a positive commitment by students towards
attendance. Codes of Practice, as an administrative guideline for workshop
organisation, are a useful and simple method of organising student expectations
about the department or learning programs. Teaching is by example: attitudes,
beliefs and methods that are the result of work experience in the studio or from
previous teaching. I believe that creativity comes from the capacity to self-discipline,
to tie oneself to persistently regular work habits towards predetermined goals. Selfdiscipline in ceramics is needed when particularly difficult problems are experienced
that stretch every level of comprehension and patience, tempting retreat to the safety
of more conservative and predictable solutions. Reaching for the unfamiliar higher
ground of n e w ideas is to invite doubt and lack of confidence but at the same time
can yield potentially high rewards through unexpected discovery.
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Observation of self-disciplinary work habits is a contractual issue on which teacher
and student must agree. If teaching is within a limited time-frame it must be done
with a sense of urgency and dexterity if every student's need is to be attended. This
can only be done if each student keeps pace with advice and acts in a manner that
minimises wastage of time.

Preparation is completed well ahead to maintain a personal contract. In the early
stages of training co-operative task-sharing is more effective in covering technical
basics. I encourage m y students to think as individuals from the very m o m e n t they
start learning, to use his or her initiative w h e n attempting to solve problems.
Educationally speaking, learning is reinforced by comparative discovery or learning
experiences by fellow students. B y encouraging stronger students to take initiative,
quieter students m a y also be encouraged to participate and extend themselves.

An emphasis on ethics also reflects my attitudes. Honesty produces stronger work
outcomes by avoiding false claims to originality or intellectual property. For the
student understanding the concept of integrity, no pretence or posturing is necessary.
B y understanding the ethical need to interpret and adapt information, the point where
their o w n original thinking actually begins can be readily identified.

There is, in reality, no equality in learning: all students possess differing
developmental skills. Teaching methods need to vary as w o r k progresses and
comprehension abilities evolve. There are times w h e n students need to be left alone
to digest or explore ideas and material behaviour for themselves. A t other times they
need to be confronted about their work, to be challenged and questioned positively
about the direction or content of their ideas. Measurement of the quality of work
cannot be equally compared. H o w does one, for example, measure the work effort
of the stronger against the less talented student? If the work effort of the less
talented is exemplary, do w e not, need to reward their initiative? W h a t of the
students w h o are strong but whose attendance or work attitude is irregular? Are w e
required to reward their behaviour or their talent? Self-disciplinary skills are
rewarded by the student keeping in touch with him or herself. Such skills are
needed to identify creative goals and working continuously, experiencing a sense of
achievement.

So how can we summarise so far? Simply stated, we are discussing the virtues of
attitudes. Correctly organised, positive attitudes produce rewarding learning
outcomes. Disorganised, they produce a conflicting, negative atmosphere that
guarantees poor creativity.

A s a teacher I believe I a m not there to teach students 'how to do it'. This approach
is both demeaning for the student and unsatisfactory for longer term objectives.
Artist and teacher Bill Samuels, for example, uses his philosophy to confront his
students with the question: "Do you want to k n o w h o w to do it or do you want to
learn something?" 11 The question assists student to recognise that 'how to do it'
styles of teaching do not necessarily develop the skills required to solve problems.
Solving problems is achieved by teaching students to think and adopt correct
scientific strategies. Only the most immediate questions during making need to be
resolved. For the artist, problems and solutions m a y have to be invented. The 'look
and put' school of thought presupposes that solutions to ideas or techniques have
already been worked out. W h a t it does not take into account is that the working
through of solutions from the starting point of ignorance is a valuable learning tool in
its o w n right. B y exploring methods and techniques, students are likely to discover
n e w creative solutions of their o w n that m a y lead to the development of n e w and
original work. Students m a y also be encouraged to investigate already wellestablished criteria with the view to challenging assumptive correctness. After all,
every established premise, be it technical or creative, is there to be challenged.

There are only two subjects in ceramics: Theory and Practice. Unfortunately the
proliferation of course curricula has graduated towards the breaking up of subject
matter into ever-smaller dislocated units. Educationally well-intentioned as it m a y
be, the fragmentation of subjects dulls student comprehension and lessens chance
development of a more holistic vision.

Understanding and ignorance are

educationally advantageous. It is possible, for example, to k n o w too m u c h .
Ignorance or naivety can be a wonderful teacher, especially if it entices students to
explore. Over-teaching, however, can succeed in diminishing intellectual curiosity.
Nevertheless, little or no explanation m a y also diminish the spirit of inquiry simply
because the potential of the medium has not been stimulated.

It is important to positively reinforce the idea that work results should be the produc
of individual skill and effort. It is unsatisfactory, for example, for students to have
others do their work for them. This especially applies to woodfiring, where the
learning process is not only the preparation for firing but sensitising each participant
to kiln behaviour and outcome. There is the nexus between work process and
aesthetic. The opportunities to decide what packing style to take or firing cycle to
plan are amongst s o m e of the principle determinants of aesthetic result. Thus the
student w h o has not participated in preparation and operational decision-making
Bill Samuels in an interview between the artist and writer on education in ceramics, in the artist's
studio, Katoomba, N S W , 15th September, 1993.
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cannot ethically claim his or her work to be their own. Unfortunately within
teaching systems and the wider community there does not seem to be a dilemma in
the presenting, exhibiting or selling of work that is not the result of the effort or skill
of its owner.

Teaching and working with students creates other interesting philosophical
dilemmas. Influence on student attitudes is inevitable, particularly where guidance is
given on the nature of good or bad form and other ideas. Teacher preferences m a y
encompass contemporary or historical styles that demonstrate the use of good and
bad design or technique. It is important to stimulate debate to assist formation of
discerning and informed opinion. Avoiding prejudicial or hasty judgements m a y
help awareness and respect for styles that m a y be beyond the sphere of current
understanding or liking. Students should be taught to appreciate the importance of
acquired taste. Influence, therefore, is unavoidable for w e can only teach what w e
know. Criticism of what is seen as an excessive influence on students' work can
also be interpreted as a calculated denial of the realities of teaching. Influence is
necessary, for it m a y be the only opportunity students have to witness first hand,
passion for the ceramics discipline. Students should also seek other influences in
their work to develop an amalgam of ideas and attitudes for new, individual creative
expression. Hybridisation, particularly if married to a commitment to avoid
plagiarism or pastiche, is, as history has already demonstrated to us, one of the most
successful gateways to originality.

The achievement of independence and skill occurs in plateau stages. Achieving each
set goal induces an understandable tendency to want to relax the m o m e n t u m of effort
to savour newly acquired skill. It is difficult to avoid being seen as negative w h e n
advising that there are yet more goals to achieve. H o w does one, for example, tell
students that creative goals are never achieved, never final, but are an ongoing,
oscillating series of problem setting, problem solving and attainment? With each
n e w success there should be an awareness of newer failings.

H o w does one

constructively reassure the student that this is the norm; that this is the creative
process at work?

As difficult as it is for students to accept uncertainty in practice, those who embrace
the ideal learn to benefit from the unexpected. Predictability, although welcome to a
point, can lead to a boredom that can dominate. The 'uncertainty principle' has
m a n y advocates and is more visible in the work of those artists w h o depend on
personal resources to solve creative, technical or methodological problems. In this
context 'unpredictability' does not refer to the accepting of any standard of work that
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emerges during making. It is a principle that arises out of intense self-disciplinary
preparation towards the final c o m m i t m e n t to firing. This Gestalten approach
describes the intellectual preparation that precedes changing to intuitive decisionmaking at the latter end of process. Japanese potter Shiro Tsujimura believes that
students would do well to observe the uncertainty principle:

Most potters today...are concerned with reaping high yield with least damage. They
are overly cautious and stack all their pieces carefully on shelves. As a result they
squander the potential of the natural interaction in the kiln-the shifting, partial
cracking and accumulation of fly-ash in unexpected ways.1^
Although discussing wood firing methods, Tsujimura's arguments are applicable to
other kilns andfiringmeans:

The kilns of today, if anything are too perfectly constructed, too clean, too large. If
you look carefully at the work of the old potters, you will see that they set their
pieces in the kiln with an abandon that you do not see today. That, in part, is how
they achieved dynamic firing effects and patterns. They took chances."
The irony of his statement is that risk-taking practices may be the by-product of early
industrial method. Discussed in other sections of this dissertation, Westernised
industrial practices have been governed by scientific solutions to minimise firing
losses dictated by an obsessiveness for efficiency and yields. Students and teachers
conditioned by this 'efficiency' model m a y be reluctant to analyse their efforts to
identify and eliminate bad work. T h e reluctance to evaluate means the opportunity to
refine visual accuracy and sensitivity is being lost. Students learning to measure
their w o r k in monetary terms m a y also view firing as a fundamental right with no
recognition of the real cost to the institution or the benefits of defining standards for
themselves. A non-analytical view creates little sensitivity or caring for the longer
term health of the market place. W h e n students are unwilling to analyse, the attempt
to use rejected work as tests should also be discouraged.

Influence can also come from another, unexpected direction. Environmental issues
are n o w producing a consciousness of the responsibility w e have to the community
and ourselves. Occupational Health and Safety legislation clearly requires us to take
a m o r e circumspect interest in practices or w o r k styles that m a y endanger future
lz

Barry Lancet, 'Shiro Tsujimura: A Certain Sense of Serenity', Ceramics Monthly, June/July 1992, p.
63.
*3 Barry Lancet in 'Shiro Tsujimura', p. 63.

activity. It is important to guide students w h e n adopting n e w or discarding
unacceptable methods of working particularly if environmental factors are to be
addressed. Occupational Health legislation can no longer be ignored nor should it be
viewed as something that restricts activity. It is there to encourage us to be more
inventive and caring about therisksw e take.

So what do we hope to achieve through teaching? There can be many objectives but
sensitising students to the scope of ceramics aesthetics or the intellectual and
emotional rewards to be derived from genuine artistic achievement, must rank
highly. Teaching students to understand the nexus between moral obligation and
artistic strength is also important. Throughout m y career as an artist I have been
exposed to an art form where rewards have not been measured by monetary returns.
It is this spiritual experience that I would like m y students to share for themselves.

The work of art produced from the ethical perspective stands to demonstrate its
virtues. B y observing such principles students as learners become more perceptive.
The benefit is a deepening appreciation of the spiritual value of 'work' that in turn
heightens perceptual awareness to the quality of ideas. Ultimately 'attitude' is the
final determinant of artistic outcomes.

Training: An Alternative
If we were to summarise training methods in studio apprenticeship and
institutionalised systems, w e would find compromise. For the studio apprentice the
narrowness of training is introspective and inadequate for modern day demands.
Institutionalised training has its problems although it m a y be better equipped to deal
with the desired future plurality. There is one possible alternative, however, and that
is a compromise between the two systems. Although hypothetical and idealised in
the current political climate, this idea has merit.

Advocates of the apprentice system would state it is a one to one teaching ratio that is
the most attractive. The institutional deficiency is that the student/teacher ratios are
too high and educationally unrealistic. Even if students are learning in a semivocational environment, in professional terms there is still too m u c h compromise.
A n alternative could be to provide a workshop environment that limited student/staff
ratios to m i n i m u m levels where students could receive more effective instruction
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time. It is important to stress that students' work be directed towards a personalised
development and to also avoid mimetic interpretations of their instructor's work.
There would be the provision of a variety of specialised, salaried instructors chosen
for his or her ability to communicate. These instructors would also be required to
possess a well-proven record of professional performance, as well as the capacity to
teach and produce their o w n work in a less intimate environment. A s an adaptation
of the atelier system it would structure teaching and educational objectives.
Although student/staff ratios would be a matter of personal preference the ideal, I
believe, would be two or three students per instructor. O f course this structure is not
without its problems, not least of all the difficulties of choosing suitable student
candidates. Training time would still need to be a m i n i m u m of three years full-time
and could be formalised as a contractual arrangement.

Selection of student

candidates could be arranged after they had demonstrated their potential during a
previous institutionalised learning program.

To offset the dilemma of staff producing work in a publicly funded environment, a
contractual arrangement stating the ethical requirements of teaching and making
could accompany a commitment to donate a proportion of the best work produced in
the working year to public institutions.

Educational Management
In my exhibitions, the generic Academics Series explores the gulf between idealism
and reality in the administration of education systems. T h e dominance of ego and
the machinations of power-play in the managerial environment can be at the expense
of the quality of educational delivery. In the decades I have spent researching
education I have been struck by the importance teachers place on management as a
final arbiter in educational delivery. Leadership qualities determine standards of
idealism, sensitivity and staff morale. If a strong, compassionate leadership exists,
teachers feel encouraged to perform, knowing that supervisors appreciate and respect
their teaching effort. Showing appreciation is a simple but effective principle that
requires little effort but produces significant returns.

Artists as teachers have an unusual relationship in employment. Many possess hardearned professional reputations as artists outside their teaching organisations,
recognition that can be of immense promotional value to any institution. Artistic
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Academic

series 1992 Height 37cms

temperament is a difficult management problem and needs to be well understood if a
harmonious working atmosphere is to be achieved. Administrative demands also
place an exceptional load on art supervisors compromising their private artistic
practice.

Unfortunately, good administrators seem to be a rarity. Commonly, teachers regard
their supervisors with a mistrust or disrespect. Whilst it might be tempting to regard
art teachers as unmanageable, most staff are willing to participate in the spirit of
professional cooperation. It is often difficult for teachers to daily negotiate the
minefield of changeable or unpredictable student temperaments without the support
and guidance of their supervisors. Reality is that teachers are aware that s o m e
supervisors are at times unfit or unqualified for their management role, where
positions are used for more personal ambitions. Nepotism, corruption, greed and
insincerity permeate some management structures.

At times doubts exist about the sincerity
of purpose regarding rationalisation of
funds intended for teaching requirements.
F o r m s in the exhibitions are part of a
series of mythical boardroom furniture
intended to satirise decision-making
processes.
Series

Entitled The

Boardroom

the w o r k symbolises those

decisions m a d e that affect the lives or the
professionalism of teaching staff, a
c o m m o n feature behind closed boardroom
doors.

Other items such as

Head-

cleaving Device, Blood-letting Bowl and
Shafting Device symbolise ill-considered
or hasty decision-making.

By pleading the case for a more moderate, consensual management, the work also
highlights the very real responsibility employers have to their employees if they
wish to enjoy longer-term workplace stability and educational progression. T h e
work questions the competency of management decisions that are excused under the
guise of economic rationalist restructuring programs. The failure to recognise the
consequences of economic rationalism in education must remain the most politically
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expedient witnessed by society.14 In those art schools where staff numbers are few,
supervisors have a relatively easy task to discuss and gain consensus on issues of
educational importance. Thus consensus management is not only sensible but an
educational necessity.

Curricula
There are differing opinions surrounding the merits of course content and the manner
of teaching delivery. Advocates of minimal curriculum structures would regard less
prescriptive teaching as more likely to produce original creative outcomes. Others
would argue that a structured teaching program is more effective. There is ample
evidence to suggest that students prefer a structured curriculum that provides a
comprehensive statement of course objectives. M a n y students would argue
preference for highly prescriptive courses because of the desire to deal only with
'facts'. Whatever the curriculum content, the issue of what technical and
philosophical scope should or should not be taught will always induce intense debate
amongst teachers interested in teaching.

Designing ceramics courses is not only deciding what but if or when subject matter
should be taught. Individuals outside the institution, unfamiliar with the realities of
teaching, will readily give opinions on what is not being taught within our tertiary
systems. Little understanding exists by outsiders of the problems of available time,
course duration or the costs involved in implementing n e w subjects. There is always
pressure to teach more subject content, in response to what is thought is needed to
meet the changing demands of the market place. N o matter h o w skilfully courses are
assembled or h o w effectively they are delivered, student comprehension cannot be
forced at a pace greater than their ability to understand the purpose or interrelationship of the subjects being taught.

The Concept-Based Course
Concept-based teaching argues that the 'idea is every thing' in student learning. This
teaching model has had s o m e significant success in producing artists of exceptional
ability, particularly in the United States. Artist and teacher D o n Reitz, the n o w
retired director of post graduate studies in ceramics at Madison University,
Wisconsin, U S A has produced s o m e notable graduates through emphasising
I4 Michael Pusey on his assessment of the morality of current economic policies, see: 'Economic
Rationalism in Canberra', Cambridge University Press, Sydney, 1991.

problem-solving as an intellectual necessity. Whilst exchanging views on teaching
philosophy in 1976,1 was impressed with Reitz's passion for institutions to avoid
the 'parenting' role w h e n steering students through training.15 T h e Madison course
required prerequisite graduate technical skills in making and firing. Teaching
tradition, Reitz believed, limited thinking because technical proficiency w a s too
heavily loaded towards an uncritical assessment of the 'anonymous heritage'. A
product himself of a traditional background, Reitz realised that whilst conceptual
curricula extended the range of creativity, it was important to also ensure that n e w
ideas should complement, not replace, the idealism of tradition.

The translation of any new idea or movement includes the risk of loss of purity of
the original concept. Outcomes can become distorted. For example, introducing
conceptual teaching at undergraduate level where the essential, prerequisite technical
skills are not evident prior to course entry has inherentrisks.For students learning
any n e w and unfamiliar skills, the abstracts of technology is difficult enough to
absorb, but to be confronted with the added pressure to produce n e w theoretical
constructs m a y be a lot to ask.

I believe the teaching of conceptual principles is imperative for the progress of new
ideas although it should never be at the expense of learning technological skills.
Japanese conceptual ceramic artists demonstrate their ability to combine technical
fluency and conceptualisation skill to produce a powerfully creative language.
Teaching from a traditional perspective m a y m a k e it harder for students to adapt to
more conceptualised thinking if they have not been prepared for it. It is easier for
students, for example, to gravitate towards the comfort of the already wellestablished technical and design criteria offered by tradition. O n e possible solution
would be to encourage and assist our students to take a longer term view of their
ceramics education. Whatever the case, technical proficiency is an inescapable
prerequisite and must not be allowed to be educationally underestimated if
conceptuatism is to avoid the same hackneyed pitfall associated with more traditional
ways of learning.

So far we have assumed that the student undertaking a concept-based course has a
committed and mature responsibility to learning. W h a t of the uncommitted,
immature student whose attendance patterns are irregular? W h a t if the course is
conducted in a manner that sees little or no actual teaching undertaken or where
technical training is regarded as superfluous to students' needs? Unless there is also

Interview between the writer and Reitz, Cootamundra, M a y 1976.

a commitment to making, the logical outcome is that there is little pressure or need
for students to perform. Conceptual learning has other associated and interesting
philosophical problems according to commentator Ray Aldridge:

The most important thing to realise about conceptual art is that naked concept is only
art once. Thefirsttimesomeone made a flat pitcher, the act exhausted the conceptual
potential of the form, and every flat pitcher since then has been an empty reprise of
the first one.1 ^
At some point, theorising has to give way to concrete practice. For the average
ceramics student, a great deal of practice is necessary if a more comprehensive
learning experience is to be achieved. Students w h o are encouraged to invest
considerable making time in only one example of one idea are especially vulnerable.
A s w e k n o w , ceramics is an extraordinarily difficult andficklem e d i u m to deal with,
particularly duringfinalfiring.T o give students the mistaken belief that one example
of their work will survive firing displays technical naivety. If the student work does
survive technical process the aesthetic resolution m a y often be severely undernourished and unresolved for lack of opportunity for the student to gain experience
from repeated firing. Success in firing is achieved through the constructing and
firing of multiples of one idea.

To deny technology is to also deny the power of virtuosity. Conceptualism,
however, is not confined to idea or form: it exists in all other aspects of process.
T h e w h y or h o w w e are to m a k e objects is inextricably linked with materials and
material behavioural knowledge. Conceptual possibilities arise through intimate
observation and the understanding of the events occurring w h e n materials, methods
or practices are informally intermixed. Fuel for conceptualising arises from daring
technical innovation, that calculated risk which can only be achieved through the
willingness to undertake original experimentation.

Glaze technology, for example, can be taught conceptually from the onset of simple
glaze testing programs. If students are taught to ignore everything that has ever been
published or determined by experts in thefield,they m a y be more readily drawn into
imaginative use of material compounds and material performance in firing. Students
must also be taught to be wary of the pitfalls of categorising or pigeonholing glaze
textures or colour. Labels such as T e n m o k u , Shino or Seto along with the m a n y
other Asian names for traditional glaze types should be eliminated from our

Ray Aldridge, 'Aesthetic Fallacies', Comment, Ceramics Monthly, M a y 1990, p. 24.

vocabulary. Instead w e need to talk about 'events' such as the behaviour of iron in
glazes, otherwise students will continue to measure their test results in a mindless
mimicking of the 'perfect' Asian example. If instead students are taught to evaluate
their test results on aesthetic rather than technical grounds, the stage will be set for
departure into an independent aesthetic assessment.

Conceptualism encompasses all aspects of idea whether technical, method, design or
philosophically based. W e m a y accept conceptual idealism as necessary but the
point at which the conceptualisation of form is structured into learning must be
carefully considered. T h e problems associated with the variable standards of
technical competencies in work emerging from conceptual courses cannot simply be
resolved by more enthusiastic teaching. Course content has to be completely
reviewed. Criticism exists within the wider artistic community of the vacuous
theoretical and constructional nature of ceramic sculpture as it is being practised.
Criticism, particularly from sculptors, identifies poor skills and understanding of
sculptural and anatomical principles, especially in large scale figurative work.
Clearly the situation could be better resolved if students were thoroughly prepared in
formalised sculptural studies. Life drawing and three-dimensional modelling would
be a good start as would the absorption of the sculptor's refreshing w a y of
conceptualising materials, material usage and construction methods or the learning of
the sculptor's w a y of 'seeing'. A n essential stepping-out from the ceramics world
to objectively view the conceptualised use of clay or glaze would be invaluable.
American ceramic sculptor Stephen DeStaebler in an interview in 1981 states that an
aesthetic can be devised from the rejection of more constrictive traditional standards
of technical criteria,

Clay likes to crack at various stages and discovering how beautiful cracks are doesn't
c o m e easily. There is a state of mind that almost makes you shrink from cracks and
breaking.1'

Also aware of the pretentiousness of trend-following he states,

It doesn't really concern me what the consensus is. It's something to avoid. If you
pay too m u c h attention to movements or trends, your dead...That's the w a y artists
really have to be: if you let the prevailing taste dictate what you do, you're not an
artist anymore. 1 "

Sharon Edwards, 'A Conversation with Stephen DeStaebler', Ceramics Monthly, April 1981, p. 60.
Sharon Edwards in 'A Conversation with Stephen DeSteabler', p. 60.
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From a different perspective w e are perhaps too intent on distancing ourselves from
ceramics tradition. T o be 'new' or 'innovative' is seen by s o m e authorities, bodies
and individuals to be 'culturally relevant'. Is this really the case, however? Perhaps
m a n y traditional ideas are already culturally relevant? Are w e not failing to 'see' the
sculptural abstracts in our o w n artistic heritage. There are m a n y examples: R o m a n ,
Chinese, Renaissance and Post-Renaissance Europe are a few that c o m e to mind.
Architectural ceramics of a very large sculptural nature has historically already been
produced on a scale that no contemporary Western society has ever attempted. I
refer to the Islam mosques of Masjid Shah in Isfahan or the G a w a r Shad Mausoleum
in Mashed. A s living ceramic sculptures these extraordinary buildings display a
range of intellectual diversity that has rarely been equated in the ceramics field.

The skill embodied in clay sculpted objects in Renaissance and Post-Renaissance
Italian figurative terracottas demonstrates the importance of formal training in
anatomy, a feature that is missing in contemporary education. Sculptors themselves
have used clay as the transitional medium for bronze-casting since first discoveries in
early bronze age China. Most figurative bronze sculpture is initially modelled in
clay. T h e extraordinary facility embodied in a Rodin, D e Kooning or Juan Miro
sculpture also demonstrates sensitivity to the organic properties of the clay medium.

The emphasis on size at the expense of content has to be challenged. Phillip
Gearheart, driven to c o m m e n t on the poor quality of contemporary ceramics
sculpture states,

The truth is that serious, realistic figurative sculpture-and serious thought about
sculptural form-are foreign both to the available techniques and to the training of
most ceramics sculptors. M o s t craftspeople c o m e to figurative sculpture not through
personal contact with a long and vital tradition, but because sculpture has "cachet",
seems an uptown route to artistic credibility...1"

Gearheart's stance is to be applauded, although I cannot accept his analysis of
thrown form as one devoid of sculptural presence,

Ceramic container techniques do not focus on, or actually even permit, the expression
of deep physical interior support and structure to legitimise the exterior form and
surface/0

ly

Philip Geraheart, 'Realistic Figure Sculpture; or Shoemaker, Stick to Your Last', Comment, Ceramics
Monthly, December 1993, p. 92.
20
Philip Gearheart in 'Realistic Figurative Sculpture; or Shoemaker Stick to Your Last', p. 93.
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If contemporary wheel-thrown forms do not demonstrate sculptural qualities it is not
the fault of the method. O n e does not have go far to find the proto-porcelain wheelformed jars of the Heian and Kamakura dynasties of Japan to illustrate the
membranous, skeletal qualities possible in thrown container forms.

To continue to produce poor ceramics sculpture only reinforces the limitations of our
objective visual skill. W e need to be aware of not only the basic sculptural
framework but the special problems of visual and technical complexity in upgrading
to large scale ceramic sculptural statements. Before w e leave this topic I would like
to refer to figurative sculpture that has a unique ceramic identity. T h e Jaina culture
of early pre-Columbian history has produced figurative examples whose vigour is
the result of an extraordinary manipulative skill. That the objects are also very small
suggests that there indeed is a vital place for clay sculpture where modest clay
volumes can be manipulated in the hand.

The Technical Course
At the opposite end of the curriculum spectrum are technical or technique-based
courses. A s structured education, technical courses have an appeal for students
seeking to extend their technical ability. The technical course offers a more practical
'how to do it' teaching method and access to industrial technical practices. Whilst
learning technical proficiency can be liberating there are also associated dangers.
Taught correctly, technology has the power to stimulate levels of creative possibility
to provide n e w stylistic avenues. Taught badly it also has the power to stifle creative
thinking, to enslave the mind in an aura of unquestioning dogma. Technical teaching
can lead to the expectation that all answers to artistic problems can be found in a
book. Under these circumstances it is exceedingly difficult to help students
appreciate that most technical solutions m a y be inappropriate to their creative needs.
T h e experienced artist, for example, recognises that technology is there as a tool to
be cajoled, manipulated or even invented to suit the very personalised needs unique
to every creative mind. The artist also recognises from experience that technical
eclecticism m a y not be practical. The acquiring of technical skills in ceramics is a
daunting task and the professional view is that it is developmentally important to
specialise.

Technical teaching can be characterised by what 'should' or 'must' be taught. The
desire for prescriptive solutions to technical problems m a y lead to an intolerance of
s o m e subject matter. The demands for educational pertinency have led to analysing
of student expectations through course surveys resulting in a shift towards
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prescriptive content. Industry and political agendas s h o w preference for modular
curricula. For example the introduction of n e w modular structures in art education
has raised s o m e concern by educationalists about the appropriateness of Competency
Based learning programs. Education researcher Peter Rushbrook states,

CBT, as a preordained and individualised curricula emphasising imitative rather than
imaginative skill acquisition, destroys the nexus of the teacher-student relationships
by limiting the possibility of teachers and students to engage in dialogue to negotiate
learning content and outcomes. 21
The compartmentalising of subject information through a modular teaching structure
m a y also lead to confusion and student inability to interrelate subject matter. T h e
division of subject matter is also aligned to division of labour practices, c o m m o n l y
found in the factory production line and bears little relationship to the real world of
studio practice where all aspects of thinking and making is integrated.

The most difficult problem of the technical course model is the prescriptive nature of
its teaching delivery. T h e tendency to 'spoon feed' subject matter packaged in
project systems can also lead to a 'Jack of all trades, Master of none' mentality.
Projects that are introduced in quick succession give little indication of the time
actually needed to develop comprehension giving students the erroneous impression
that skills are easily acquired. There is, therefore, little comprehension of the
inordinate time taken to develop specialist skill. Instead there is the clamour for
instant solutions. This project method fails because it bases itself o n data taken
from books and magazines for use in a 'package' style teaching. T h e result is not
only educationally unsound but leads to a superficiality and acquisitive eclecticism,
where writer Frank Ozereko believes it is becoming more difficult to,

identify original craft. One sees lots of influences and outright piracy that
masquerades for individual expression. Shouldn't it be possible to differentiate
between objects that are made "within a tradition" or one-of-a-kind and objects that are
hybrids, amalgams or just plain rip-offs? ^2
The project system has suffered in recent years by the continued cramming of even
more subject matter within already overcrowded curricula. M o r e difficult, however,
is h o w this learning model translates after graduation. Because students have missed
zi

Peter Rushbrook, 'Competency Based Training & The Arts', Division of Vocational and Further
Education, Box Hill College of T A F E , Private Bag 14, Box Hill, Victoria, 3128.
22 Frank Ozereko, 'Craft Fairs and Originality', Comment, Ceramics Monthly, June/July 1992, p. 103/4
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the opportunity for an in-depth, longer-term experience there is also little
understanding of the aesthetic parameters unique to each area of specialisation. This
most certainly leads to the mixing of totally inappropriate techniques all on the one
object. T h e idea and importance of subtlety becomes lost to the glamour of 'effects'.
Worse still is the condoning of plagiarism to achieve learning outcomes in as short a
time as possible.

Ethics

We hear less these days of ethics in artistic practice, for in our 'dog eat dog, surviv
of the fittest' world, the devotion to self interest m a y often step beyond the realm of
acceptable behaviour. During the past decade there has been a renewed perspective
on the unfortunate outcomes of economic trend. Moral and ethical principles are
essential components in any h u m a n endeavour.23 Researching the problems of
eclecticism and plagiarism helps us to better understand w h y moral and ethical
observance is important to art. W e have already stated that there are unwritten
obligations w h e n entering into a professional art career. W e m a y also examine the
decline of interest in moral issues and the ownership of ideas or work. Embracing
ethical behaviour is to observe a self-imposed responsibility to search for genuinely
n e w art forms and the avoidance of reproducing other peoples' work.

The

observance of spirituality and ethics, therefore, is a visible measure of our artistic
health.

For the student, ethic can be encouraged from the onset of learning when group
organisation is used to minimise preparation time of clays, slips, glazes or other
tasks. W h e n a student has devoted considerable time and effort in developing
glazes, for example, the integrity of his or her effort should be rewarded by respect
for the right to intellectual property. Establishing property rights helps to encourage
students to develop their individual work style unhindered by others capitalising on
their effort or success. T h e c o m m o n practice of sharing information should be
discouraged for ultimately it is counter-productive.

Originality, it must be

acknowledged, is the currency of the originator and should remain so if w e wish to
ever see greater definition of individual expression in the market place. The editor of
Ceramics Monthly

magazine, Bill Hunt, recognises the problem w h e n he states,

"we are bonded together by our sharing".24
li

Charles Handy on the issue of morality in business and managerial practices, see: 'The Empty
Raincoat', Hutchinson, London, 1993.
24 Bill Hunt, T h e N e w and Unseen', Comment, Ceramics Monthly, April 1989, p. 20.
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In the chapters dedicated to the Printed Word and Contemporary

Values I have

examined s o m e of the principles surrounding the communal sharing of glaze recipes.
It is during formal education that acquisitive practices and false claims to intellectual
property can befirstlearned. I teach m y students that glaze test results should not be
shared with fellow students if conformity and homogeneity is to be avoided in
finished work. B y supporting and encouraging students to think this w a y fosters a
commitment and respect for other students' rights. Philosophically I do not agree
that there is any obligation for n e w glaze findings to be 'divulged' as part of s o m e
mythologised responsibility towards the community understanding of glaze
technology. A n exception m a y be where n e w findings have originated from
previous mainstream information. I believe all hard-working students have the same
professional rights that would be expected in the intimate environment of the artist's
studio. Personal style and original glaze development is an inseparable relationship
that becomes diluted once its components are dissected leading to the loss of integrity
or cohesion of the original idea.

Transposed to the wider community, we need to amplify discussion on rights to
intellectual property. If w e continue to deny the principle, the homogeneity and
verisimilitude that currently exists will become even more entrenched. A s students
and teachers w e must use every means at our disposal to try to understand the natural
imperatives of genuine, artistic individuality. In essence, once an artist has achieved
a highly definable stylistic presence, w e must respect and protect the integrity of his
or her personal work, ideas and processes. Our inherent desire for equality needs to
be modified to comfortably accept the natural, hierarchal structures commonplace in
m o r e mature cultures. W e need to foster artistic leadership and the striving for
genuinely n e w ideas, something that will only ever be achieved if habitual plagiarism
is ostracised. American observer Frank Ozereko has pleaded the case for originality,
describing mindless eclecticism as a state in which,

one sees these hybrids instead of innovation-there are Higby canyons on slip-cast
porcelain canisters and Mimbres motifs in raku. Concepts are often recombined to
m a k e a pot, a decorative object, a booth, much in the same way that Frankenstein
built his monster. Most of these hybrids are obvious. They are not the product of
inspiration or influence as m u c h as they are calculated theft...If obvious influences are
removed, all that is left is some skill with certain techniques, market savvy and what
passes for contemporary professionalism.2^

Frank Ozereko in Craft Fairs and Originality, p. 103/4
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Eclectic plagiarism and misunderstanding about legitimate appropriation are very
serious issues. There is the potential for undermining the ceramics profession. The
prevalence of the habit is an indicator of h o w w e view ourselves as artists. The
dedicated artist will take every care to avoid the stigma of unoriginal thought and as
teachers w e should help our students to follow suit. W h e n w e teach style or content
by example or encourage the use of published photographs from which to copy,
there are confused signals given students. Unchecked, printed images easily find
their w a y to direct, untranslated use in student work. W e need to teach our students
that images or forms m a y only be used as reference points from which n e w ideas
must be developed. Whilst so little emphasis on drawing skills for students remains,
the vital interpolative stages of translation from the printed two-dimensional image to
paper and subsequent three-dimensional resolution will be missing. For it is this
middle stage, the act of using drawing as an intellectually analytic process, which is
most likely to stimulate n e w and original interpretation.

Ethics and Teaching
Professional obligation requires that ethical principles must be observed to achieve
better educational outcomes. Moral principles m a y m e a n that w e agree as a body of
individuals, to observe guidelines that best express our corporate professional
idealism. Teachers m a y hope to set an example to students on acceptable and
unacceptable patterns of professional behaviour. For example, in recent years there
has been politically-derived pressure within the community to see the adoption of
merchandising skills conceived and developed by industrial strategists. The desire to
see greater 'success' rates of graduating students in the market place is a response to
wanting to see a 'better' return from the investment in education. Teaching students
merchandising techniques encourages and legitimises the development of selfpromotion skills during learning and after graduation. Whilst there is little argument
against students being taught h o w to improve the presentation of their work, it is
fundamentally naive to expect any long-term benefit in promoting student work that
is still immature.

Promotion is often associated with the selling of student work at an undergraduate or
graduate level. T h e practice is c o m m o n enough to allow a community expectation
that selling is a legitimate part of course curricula activity. W e should ask ourselves
what it is w e are actually achieving if w e encourage students to put a price on their
work. For s o m e teachers it would be argued that selling practices are a part of
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professional learning experience. Other teachers would have reservations conscious
of the potential devaluation of the educational experience.

The use of publicly-funded materials and equipment for personal financial gain is an
ethical problem. Although it is argued that a percentage commission from sales will
be returned to the institution, the question to be asked is: does this still justify the
practice? O n e particular solution I have witnessed is a short term project in which
students and staff devote their efforts to the joint production of items for a once a
year sale event. Under these conditions the entire proceeds from the sale of work are
returned to the department account to be used to supplement student material or
minor equipment costs. T h e benefit is to all students in the department and,
provided material costs are not greater than the net return on profits, the exercise m a y
satisfy s o m e ethical requirements.

Attitudes to selling may vary from one teaching discipline to another. Where student
output is limited because of educational demands or slow, labour intensive activity
there m a y be little cause for concern. Ceramics, however, is a subject that is based
on production methods. Traditionally, multiples are encouraged so that work can be
aesthetically analysed to filter out the strongest before and after firing. There is,
however, evidence to suggest failure to encourage students to be selective about their
work.

Public taste may also give students the wrong messages about artistic merit. It is
reality that less controversial, more familiar, or even hackneyed themes in style,
receive greater public affirmation. N e w or significant art work m a y not be
immediately recognised except by the most discerning buyer or collector. T o the
student, acclaim through the purchase of work m a y be misinterpreted as a public
endorsement of innovation or skill. In the extreme, future artistic directions m a y be
compromised by reinforcing in the student's mind that he or she has found the
solution to a recognisable career formula. For these unfortunate students, the next
most important phase of learning is to see beyond the distorted impressions that
selling can bring. N o matter h o w one looks at it selling has the power to distort
educational objectives.
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For the past twenty years significant change to attitudes in professional art practice
has been influenced by the rapid developments in media technology. Access to
publication has permitted a burgeoning of information and promotional opportunities
that are n o w accepted as commonplace. T h e impact of the printed word, whilst
broadening critical awareness, also brings with it other problems with which to
contend. Critic Robert Hughes, evaluating artistic trends in the context of Post
Modernism and the media has stated,

Because mass visual media hardly existed in the world of our grandparents and greatgrandparents, painting and sculpture carried more weight: the weight of tradition,
dreams and social commemoration. 1

Speaking about contemporary American artists, Hughes further states,

They could not imagine a fine-arts tradition that was not overshadowed by television.
Accordingly, a peculiarly slack form of thinking...arose about art and media. Nature
is dead, culture is all, everything is mediated to the point where nothing can be seen
in its true quality, representation determines all meaning, and the only w a y that "socalled high art" can engage with general perception is to step out of its old "elitist"
traditions...This trip turns out not to be worth taking. It has produced a clever
novelty of art of diminishing returns; far from affording artists continuous inspiration,
mass media sources for art have become a dead end.2

1

Robert Hughes, 'Nothing If Not Critical', Harvill, London, 1990, p. 13.
2 Robert Hughes in 'Nothing if Not Critical', p. 15.
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Hughes' honest, if depressing, portrayal of the corruption of artistic values is a
description that could also be applied to educationally derived ceramics practices.
H u g h e s continues to attack what he sees as those components that,

have combined with the abstractness of institutional art teaching to produce a fine-arts
culture given over to information and not experience. This faithfully echoes the
general drain of concreteness from modern existence-the reign of mere unassimilated
data instead of events that gain meaning by being absorbed into the fabric of
imaginative life.3
The desire for accelerated promotion using printed information may be influenced
and cultivated by political agendas on economic restructuring. Promotion, for
example, is seen as an essential component of selling. Selling is seen as culturally
relevant. There are risks to artistic integrity, however, w h e n the core of creativity
shifts from making to marketing.

Artistic aspiration in the sixties and early seventies required art objects to express and
market themselves through intrinsic artistic strength. Such sentiment seems to find
little appeal these days and artists are n o w faced with the dilemma between making
and promotion. Whilst artists struggle for status there is an increasing sense of
unease amongst a buying public surrounding publicised claims to artistic worth. T h e
concern focuses on a superficiality and pointlessness compounded by an undeniable
lack of artistic conviction. In the contemporary climate a "drift towards nihilism"
and "scepticism about moral principles"4 increases doubt by art patrons about artistic
sincerity leading to a gradual diminution of the perceived cultural worth of visual art.
American writer Frederick Hart pleads for us to "look about you. T h e artlessness of
contemporary life has c o m e about because of a breakdown in the fundamental
philosophy of art and w h o m it is created for."5

Unfortunately, art produced from a genuinely non- commercial perspective may also
be caught up in the decomposition of professional values. Hart continues,

When one looks at the majestic sweep of art in history and its magnificent
accomplishments, how nasty and midget-like are so many of the products and so
much of the philosophy of contemporary art by comparison. "
3 Robert Hughes in 'Nothing if Not Critical', p. 15.
John Hyde, 'Why morality is a law unto itself, The Weekend Australian , 12-13 October 1991, p. 30
Frederick Hart, 'No genius needed to create offensive art', The Sydney Morning Herald , 7 September
1989, p. 11.
6 Frederick Hart in N o genius needed to create offensive art, p. 11.

5

For the ceramics world, marginalised as it is on the perimeter of the fine art
movement, there are similar pressures eroding hard w o n ethical and professional
standards. For Australia in particular there are exceptional difficulties associated
with the printed word and our geographical isolation. The contemporary Australian
ceramics student is impoverished by reliance on two-dimensional printed images
substituting for the lack of three-dimensional objects to guide them on the substance
of aesthetic criteria. T o o m u c h teaching, therefore, is built on the printed word and
image. T h e equation becomes even more complex w h e n one considers that the
average Australian ceramics student m a y not possess regular reading habits.

Bill Hunt editor of the American magazine Ceramics Monthly states that literacy
amongst American students is poor where "only 5 0 % of college and university
students currently enrolled in ceramics classes use a text book." 7 M y teaching
experience confirms Hunt's view. If reading habits are declining could it also be
said that there is a diminishing interest and absorption of theoretical subject matter?
There is a culture of passivity learned, I believe, from television viewing that m a y
also transfer itself as a narrow and uncritical reliance on technical information. M y
exhibition w o r k included the generically titled Collective series produced to
symbolise the unique relationship Australia has to the printed word. The series is
represented by zoomorphic and anthropomorphic forms integrated with vessels to
function as ritualistic distillating and pouring devices. The work draws attention to
the problems of establishing a cultural identity. In the Australian context lack of
tradition and comprehensive collections of ceramic objects necessitate reliance on the
printed word that m a y distort our development.

T h e work symbolises the

expectation that published information can act as substitute for the acquisition of
personal skill.

Books and periodicals, for example, may be written and published to provide
information on technical, philosophical or theoretical issues. Curators and
archaeological specialists write to contextualise historical and contemporary ceramic
objects. Text books deal with manufacturing technology and, to a lesser extent, the
experiential viewpoints of well-established artists. Originating as pottery society
newsletters, periodicals have n o w emerged in a more sophisticated format that
provides the essential networking of information amongst students, potters, artists
and collectors.

7 Bill Hunt, 'The New and The Unseen', Ceramics Monthly, April 1989, p. 22.
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Dependency
Once student reading habits are well-established in education an uncritical
dependency on text books m a y be the less fortunate learning outcome. T h e strong
desire by students for certainty and predictability m a y be the by-product of a subject
renowned for its m a n y variables. Information dependency is characterised by a need
to find consensus on technical issues and the overwhelming desire to believe all that
is read. For technical comprehension to be of any value students need to understand
that not all books deliver accurate information. Technical books can provide
answers but they can also provide creative blocks by diminishing inquiry through
over-explanation. It is preferable, therefore, to alert students to be analytically
circumspect about publishing. G o o d research and comparative analysis skills help to
increase independence from the printed word. T o determine the accuracy of any text
book, for example, it is necessary to at least to k n o w the book's origins, author and
authorial intention.

Applying information to solve creative problems is a function of sound
comprehension skills. If students are unfamiliar with the strategies required to
undertake systematic research, then reliance on published information can also lead
to unrealistic expectations on the flexibility of the ceramics medium. Worthwhile,
accurate technical ceramics text books are constructed around sound scientifically
based testing parameters derived from well-established criteria and qualified
experience.

Such authors as Parmelee, Singer, and Currie 8 have produced

exceptional text books that can play an exceedingly important part in the fostering of
empirical testing mechanisms and principles of material behaviour. These authors
give legitimacy to their work by revealing not only the origins of their technical
sources but also contradictory and unexpected findings. Scientific 'facts' m a y
remain so only temporarily and these authors recognise that d o g m a has no place in
the construction of technical understanding. Through their writing they s h o w a
concerned responsibility towards stimulating constructive inquiry and further
discovery. There are times w h e n text books can also enhance creativity outside the
limits envisaged by their authors. For example, ceramic 'faults' resulting from
glaze, body or firing practices m a y possess the most enticing aesthetic potential for
solutions outside the restrictive limitations envisaged by industry.

^ Cullen Parmelee, 'Ceramic Glazes', Cahners, Massachusetts, 1973
Felix and Sonjia Singer, 'Industrial Ceramics', Chapman and Mall, London. 1987.
Ian Currie,'Stoneware Glazes. A Systematic Approach'. Bootstrap Press, Maryvale. Queensland. 1993.

Conversely, 'How to do It' books tend to over-simplify technique. The recycling of
dated method is a c o m m o n problem and does nothing to assist the task of
introducing students to sound learning practices. Writing for introductory purposes
is a specialised skill requiring greater sensitivity to longer term goals in making or
aesthetic appreciation. A s in other fields of learning there are dangers in relying too
m u c h on the accuracy of the printed word.

For the beginner student, first

impressions, often educationally the most important, m a y be gained through books.

It is my belief that the continued publishing of technique, recipe or generalised
technical text books is long overdue for re-appraisal. For m a n y years writers have,
for example, been collating and publishing recipes in response to an insatiable
market demand. Teachers experienced in teaching glaze formulating have expressed
reserve on the ability of recipe books to m a k e the task of teaching any easier. T h e
prescriptive nature of presenting formulas in recipe form does not teach formulating
skills or encourage students to empathise and investigate material behaviour, an
essential requirement if any n e w glaze aesthetic is to be devised. Students and
teachers are ever willing to entrust their faith in the accuracy of glaze recipe books.
From experience, however, it is the very brave glaze expert w h o can claim with
absolute certainty that all the parameters of testing, performance and glaze outcomes
can be guaranteed adequate for publication. The assumptions given for w h y or h o w
a particular glaze colour or texture occurs are never adequately discussed or
ascertained due to the wide range of compounding and firing variables. T o the
seasoned glaze expert the confidence one possesses on glaze matters decreases
exponentially with the advancing of experience. The naive desire for 'hard facts'
gives w a y in time to recognition that nothing is absolute. Authors admitting to the
fact is one thing writing to condition an expectation of certainty is, however,
another.

It is likely that the individuals most qualified to write glaze text books may not do
because of ethical considerations. They k n o w that experience simply cannot be
rationalised to a recipe and that it is not recipe books that should be written but
documenting the acquisition of wisdom and skills or w a y s of 'looking' not
previously considered. The genuinely experienced glaze expert will tell us that it is
the less tangible, acute observational skill and mastery that produce good glaze
results. Should not, therefore, the continued publishing of recipe books be treated
with increasing circumspection?

Many glaze recipe books are the collation of test results undertaken through student
glaze testing programs. If students are asked to carry out the time-consuming,
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labour-intensive test work, it m a y be at the expense of learning other essential skills.
Ethically they should be and indeed are occasionally acknowledged for their efforts.
A more serious problem, however, is the reliance on test work carried out by
students still in the infancy of learning. Even if test programs are conceived and
directed by an experienced glaze teacher does this still justify the ethics or wisdom of
practices whosefinalinfluences m a y extend beyond the limits of education?

From the point of view of teaching, glaze recipe books serve to cultivate less
desirable student attitudes. Knowledge, for example, becomes centred on the
erroneous belief that all there is to be k n o w n about glaze colour and texture has
already been discovered. In a poor teaching situation, 'testing' is isolated to the
trying out of someone else's recipe and the student pretence that the glaze is then
'theirs', especially if the recipe 'works' in firing. Pretence is an unhealthy
component in learning leading to less desirable practices in later career. M y personal
philosophical objection to recipe books is the over-simplification and prescriptive
nature of information delivery. From discussion with m y students, recipe books
tend to enhance the sense of 'exclusion' and a passivity in learning. I also believe
these books do not help students to focus on their o w n ideas or assist them to
develop a sense of 'ownership' of their work effort.

In a more positive teaching situation students may be encouraged to build their own
formulations or deconstruct recipes to learn about material behaviour to determine
which components contribute to the fired results. A more important learning
outcome can be achieved by developing a 'feel' for glaze materials and aesthetic from
foundation discovery processes derived from empirical blending. Working from
unknowns has the potential to broaden student perspectives and to avoid judgemental
decision making. Setting the stage for the unexpected is an essential part of the
learning process that one cannot afford to miss. From m y o w n studio practice I
teach m y students that the act of 'testing' is as important as the results and that n e w
approaches to formulating m a y present themselves whilst weighing out or handling
glaze materials. Test result failures are as informative as successes. Thus student
understanding and independence are enhanced by an appreciation of material
behaviour developed from the observations of their o w n experience rather than that
decided by others outside his or her learning environment.

The expectation that all experience can be rationalised and packaged in recipe form
has to be confronted. In recent years the idea of intellectual property has been
ignored in publishing. T o o m u c h recipe information has been published that is not
an honest reflection of personal effort. There is an implied professional obligation in
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writing to reveal the origins and pathways of recipe developments. Obligation also
directs us to steer glaze testing towards healthier, outward looking, experimentation
and observation and underscores the need for an ethical correctness in publishing
that is imperative for understanding.

The Experienced Artist as Writer
Text books can occasionally be sourced from the results of a long-term, original and
specialised experience. Writing under these circumstances is of most value w h e n it
provides an effective platform for discourse or further investigation. Over-explicitly
written text books can serve, however, to dictate the terms of technical
comprehension where subconsciously or otherwise writers m a y be creating reader
dependency. Artistic health thrives on the fostering of diversity and alternative
experiences and avoiding hasty or ill-considered technical conclusions. It is
important in any writing to be sensitive to and respect other artists' individualistic
thinking and experience. Doubt and uncertainty form an important counterpoise
setting the stage for lateral strategies to solving problems. There is special place for
inventive, even idiotic solutions that contradict prevailing understanding.

The

traditional Australian anarchistic temperament, for example, is one that is well
k n o w n for creating inventive solutions and it is this characteristic that w e should
promote. It is possible to encourage inventive thinking by writing about the
abstracts of a holistic technology. B y avoiding explicitness the reader becomes
involved with questioning and other thought processes that give a sense of
participation in discovery.

Choosing to write in abstract terms may be an ethical decision where the writer's
objective is to inform not impress. I admit m y preference for books that are
moderated by such spirituality and Leach's A Potter's Book

is, for example, an

undeniably readable book possessing a durable charm and relevance to ceramics
practice today.

Leach's use of notebook drawings and the balancing of

philosophical and technical perspectives are strong elements that are still applicable,
although unfortunately not often used, in contemporary publication.

For the experienced artist as writer, professionalism is determined by the broadening
rather than the narrowing of prevailing knowledge. Broadening, ironically, is
stimulated by doubt and the balance between deciding what information to leave in or
out. T o o m u c h explanation will minimise reader curiosity, too little will diminish the
urge for involvement through confusion or obscurity. Writing, I believe, is stronger
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w h e n it is the result of humility and wisdom arising from a significant artistic and not
merely technical experience.

Alan Caiger-Smith is an artist and writer who also produces sustainable text books.
In his most recent book Lustre Pottery: Technique, Tradition and Innovation in Islam
and the Western World

he has resisted the temptation to demonstrate all of his

expertise on the subject of lustre technique. T h e significance of this can be better
understood w h e n it is realised that no comprehensive documentation on lustre
technique has ever been published for public dissemination by a practising lustre
potter since thefirstdevelopment of the method in the 8th century A D . Reflecting on
the recurrent near-extinction of lustre technology in its twelve hundred year history,
Caiger-Smith also admits there are problems in publishing books on lustre for in the
prevailing climate he feels he m a y be exposing the technique to almost certain
oblivion. In the chapter Post Revival he states,

Lustre easily invites exaggeration...The temptation to concentrate on visual effect at
the expense of form, texture, balance and content has been ever present. It is
especially strong in the present century, with the development of non-functional work
in ceramics in general, with its concentration on optical rather than tactile effects.
Unless lustres take their place as part of an integrated, whole object, satisfying to
other senses and to the mind as well as to the eye, their virtues are lost and their
appeal short-lived."
By appealing for greater sensitivity Caiger-Smith displays a refreshing viewpoint in
the publishing of technical criteria. H e has dedicated eleven chapters to historical
and contemporary conceptual use of lustre technology, the remaining three chapters
detailing technique. B y confining explanation to those details essential to process,
the author has enhanced the clarity of information delivery. It is k n o w n CaigerSmith considered the w i s d o m of including comprehensive data on kiln performance
for lustre. H e chose, however, to limit discussion to encourage further research on
kiln design. B y taking a non-prescriptive approach he is inviting his readers to
participate in an experiment with their o w n ideas. Tin-glazed Earthenware

by

D a p h n e Carnegy is another n e w book following the trend established by Leach and
Caiger-Smith. 10

^ Alan Caiger-Smith, 'Lustre Pottery: Technique, Tradition and Innovation in Islam and the Western
World', Faber&Faber, London, 1985, p. 184.
10 Daphne Carnegy, 'Tin-glazed Earthenware', A & C Black, London, 1993.

Critics and Critical Writing
On evidence there would seem to be an unfamiliarity about the function of criticism
and critical writing within the ceramics profession. The unfamiliarity arises through
resistance towards theoretical discourse cultivated against the background of a strong
oral tradition. There is also resistance towards engaging in professional debate,
evident in publication and in the public arena, indicating the insecurity w e feel
towards critical evaluation. A s practitioners w e are all sensitive to criticism and
resistant to too close an independent assessment of the work w e make. For the
confident artists w h o m a y invite evaluation it is the critic's written inaccuracies
compounded by poor or inadequate research that is most frustrating. For the artist
w h o is comfortable and honest about his or her work, critique on strengths and
deficiencies will assist the ongoing search for self improvement. For those
hypersensitive to criticism there m a y be some justification for any poor critical
assessment. If w e were to review the paucity of documentation devoted to the
critical evaluation of ceramics over the past two decades w e could conclude that there
is a disturbing disinterest or even denial of the benefits of philosophically inspired
written debate.

There may be several possible reasons for this. An inferiority within the profession
about creative ability m a y induce a disinclination towards discourse on theoretical
issues. A m o r e disturbing possibility could be the conscious avoidance of
recognising the moral issue arising from effective analysis.

B y avoiding

acknowledgment of the place of professional ethics a convenient ignorance m a y be
pleaded about the contentiousness of plagiarism or the responsibility needed towards
the market place. For centuries painters and sculptors have actively engaged in
debate on work content and ideas through the written and spoken word. For these
artists documenting is an essential moderator, a vehicle for accountability and the
maintenance of professional performance.
The important benefits of critical assessment have been ignored for too long . If we
are, therefore, to begin to examine the nature of critique w e need to first ask
ourselves what critical evaluation can do for us. This can be better achieved by
looking at the following model provided by W . H . Auden, constructed originally to
apply to literary evaluation and here adapted and paraphrased for ceramics
purposes.11 Summarised, the critic m a y use his or her analytical skills to:

11

W , H Auden: The Dyer's Hand' in 'A Short Guide to Writing About Art', Sylvan Barnet, Harper/Collins,
N e w York, 1993, p. 3.

1

Introduce n e w artists or new work previously unknown.

Argue the case that artists' work may have been under or over valued
because insufficient information has been provided so far.

3 Thoroughly research and show the connections to, or provide comparison
between, ceramic art works from different periods of time or cultures. T o
help the reader appreciate aspects of the work of which they were previously
unaware.

4 Give a reading or constructive analysis of an art work that increases any
understanding.

5 Throw light upon the importance of artistic 'making' (Not, as is a common
failing, by concentrating on purely descriptive methods or h o w to do it).

6 Throw light on the importance of making art work in the context of life,
science, economics, ethics, community belief systems or religious and
political issues.

The objective purpose of independent criticism is to teach and stimulate desire for
improvement. T o return to Auden again:

In everyday language the most common meaning of criticism is "finding fault," and to
be critical is to be censorious. But a critic can see excellence as well as faults...the
most valuable criticism is not that which shakes its finger at faults but that which
calls our attention to interesting matters going on in the work of art.12

Inferiority is not isolated to the ceramics discipline. We and artists in other
disciplines at times doubt our ability to contribute anything meaningful to our
understanding of 'art'. For ceramics the existence of doubt stems from the European
and British historical placement of ceramics as a non-art activity, whose purpose was
relegated to the fundamentals of function. Early Western attempts to present
ceramics as an art form began with William Morris and Bernard Leach. The
twentieth century concept of the 'artist craftsman' was a term coined to differentiate
the place of 'artistic' pottery in an overwhelmingly industrial context. That
uncertainty still exists, is evident in the perennial semantics of the Art/Craft debate:
*2 Sylvan Barnet, 'The Function of Critical Writing' in 'A Short Guide to Writing About Art', Harper
CoUins, N e w York, 1993, p. 2.
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...die so called Art/Craft Debate has been cast in modernist terms. That the debate
itself is repetitive, unresolvable, boring is a dilemma of Modernism, not an inherent
property of Craft.13

The irrepressible desire for status is exemplified in the presenting of the 'one-off
piece as an artistic statement. There is a need to see our efforts as intrinsically rather
than commercially valuable. The search for higher financial reward for effort is only
one factor in the desire to see greater acceptance of ceramics as an artistic medium.
Seeking to justify ceramics as art has seen the premeditated use of the critic as
mediator to gain recognition in an increasingly competitive market place. Whilst
there is a willingness to reap the benefits of written appraisal and resulting publicity,
there is also resistance towards welcoming independent evaluation for fear of
receiving an uncomplimentary review.

The ceramics critic thus has an ambivalent and difficult role. Writers may be
engaged to write, not for balanced assessment, but to exaggerate claims of artistic
worth. Critical analysis is more valuable w h e n it is unencumbered by loyalty to
individuals. It is also expected that the critic will have an understanding and
empathy with ceramics aesthetic. For the qualified, sincere critic compromises m a y
still have to be m a d e between an acutely perceptive analysis and the risk of inviting
public ire. Critical assessment is of doubtful value, however, w h e n ceramic objects
are described in the most pointless terms or are assigned the virtues of excellence
w h e n clearly there m a y be no justification. Unfortunately, too m a n y critics
demonstrate the limitations of their understanding of ceramics aesthetic, makers'
purpose, processes and terminology.

Any improvement in critical evaluation will depend on critic and practitioner
willingness to c o m e to terms with the differences between 'acceptable' objectivity
and 'unacceptable' subjective opinion. If for no other reason than to establish
historical accuracy and the credibility of critique, pre-emptive research into the
artist's background is essential. Similarly the basis of previous evaluation must be
tested to establish its validity. In his essay Good, Bad and Indifferent critic Peter
T i m m s poses the question: " H o w can w e talk about quality w h e n w e have no fixed
standards?" 14 W h e n analysing written commentary T i m m s advises us that is
important to establish standards of measurement for evaluative purposes.

^ Sue Rowley, 'Mind Over Matter? Reading the Art/Craft Debate', Faculty of Creative Arts, University of
Wollongong, 1989, p. 1.
14 Peter Timms, 'Good, Bad and Indifferent', Ceramics Art and Perception, Vol.6, 1991, p. 62.

T h e Artist as Critic
It takes significant courage and professional conviction to state one's philosophical
case in written form. For those willing to venture into the world of written
evaluation is to also invite the wrath of a profession hypersensitive to criticism no
matter h o w abstract the presentation of issues. Acrimonious response and
accusations of disloyalty greet those w h o are passionate enough to write about their
belief indicating the depth of immaturity within our discipline. Ceramics as an oral
tradition cannot afford to avoid the accountability offered by the printed word. T o
continue to do so is to miss the opportunity to develop mature critical skills and
chances to build academically correct, professionally presented analyses on which
the strength of any artistry is based.

Until recently we have tolerated rather than embraced the place of the critic although
there is a view that independent writing is frequently unconvincing. Ceramic artist
John Maltby, in his essay The Critic as Companion, articulates a widely held view in
the ceramics profession of the critic's obligation:

Ceramic critics must know about ceramics...Without enlightenment their comments
are like those of a commentator w h o doesn't know the rules of the game-although he
knows those of other games and applies them to that which he is reviewing-with a
consequential irrelevance and enlightenment.1^

The critic may respond by arguing that process familiarity is not essential for the
evaluation of art content. For other artistic disciplines this view m a y or m a y not be
true. Ceramics, however, is in an unusual position because of its strong bond
between process and creative purpose. For example, kilns m a y play a significant
role in restricting or enhancing creative potential. M a n y artists possess skilled ability
to manipulate firing schedules and atmospheres to achieve their creative objectives.
These artists are also comfortable acknowledging the value-added component kilns
provide. Kilns can be highly specialised structures designed to produce unique
aesthetic qualities. T h e extent to which they m a y be revered can, for example, be
gauged by the Japanese potters' preservation of ancient kilns as shrines. Indeed the
importance of idiosyncratic performance can be illustrated by the artists' reluctance to
undertake repairs that m a y alter inherent firing qualities. For the critic the importance
of the creative partnership between artist and kiln m a y be difficult to comprehend. It
is, however, a relationship that they would be well advised to understand.
15 John Maltby, 'The Critic as Companion', Ceramic Art and Perception, No.6, 1991, p. 70.

In recent years s o m e critical writing has been m a d e more credible by understanding
on h o w ceramics aesthetic arises from an unambiguous, harmonious interrelationship between concept and process. T h e critics' denial of the importance of
process has been a conveniently truncated argument at the best of times and has
remained unchallenged by ceramics practitioners for too long. Assumptions on
context and meaning are also created by curators w h o have little or no training in the
language of ceramic processes. At times the fabricating of viewpoints borders on the
ridiculous and does little to instil confidence within the ceramics community. For
Australia, sound curatorship in ceramics is a rarity possibly due to only tentative
interest in the formulating of ceramics collections. Critical writing that has emanated
from an academic background has not been effectively challenged by a readership
easily intimidated and demoralised by convoluted theoretical language.
Unchallenged the possibility of a broader, informed debate will remain remote.

In his Anthology of Perspectives editor Noris Ioannou has collected a series of
views on craft that could, more optimistically, be adapted as a useful guideline for
critical writing in ceramics. Ioannou states his motives for assembling his anthology
were stimulated by the poor level of art criticism in the crafts and, by implication,
ceramics:

Although it is undeniable that the contemporary craft movement has generated a high
profile over the past three decades, it has been only in relatively recent years that it
has been attracted and subjected to sustained critical analysis, albeit mostiy arbitrary in
nature.1"
When encouraging wider participation in constructive evaluation it is essential to
point out that the role of the critic should not be reduced to the servile. Criticism
must be allowed to retain its objectivity and say what needs to be said. W e must
assist the critic to act as a mirror for the m o r e intangible concepts of ceramics
aesthetic. It is a possibility that pertinent critique can only be developed from within
our o w n ranks. Self-criticism, for example, is not n e w to painters w h o for m a n y
years have published and encouraged critical discourse on ideas and attitudes
towards their work.
An interesting departure for ceramics can be found in a relatively recent publication,
A Potter's Companion:

Imagination, Originality, and Craft, compiled and edited by

16 Norris Ioannou, 'Craft in Society', FremanUe Arts Centre Press, 1992, p. 7.

Ronald Larsen. 17 A s a collection of past and recent literature on traditional pottery
the use of poetry, essays and even fictionalised story telling helps to present the
didactic potential of passionate writing. Unfortunately the book's scope does not
encompass alternative views on conceptual form that m a y have produced an
interesting balance. A s a publishing concept, however, the book could provide an
interesting basis for future development.

If we are ever to rekindle spiritualism then there is no doubt it would be assisted by
the objectivity of the independent critic. A s ceramic artists w e must also learn write
and articulate if our views are to be more culturally meaningful. Conversely
independent critics must b e c o m e more informed and this could be assisted by
working m o r e closely with potters.

It is imperative that w e embrace the

accountability writing has to offer and discourage the practice of using unsupported
opinion. Only through adequate theoretical discourse will w e be able to emphatically
invest the essential creative substance into our work.

17 Ronald Larson, ed. 'A Potter's Companion: Imagination, Originality and Craft', Park Street Press,
Vermont, 1993.

Archaeologists and Curators as Writers

The archaeologist as curator or historian is a less visible role that has tended to exe
a subtle but no less significant influence on the development of understanding in
ceramics. M u s e u m s throughout the world m a y be staffed by specialists w h o collate
and analyse the results of seasonal excavations. Part of their work is to hypothesise
about the use or provenance of excavated objects. The how, w h y or w h e n ancient
artefacts were m a d e is fertile ground for speculative assumption and the connection
between curatorship and archaeological practice has become familiar to m e during
m y twenty years of research in m u s e u m s throughout the world. I have c o m e to
accept that the identifying and conservation of found objects is an important though
not especially perfect science. O n e problem, for example, is determining if wares
were imported to or were indigenous to the excavation site. Questions on h o w or
where pots were m a d e are difficult to resolve because of the rare instance in which
ancient potter's kilns or workshops are found intact. In this sense identification
would be simplified by an understanding of ceramics processes. Evaluation of
excavated w o r k can not only resolve the contextual background but the overall
technical and intellectual sophistication reached by early ceramic cultures. Through
analysis it is possible to assess the belief systems, thought processes and even the
physical make-up of ancient potters.

As an artist with experience in the lustre field I have found it very difficult to acce
s o m e of the theoretical constructs m a d e by archaeologists and curators. W h e n
determining methods of manufacture, reasons for making or even the hidden
philosophic messages to be found in excavated objects archaeologists and curators
demonstrate an embarrassing unfamiliarity with potters' basic terminology. It is an
exception rather than a rule for even a rudimentary understanding of technique. It
seems a contradiction to m e that w h e n archaeological scholarship is still struggling to
formulate its scientific accuracy there is so little effort m a d e to understand even basic
ceramics technique and terminology that would strengthen a disciplinary position.
Without this knowledge the m o r e valuable and subtle messages imprinted on
excavated objects are being missed.
In an endeavour to correct the problem, ceramic artist and researcher Dr. O.S. Rye
has written a book specifically designed to provide technical information for
archaeologists to assist the analysis of excavations. In his introduction R y e states he
agreed "to write this book because m y personal experience with archaeologists left

m e with the impression that m a n y are not familiar with the principles of pottery
making."1**

So what has archaeological publishing to do with ceramics we may ask? For the
ceramics student or practitioner researching archaeological data there is an
unavoidable reliance on books that m a y be of doubtful scientific accuracy. Books
written to inform us about early ceramics cultures are based on hypotheses produced
from assumptions. T h e habit of building on previously published, unverified data
c o m p o u n d s to create myths. Unproven hypotheses do not help us to accurately
identify with our creative ancestry nor does it help us to gain a clearer understanding
of the contribution we are making to contemporary culture. For without contextual
accuracy comprehension remains indeterminate leading to contemporary claims about
originality and innovative thinking that m a y be unfounded.

The point can be illustrated by experiences I had at the Oxford University's
Ashmolean M u s e u m in 1984. Whilst researching there m y attention was drawn to a
long-standing hypothesis, attributed to Arthur Lane and further developed by curator
Michael Vickers with assistance by Oliver Impey and James Allan, that comparison
between ancient metal and ceramic wares would suggest that early ceramic objects
were m a d e as cheap imitations of their more noble metal cousins. Vickers expands
his theoretical position in a publication written to accompany an exhibition held in the
Department of Antiquities and Eastern Art in March 1985. In his introduction
Vickers states that,

comparing extant silver and other metal vessels with their ceramic analogues, on the
one hand to demonstrate the acceptance by scholars of Near and Far Eastern cultures of
the view that precious metal objects might as a matter of course be imitated in
cheaper materials, and on the other to argue the somewhat controversial point that the
same values prevailed in the Graeco-Roman world. *"
Viewed from the position of intimate process awareness however, it is tempting to
interpret Vicker's arguments as primarily self-serving. His intention is embedded in
the book subtitle: "The Potter's Debt to Metalwork".

T h e word "debt" bestows a

hierarchical superiority on metal objects at the expense of the integrity of their
ceramic cousins. Whilst there is ample written evidence to suggest that m u c h
18 O.S. Rye, 'Pottery Technology: Principles and Reconstruction', Taraxacum Inc., Washington, 1981,
Preface to the book.
*9 Michael Vickers, Oliver Impey and James Allan, 'From Ceramics to Silver: The Potter's Debt to
Metalwork in the Graeco-Roman, Oriental and Islamic Worlds', Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 1986,
Preface to the book.

exchanging of design ideas occurred between the potters and metalsmiths, w e must
ask ourselves w h y do hierarchical structures need to be created? M a n y of the metal
objects chosen to reinforce Vicker's case are physically 'in the round' with finishing
details more characteristic of the rotational, formation methods derived from a
potter's wheel. Metal objects are most c o m m o n l y formed from caste metal, beaten
or 'spun' metal sheets. R i m or base finishing styles, clearly visible in Vicker's
chosen objects, do not readily suggest themselves as typical of metal forming
methods. W h a t they do suggest are styles that are more likely to have been m a d e by
capitalising on the flexibility of plastic clay. For the metalsmiths to have developed a
design language based on rotational means is incongruous and conveniently ignores
the inter-relationship with potters. It should also be realised that designs for both
ceramics and metal in Islamic art usually originated from the same intermediary
source, helping to explain the c o m m o n sharing of images used in metal, ceramics
and carpet weaving. In part the hierarchy is based on a rarity value placed on metal
by Islamic rulers in antiquity. Vicker's opinion, however, is based on a poor
understanding of the ceramic process and there is a need for greater caution w h e n
such conclusions are drawn, especially w h e n publishing is also being considered.

Vickers constructs other arguments around the alternative theme that Greek black and
red terrasigillata wares were consciously developed to imitate oxidised silver metal
wares. Such an hypothesis underestimates the technical complexities that any potter,
ancient or modern has to deal with. T o suggest, for example, that the several
hundred year development of such an extraneous and complex technique as
terrasigillatta w a s pursued simply to imitate silver metal objects seriously
undervalues the integrity of the potters' intellectual and creative objectives. Analysis
of early dynastic Attic wares and a knowledge of basic reduction firing skills would
better explain the evolution of black terrasigillata as a prolonged refinement of an
unusual firing discovery.

There are other spurious suppositions regarding the development of stoneware and
porcelain technology in China. Vickers continues to argue,

Quite possibly the whole tendency of the movement from stoneware to porcelain was
influenced by the desire to match silver. It is interesting to note in this connection
that in m a n y early porcelain vessels potters' techniques are laid aside in favour of
those of the silversmith; strap handles on ewers, for example are normally pulled by a

potter, but in porcelain are regularly cut from a slab and bent to shape, and spouts are
often rolled instead of being thrown on a wheel. 2^
Any potter familiar with clay behaviour could have advised that changes to making
methods m a y have everything to do with the intractable behaviour of porcelaineous
materials. W h e n one considers the sheer magnitude of time, volume and effort to
m a k e intrinsically 'stoneware' ceramic objects throughout China, to attribute the
potters' shift to porcelain production as metal mimicry is an example of a convenient
and very thin, tenuous argument.

I have chosen these examples to illustrate my point that public criticism or
professional accountability is not yet strong enough to discourage insupportable
theories. Vickers is not alone and the tendency is not confined to curators of historic
collections. Curators of contemporary ceramics collections also suffer from
fabricating information w h e n it suites them. Matthew Kangas laments the capacity
of contemporary curators and independent critics to distort the truth to boost a
personal status. Speaking of Garth Clark, a gallery owner, critic and curator,
Kangas states:

Clark's book makes clear, it is not automatically true that the writing of history
avoids the charge of promotion. Updating his original study to showcase artists in
his gallery in N e w York, Clark runs the risk of his very real contribution to the field
being discounted because of such blatantly self serving boosterism. Still the don,
rather than the dean, of American ceramics, his power has shifted to a growing but
uncertain market, and away from independent analysis and criticism.21
For the researcher trying to deal with the inconsistencies of language used in
curatorial writing, there is little opportunity for clearer understanding. There exists
an unabated trend towards inventing n e w words to describe the potters' processes or
techniques to replace an ancient well-honed existing terminology. T h e practice
creates unnecessary obfuscation. Ceramics, through its oral traditions, possesses a
unique terminological usage and descriptive aptness that is hard to surpass. A s w e
k n o w , ceramic methods are both complex and taxing and the early development of
terminology itself w a s stimulated by the need for potters to communicate about their
work. T h e potters' language is enviable and must be preserved for its remarkable
ability to inform. Again it is a great pity that archaeologist, historians and curators
cannot see the benefit to understanding of adopting the potter's words and meaning.
20 Michael Vickers in 'From Ceramic to Silver', introduction (p. ii) China and Japan 5th paragraph.
21 Matthew Kangas, 'Opinion Versus Promotion', Comment, Ceramics Monthly, May, 1990.

T h e argument can be illustrated by the word "paint". The meaning to the potter and
the historian differs markedly. For the potter "paint" is used as a verb to describe the
action of applying slip, pigment or glaze and as a noun to distinguish paint (as
literally 'paint' in its organic, non ceramic sense) from slip pigments. For the
historian discrimination between the verb and noun is not made. Pots, modern or
ancient, are occasionally painted with organically based paints that do not withstand
firing but act as a cheaper, less durable substitute and easier means of decorating. It
is important to draw a distinction between two meanings: slip technology represents
a milestone in technical awareness for any developing ceramic culture. The painting
of pots with organic pigments is not a reliable indicator of technical sophistication.
T h e distinction, however, is essential if a more convincing assessment of the levels
of technical proficiency is to be m a d e when sequencing technical progress.

Other styles in word usage also leave a lot to be desired. Obscure meaning, one can
only assume, is intentionally used to mask professional inadequacy. O n e such
example, that of historian Ernst Grube, illustrates the problem:

This curious, somewhat awkward 'functional' element which did not seem to have
served quite the function for which one would have thought it was made, poses the
question whether these objects were really m a d e primarily for functional purposes.
That practical use could be, and very likely was, m a d e of m a n y of these pieces does
not seem doubtful, but this possibility of practical use m a y well have been a pretext
or, at any rate, only a secondary rather than primary or principal function of these
works. 2 2

Grube is not alone in his literary style. Other curators demonstrate a disconcerting
use of wordy passages to describe objects whose important messages m a y already
be beautifully illustrated in photographs. This raises questions about the need for
greater e c o n o m y in writing. Ceramics is after all a visual art form designed to
express itself where words hopefully cannot or are superfluous. W h e n the written
statement so frequently contradicts what the viewer sees in the printed image it
serves to reinforce the shortcomings and failings of the curator's ability to 'see' the
objects for which they are intimately responsible.

There have been in more recent times literary offerings whose credibility is enhanced
by familiarisation. T h e most welcome examples of these new-wave investigative
practices are produced by the Faculty of Islamic Art and Architecture at Oxford
22 Ernst Grube, 'Islamic Pottery of the Eighth to the Fifteenth Century in the Keir Collection',
Faber&Faber, London, 1976, p. 240.
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University. O n e of the key figures in the Faculty, James Allan, has, through a long
professional affiliation with potter Alan Caiger-Smith, demonstrated his willingness
to accept the role of ceramic processes in historical writing. N o stranger to process
familiarisation, Allan has been responsible for m a n y publications, including the
seminal translation Abu'l Qasim's Treatise on Ceramics in which he states that he
has,

for some time felt the need for an English translation of this treatise with a more
detailed commentary, not only for the sake of the art historian or students interested in
the history of Medieval Persian 'minor' arts, but also for the sake of potters interested
in more particular aspects of ceramic history 2^
Allan further acknowledges the benefits of technical advice, being "indebted to Mr
A l a n Caiger-Smith, w h o s e practical c o m m e n t s helped to elucidate m a n y
obscurities."24 Curators and historians, Atasoy and R a b y in their book Iznik: The
Pottery of Ottoman Turkey

25

also acknowledge study of potters' practices so that it,

may enhance our appreciation of the finished object if we trace the process of
manufacture, and if we attempt to envisage the potter preparing die body, at work at
the wheel, painting and glazing, firing, andfinallyputting his wares on the market 2 ^
The acknowledgment sees positive advantages to be gained. As a recent publication
Iznik: The Pottery of Ottoman Turkey will hopefully begin to elevate the credibility
of curator-based historical research. A commendable, though not flawless, work of
historical curatorship, the book possesses an integrity that will, I hope, help to set a
standard for future publications. In particular the quality of the pots chosen to
illustrate the book demonstrate an u n c o m m o n visual perceptiveness by its authors.

2^ James Allan's translation of 'Abu'l Qasim's Treatise on Ceramics', originally published in Iran: Journal
of the British Institute of Persian Studies, London: Vol. 11, 1973.
24 James Allan in 'Abu'l Qasim's Treatise on Ceramics'.
25 Nurhan Atasoy/Julian Raby, 'IZNIK: The Pottery of Ottoman Turkey', Thames and Hudson, London,
1989.
2^ Nurhan Atasoy/Julian Raby in 'Iznik: The Pottery of Ottoman Turkey', p. 50.
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Publishing in Context
So what does publishing mean to our creative development? I would like to suggest
that it means everything. There is a heavy reliance on publishing in education and
practice. T h e reliance creates an uncritical acceptance of the accuracy of the printed
word. Unlike a majority of countries Australia does not possess m a n y significant,
accessible, comprehensive collections of historic or contemporary ceramics. T h e
opportunity is therefore limited for Australian students or practitioners to gain firsthand three-dimensional visual and tactile experiences to guide them in their
understanding of creative possibilities. S o m e would argue that this is not a bad thing
and that being denied such opportunities encourages conceptualisation unhindered by
the restrictions of imported tradition. There is a problem, however, if our only
experience of ceramics is through two-dimensional printed imagery. Critic Robert
Hughes, whilst discussing American art, could well have been directing his
comments to the Australian learning experience.

In slide or reproduction, no work of art appears in its true size or with its vital
qualities of texture, colour and the recorded movement of the shaping of the hand
intact...all undergo the same abstraction, a loss of presence. Impartially, they lose
one of the essential factors of aesthetic experience, the size [and I would add: weight
and texture) of the artwork relative to our sense of our o w n bodies: its scale.2 ^

For ceramics teaching, concerned as it is with the visualisation of intrinsically tacti
colour or light-transmitting qualities, the two-dimensional slide or colour photograph
is but a poor substitute for the real thing. Sole reliance on two-dimensional imagery
impedes the acquisition of a visual and tactile literacy. This factor alone m a y even
help to explain w h y modern ceramic qualities display an immaturity, shallowness
and harshness of colour or visual depth. A s Hughes again observes:

You cannot think and feel your way back into the way something was made by
looking at a slide: only by studying the real thing. A n d no tradition of making can be
transmitted without such empathy.2 ^

There is nothing so profound as seeing and touching the three-dimensional object.
Denial of the opportunity and the relying on 'imagining' what ceramic qualities m a y
look like leads to a narrow creative perspective. Recalling m y days as a graduate

27

Robert Hughes, 'Nothing If Not Critical', Harvill, London, 1990, p. 12.
2^ Robert Hughes in 'Nothing if Not Critical', p. 13.
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student, I remember the need for a more intimate contact with ancient and modern
three-dimensional ceramic objects. Instinctively, by 1968,1 began to research the
cultural environment that w a s responsible for producing the historic ceramics of the
Middle East. T o see such work in its natural context provided the necessary fillip
and clarity for m y o w n direction. T h e absorbing and interpreting of cultural
influence 'in situ' is, I think, ideal. Distance and costs limit such opportunities but it
should be stressed that there is no better alternative.

Shibboleth & Heterodoxy Series 1990. Height 83cms.

Collection Device 1991 Height 120cms

The Periodical
The generically QiititledCollection Device series, illustrations of which can be seen
the following pages, has been constructed for all four of m y exhibitions as a
metaphor for the collection, distillation and distribution of information. The work
w a s inspired by the observation that awareness of skill and expertise is often denied
the artist by those w h o see skill as the property not of the originator but more
amorphous mainstream knowledge.

The

ceramics

magazine

or

periodical has until recent years,
functioned as a society newsletter, networking information to
organisations, practitioners and
collectors.

Magazines have

served to inspire or act as a
w i n d o w to ever-changing views
within the discipline. In recent
years

the

once

parochial

newsletter has matured to a more
professionally dedicated role. A s
an alternative to books, the
periodical is e m p o w e r e d to
influence public attitudes in a
manner unique to its self. H o w
can w e evaluate the role of the
periodicals and h o w important
are they?

W h a t particular

problems and virtues do they
contribute to our cultural entity?
C a n w e argue that the periodical,
in the absence of an indigenous
ceramics tradition, has become
our

cultural surrogate

Collection Device 1990

and

inspirational conscience, an
arbiter of taste?
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For the English speaking world, three periodicals, Ceramics Monthly

(USA),

Ceramics Review ( U K ) and Pottery in Australia, have established the pattern for the
exposure of ideas, techniques, methods and standards. Traditionally the written
content of the periodical has been provided by subscribers in a spirit of mutual
sharing of ideas and information. The opportunity to submit articles about ceramics
practice without incurring the costs of book publishing has at times been invaluable,
creating an immediacy that m a y otherwise not have occurred. Sharing information
has, however, hidden and unexpected confrontational outcomes. Sharing, it has
long been argued, benefits everyone. What, however, are the assumed benefits
supposed to be? The editors of Ceramics Review, for example, state that they have,

always encouraged this free flow of information. It is mis which opens up new ideas
and discussions, suggests a new awareness and leads to development. For ceramics to
remain alive and relevant there must be change. Knowledge is an essential part of die
power of this change. 2^
Is this really the case, however? Considering that technical articles have been with
us since the early sixties w e must ask ourselves where the promised diversity in the
market place m a y be? Could it be that recipes are an essential aid to publishing
survival? T h e prevailing homogeneity suggests sharing knowledge does not
encourage creativity but actively prevents consciousness of "the pathway of
innocence" 30 and the power of naivete in the birthing of n e w ideas. Easy access to
easy solutions encourages disinclination towards engaging in the difficult
undertaking of personal investigative research.

Never before has so m u c h

information and knowledge been available and yet narrowness and conformity
prevail.

Could it not be said we have too much information to digest, too many technical
choices to make, too m u c h diversity at the wrong end of the creative process? H o w
accurate is the information in technical articles anyway? Are w e not underestimating
subscriber's intellect by over-stating the importance of publishing technique w h e n it
is at the expense of more essential philosophical discourse?

Recipes and technical information have assumed the power of a trading currency and
the pressure to include recipes as a benefit for readers is fundamentally wrong. In
the sixties, w h e n technical advice was scarce and experience hard to obtain, there
were arguments to support the mutual sharing of information to accelerate communal
29 Eilleen Lewenstein, 'Opening Up', Editorial in Ceramics Review, November/December 1992, No. 138.
30 John Maltby, 'Tsujimura: An English Summer', Ceramics Review, March/April 1994, No. 146, p. 34.

understanding. T h e sixties was also an era when stronger community codes of ethic
offered some protection for the integrity of artists' work and ideas. There was also a
c o m m o n understanding of the differences between constructive influence and
destructive plagiarism.

Restriction as Virtue
The environment has changed. There are many more practitioners and opportunities
than in the 1960s and technical pluralism is in reality creating a loss of artistic
independence and discernible identity. Early pottery cultures achieved their
individualism by the limitations of knowledge or materials and the constrictive
parameters that helped them to effectively focus and 'see' their work.

An

exceptional example of this can be found in dynastic Islamic Persia. Deprived of
significant natural mineral resources, commonplace in other ceramic cultures of
antiquity, the early Persian potter was confined to the usage of naturally occurring
sodium based materials such as natron or other alkalies. T h e restriction, in
combination with having to create highly inventive solutions to wide-ranging
problems to survive a difficult physical environment, led to a unique and highly
personalised ceramic art form. The development of alkaline copper and cobalt blues,
the inventing of paste bodies, the refinement of glaze frit technology and post-firing
enamelling or on-glaze pigments to satisfy n e w decorative demands are but a few of
the more visible results of an ingenuity arising from material deprivation. Restriction
for the Islamic potters provided a focussing on the few resources at their disposal
and having to devise unique solutions for a creative advantage.

Whilst working in Iran I developed an appreciation for the benefit of limitation, a
principle I have adopted since the earlier years of m y artistic development. Although
I n o w take advantage of a wide range of materials and other resources, m y
formulating and working methods are wherever possible rationalised. I still seek
the simplest of structures, even if newly developed slips or glazes have been derived
from the most complex, convoluted beginnings in the belief that technical
rationalisation or restrictive practices provide their o w n rewards.

Restriction, therefore, makes us think. It also makes us more determined to achieve
desired creative goals and on the w a y w e m a y discover n e w ideas and solutions. If
they were encouraged contemporary practitioners might c o m m i t themselves to
development programs that ignored technical trend and opinion. They could learn to
isolate themselves. Under these conditions the incidence of n e w and interesting

possibilities m a y be more prevalent. In turn a greater diversity of possibilities would
help to revitalise interest in ceramics' inordinate creative potential. M a n y artists I
have spoken to are concerned about the future. S o m e are seriously considering the
benefits of a return to regionalism or the use of local materials for the appeal of
working in a m o r e intimate, protected environment is enticing.

The conflicting relationship between the over-supply of published information and
artistic isolation is a problem that Bill Hunt editor of the American magazine
Ceramics

Monthly has noted. Arguing for a cautious approach in our uncritical

attitude towards information Hunt states that "the current written record of ceramics
is the m o s t complete in all of civilisation, but our ceramic literature is quietly
diminishing."31 Careful to separate technology from the virtues of experience, Hunt
continues,

Our technical experience is diminishing. As knowledgeable ceramists retire, younger
ones of similar knowledge are not taking their places. N o w it's quite fashionable
today to present technique as just another piece of cheap costume jewellery on the
aesthetic body beautiful. But when you comerightdown to it, knowing how to get
exacdy some wanted effect is central to every master I can think of, regardless of
medium. And while admitting a few obvious exceptions, lack of technical experience
definitely limits aesthetic options, and also tends to produce a downward spiral in
significant teaching. While this is a group problem, it can be solved by individuals
rededicating themselves to a more informed technical knowledge.3 2
Although he does not say so, Hunt's comments are possibly intended to reflect the
dilemmas of publishing articles in magazines. Is it not possible, for example, that a
considerable degree of early technical writing c a m e from a well-established, proven
experience; an experience that w a s a moderated by humility and isolation? Artists
m a y have denied themselves the opportunity to be considered for publication until
they felt they had something constructive to say. A s time has progressed the
experiential skills of the technical writer have on average diminished as the
opportunities to publish articles have expanded. Peer pressure and an indecent haste
to publish have diminished content accuracy and authenticity.

To improve the size of readership catchments the publishing of test work from
undergraduate or newly graduated ceramics students' w o r k has emerged. There are
problems with this. There is the question of publishing information that is not
3

* Bill Hunt, "The New and The Unseen',: Comment, Ceramics Monthly, April 1989, p. 20.
Bill Hunt in 'The New and The Unseen', p. 20.
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verified by years of intensive evaluative experience. W e need to ask if it is worth
jeopardising the progress of our comprehension of various technical problems by the
presentation of faulty or tangential findings that m a y arise from writer ignorance.
W e could also ask what it is w e are actually achieving?

If ethical or philosophic issues have not touched technical writing and publishing in
recent years then I believe the time is overdue for codes of practice to be established
to guide the quality of writing. Articles need to be based on sound principles. They
need to be scientifically hypothesised and structured and writers must acknowledge
the origins on which the testing was based. From experience it is not difficult to
identify those technical articles that are the product of a naive perspective from those
consciously withholding essential data. Attitudes to honest writing are variable. A s
a profession w e are all aware of the deflectionary techniques used to prevent
disclosure of everything w e know: generalised or vague information, altering
materials from those of the original test work, leaving key information out or
stipulating materials so esoteric readers cannot access them, are only a few methods
used. If w e are not willing to publish data comprehensively and accurately then w h y
publish at all? If technical articles have to be treated with a degree of guarded
circumspection because they are faulty then what is the point of writing them? In the
Table of Data Requirements (see Appendix, page 141) I have constructed a check
list of the information required to effectively transpose technical data from one
individual to another. B y using the list to assess technical articles it becomes
apparent that key information is not adequately provided.

As Hunt also notes, the future of ceramics as a viable art form rests in the quality of
the expertise of its teaching. I would also suggest that with so m u c h reliance by
Australian students on magazine articles w e need to urgently address the problem of
information accuracy. Students taught to see beyond the limitations and pitfalls of
'how to do it' practices need also to be helped to understand that there are no short
cuts to effort and hard work. Students are also impressionable regarding the
publication of artists' work. So potent is the printed word that readers place greater
significance on the published work of art than the work itself. Sound evaluative
skills b e c o m e confused. In earlier times magazine committees m a y have edited
submitted work of poor visual quality. T h e contemporary editorial view m a y
maintain that it is the responsibility of the maker to exercise judgement on the
standards of work submitted for publication. In this sense the magazine becomes a
mirror to the prevailing public attitudes and tastes. These days students need to be
taught effective discriminatory skills.

Creating a Professional Environment
Stated earlier, many dedicated artists are turning increasingly towards a more
introspective studio existence for self-protection. Again, Hunt asks:

Surely it's possible to be a modern-day isolationist (to ignore others working in
ceramics, to ignore the communications media about clay), but being uninformed has
rarely been a choice of active, creative minds.33
I would have to agree. The benefits of working in artistic isolation are historically
well established. T h e intense focusing on one's ideas and work enable n e w
concepts to emerge unadulterated by trends or other opinions. W e could ignore
books and magazines altogether. That at least would be an easy w a y out. Better
still, w e could enhance the quality of our magazines by improving the standards of
our work. Better writing and articulation skills would help us to express ourselves
in m o r e meaningful ways. A return to more spiritual values would provide for a
more informed debate.

The launching of Ceramic Art and Perception magazine has been founded on an
editorial base intended to encourage aesthetics and philosophical discourse. T h e
presence of the magazine indicates an underlying need for such discourse despite
expectations to the contrary. T h e awakening interest in philosophical writing also
signifies a potential widening of the gulf between the ceramic art and ceramic craft
movements. T h e success of Ceramic Art and Perception has confounded predictions
ceramics magazines could not survive if the demand for recipes and technical
information w a s not addressed. O n the contrary it m a y also be true that w e have
been spiritually undernourished for a considerable time. It could even be argued that
m a n y practitioners have subconsciously embraced the technical path as a substitute
for his or her spiritual disenchantment.
In the first issue of the magazine editor Janet Mansfield sums up the mood emerging
in certain quarters of the ceramics community: "it is up to all of us to use Ceramic
Art and Perception to stimulate discussion on the contemporary and the original, on
discoveries, on different or n e w ways of looking at our past and the future."34 T h e
magazine has been designed for an international circulation promoting international
and Australian art work. Australian ceramic artists also receive a world wide
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Bill Hunt in "The N e w and The Unseen', p. 20.
^ Janet Mansfield in her First editorial in Ceramic Art and Perception, Vol. 1, 1990.

exposure to their work that would otherwise not occur. T o her credit the editor has
used a design layout that communicates with the reader by using a restrained and
considered balance between text and photograph. This enables the reader to 'see'
and 'read' the image more effectively.

The existence of the magazine may help us to identify and take steps to avoid a
parochial view. Writing and publishing on philosophical ideas helps us to
understand what it takes to produce work of artistic merit. It m a y also change
practitioner resistance to the importance of philosophic writing, an attitude still too
prevalent and evident at the "Craft 2000" conference held in Perth in August 1992.
Peter T i m m s , reporting on the issue of theoretical writing as a conference platform,
states that writing is, "in essence, the language of power". 35 T i m m s also quotes one
speaker, a practising artist, referring to a recent acquisition of an art fellowship, as
one in which he intends to examine the holistic nature of ceramics activity in
Australia:

All this theory business is a bit of a worry to me...I'm investigating (theory) and its
value-added aspects at the moment. I'm hoping it will become available in powdered
form so I can buy it from m y supplier. 3 ^

The comment suggests an unfortunate prejudice towards writing as a component in
ceramics in favour of an excessive, pre-eminence placed on technology. T h e
speaker's anti-theoretical stance, especially if it is calculated to reflect a majority
opinion, will do nothing to encourage nurturing of professional standards. Historic
objects saturated with cultural symbolism m a y only have their meaning revealed
through analytical writing. Objects produced in a spiritual vacuum are devoid of
meaningful presence. If w e are resistant to the idea of forming a philosophic basis to
our work, could it not also be said that as individuals w e do not like to be challenged
at an emotional and intellectual level? Is not inferiority the result of an inability to
effectively articulate inner feelings with confidence or conviction?

By our actions we demonstrate a preference for hands-on activity. The result can see
ceramic objects assessed in purely technical terms. Industry regards commercial
pragmatism as the most pertinent to practice. With such a background, creating an
appreciation of the benefits of writing and thinking is not without its difficulties.

3

^ Peter Timms, 'Finding a niche for industry within craft', Art Monthly Australia, N u m . 54, October,
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36 Peter Timms, 'Finding a niche for industry within craft', Art Monthly Australia, N u m . 54, October,
1992, p. 6.

There is an underlying suspicion of those individuals w h o can write and articulate
and unless w e change our attitudes to theoretical discourse w e will continue to be
viewed as a profession lacking essential philosophical depth and breadth.

Unfortunately when writing about emotional issues occurs the result can be an
irrelevant, descriptive vacuous prose surrounding forced personal concerns. T h e
concentration on peripheral notions at the expense of the substantive quality of ideas
m a y conspire to "produce 'fulfilled' personalities"37 through a writing that is not the
result of a meaningful artistic existence. A personal philosophy that is not the benefit
of rigorous artistic experience can only speak of irrelevant concerns. Robert Hughes
states part of the trend emanated from,

...the increased attachment of art teaching to universities, which meant that theory
tended to be raised above practice and making.

Thinking deep thoughts about

histories and strategies was more noble than handwork, and it produced an exaggerated
drift toward the conceptual. 3 °

In its most superficial usage, writing may contrive to justify artistic integrity. If
artwork is lacking integrity, then no amount of writing is going to improve its artistic
merit. Even if there is a willingness learn to write and articulate in more meaningful
theoretical ways the task is still not without its difficulties. Intelligent writing m a y be
unpalatable to a readership resistant to moral principle surrounding professional
behaviour. Further, the hegemony of anti-intellectual intolerance is perpetuated by
theoretical writing weighed d o w n by the language of academic convention. Whilst
academic constructs, words, or phrases m a y be readily understood by other qualified
individuals, for the majority reading seemingly incomprehensible terminology, the
experience m a y be demoralising serving to further entrench prejudice and
antagonism.

T h e audience for w h o m philosophical reasoning is intended,

intellectually therefore, cannot be reached. For a time, at least, w e m a y need to
examine the use of modest prose if the didactic potential of debate is tofindits mark.
W e need debate. W e need every practitioner to search and evaluate every corner of
his or her belief. W e need to be able to state our beliefs openly and without fear of
censorious community reaction. W e desperately need the spirituality, passion and
professional accountability the written word can provide.
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CONTEMPORARY VALUES

If our most difficult task is to re-establish an inquiring, introspectionist environmen
then working against the possibility is the democratic principle of freedom of
individual choice. 'Taste' has been reduced to an uninformed 'eye of the beholder'
opinion on 'good' or 'bad' art. Could it be argued that it is the price w e pay for
equality of opportunity? Could it also be argued moral principle has become
corrupted by democratic right? After graduation students m a y elect to join parochial
interest groups where the collective opinions of organisations influence the level of
standards to be observed. Magazines and newsletters, often acting as the official
mouthpiece of ceramics societies also have the power to condition. Other values in
the wider ceramics community m a y be determined by those responsible for the
public collecting and exhibiting of work whilst the narrow perspective of uninformed
opinion continues to niggle and distort the philosophy of making pottery.

The lessons of history teach us spiritual decline occurs when confusion of purpose
coincides with loss of leadership. Looking at the contemporary art world it would
appear such a confusion of purpose exists. Leadership, once demonstrated by
unqualified artistic ability, is n o w less definable since recognition has become
achievable by more aggressive self-promotion. If education and the printed word
can also condition attitudes, what other influences are to be found? Values at a
community level both within and outside the ceramics profession are perhaps the
most influential of all. For no matter what the level of idealism sought if
communities are not receptive it is unlikely that prevailing standards will improve.
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Demonstration Workshops
For many years artists and practitioners participated in demonstration workshops that
significantly shaped the quality of values within the ceramics community. In earlier
times the demonstration workshop w a s arranged to enable emerging and established
practitioners to witness first hand the spiritual energy generated by our artistic
leaders. T h e demonstration workshop thus represented a renewal of faith, a revival
or re-acquaintance with ideals seen as the intangible generators of creativity. A s time
progressed community interest in idealism significantly diminished and in its place
arose the demand for more 'realistic' agendas of survival: that of h o w to m a k e a
profitable return from the selling of work. For several years n o w the desire for
technique and 'hard' technical facts, seen as mechanisms for survival, have
dominated and clouded the philosophical messages about the acquiring of experience
and skill. Technique, not experience, is seen as a major determinant of success.
Practitioner interest in merchandising and marketing n o w seeks to re-define creativity
as the struggle with the tangibles of production, balance sheets and the perennial
search to find 'what sells'.

A m o n g s t this a sense of ruthlessness and

entrepreneurialism pervades. There is a 'throw away' mentality typical of a
commodity-based society that has little patience or interest in tact or professional
decorum.

Experienced artists are becoming self-defensive. Many are wary, weighing up the
real cost of demonstrating and the risks to their longer-term personal identity. T h e
undertaking of workshops are for demonstrator and participant no longer mutually
beneficial. Philosophic views that stand to most benefit are no longer witnessed by
the ceramics community at large. Increasingly it could be argued that fewer
individuals are cognisant of the difference between technique and experience. There
is an amplification of stunted growth patterns and a significant intolerance for
experience creating a milieu where making is only used for its merchandising
potential.
Low fees paid to demonstrators have led to the public impression that the true cost of
gaining experience is relatively cheap. Little is considered of the personal effort and
financial cost to the artist in honing and refining his or her work identity. Altruism
by demonstrators has exacerbated the 'fee' to 'expertise' relationship because of
timidity w h e n demanding fees closer to true worth. T h e result is a distortion of the
cost comparative and summation of the experience and skill needed to create genuine

works of art. It is n o w c o m m o n to believe that the path to success is through
appropriation of information not skill.

Plagiarism and the Case for Intellectual Property
There seems to be a commonly held supposition that all ideas are fair game for
exploitation. Misconceptions on the differences between plagiarism and legitimate
appropriation are commonplace and expediency has become the hallmark of practice.
Less comprehensible is the failure to see the connection between diminishing
markets and the scarcity of genuinely interesting work. Current opinion sees the
contraction in market interest as the result of recessional factors. Researching the
problem informs us otherwise. Buyer interest has been steadily declining since and
even during the economic buoyancy of the 1980s. Consumers no longer buy
because they are no longer excited by what w e make. Homogeneity of style,
amorphousness, over-production, conformity or the exploitation and denigration of
others' work are symptoms of a serious malaise.

The copying of other's work is defined as plagiarism. Plagiarism can also be the
product of an unconscionable environment lacking in moral and ethical principle.
Exploitation shows an immaturity and disinterest in the consequences. It
symptomises a community that is prepared to place creative value not in art but in the
profit-making where there is little regard for the character-forming benefits gained
from the integrity of struggle. Plagiarism itself, whilst unwittingly condoned by
teaching and community attitudes, can also blossom where indigenous tradition is
not present to act as a conscience and guide. Appropriating practices are thus seen as
legitimate for survival, although hypersensitivity can be induced w h e n inquiries are
m a d e about the origin of personal ideas.

The American potters' responses, for example, to an article entitled Plagiarism and
Woodfiring by Australian ceramic artist Terry Davies were both defensive and
critical.1 Although s o m e reactions were justified, the letters also exposed a raw
nerve. Perhaps that so little discourse on plagiarism has taken place points to where
the Achilles' heel of the ceramics world might be? Could it be said, that there is
justifiable hesitancy within the profession w h e n the question of originality is raised?
W e also need to ask w h y it is so difficult to generate discourse on the morality of
plagiarism. Could it be said that copying is easier than engaging in the emotional
* See Letters to the Editor, Ceramics Monthly, February 1990, p. 6, p. 8, p. 10.

and intellectualrigoursdemanded by genuine creativity? Certainly Terry Davies sees
the problem of cultural decline as one linked to unconscionable appropriation. His
premise centres on w o o d firers w h o adopt traditional Japanese technology and with
it the copying of traditional Bizen style forms. Potters m a y respond by arguing that
they are respectfully and legitimately carrying on Bizen tradition. The weakness in
this argument is one of interpretation. The technical development of the Bizen
tradition is only the superficial reason for the existence of its style. Bizen forms
have historically travelled a developmental path that has been culturally enhanced and
guided. Potters outside the tradition, deprived of the intimate nuances of technique,
method and form can at best, only mimic. The result is an inappropriate and
unacceptable pastiche of a traditional Japanese pottery language. Davies argues that
with the levels of skills and resources available in the ceramics world there should
be no impediment to the conceptualisation of the firing technology and the
development of n e w and original forms.

Potters willing to undertake the

commitment will, he argues, legitimise their appropriation and use of the Bizen
woodfired method. Reading his article, clearly Davies is concerned about the
contemporary practices of cultural appropriation and warns us against complacency.

There are two lessons in this first, the futility of plagiarism - to copy is to
misunderstand the path to concept and, therefore, to not k n o w h o w to proceed with
that concept. Second, no one today can limply remain in the self-indulgent idyll that
was possible during the great ceramics b o o m of yesteryear. Certainly, it is everyone's
right to m a k e whatever they want, but those limp-brained potters are not in the
mainstream and must not be allowed to freeze others' creativity, or interfere with
progress. 2

I share Davies sentiments for there is desperate need throughout the profession for
protection from plagiarism. W e must discourage wholesale copying to strengthen
our creative position. Davies continues,

The laws applicable to plagiarism should be strengthened to protect the craftperson
(and I would add: "the artist") from factory potteries and, I fear, from one another. But
h o w can hypocrisy be avoided in a system where plagiarism is often encouraged and
practised as a philosophy or at least an ongoing educational asset? W e have all been
inspired from various sources and have even replicated, but only within an early
growth period that proceeded to maturity. 3

2 Terry Davies, 'Plagiarism and Woodfiring', Ceramics Monthly, Dec. 1989, p. 22.
3 Terry Davies in 'Plagiarism and Woodfiring', p. 22.

In his article Beg Borrow or Steal Dick L e h m a n argues that there are covert and
overt differences w h e n taking ideas that are not one's o w n and he states,

If I may paraphrase (or steal): 'Do not just borrow someone else's idea. If it is a
borrowed idea, it still belongs to its owner. It still looks like it is their idea or
property. Borrowing, thus defined, is plagiarism. If you are going to take someone
else's idea or be influenced by another's inspiration...STEAL IT: make it your own.
If you take inspiration from another, have the integrity, and courage and courtesy to
develop the idea, to invest in it, to reinvent it...to make it more than it was before
you stole it.4

Although the sentiments of Lehman's arguments are sound there is an oversimplification of the seriousness of the problem. T h e popular idea of sharing,
discussed elsewhere in this dissertation, has for too long been used to excuse the
w a y knowledge and skills are acquired. If w e acknowledge the level of conformity
in the market place then it is clear sharing has failed to reach its purported objectives.
If individuality has suffered then it must be restored by acknowledging that highly
individual expression, either in form, technology or philosophy, must be protected
from plagiarism and allowed to remain the property of the originators. Safeguards
used in academic fields could be adopted to enhance the right to ownership of
intellectual property.

Alternatively the artist m a y receive compensation in the

marketplace through the sale of copyright or intellectual property rights. Whatever
the case it is desirable that a mechanism be urgently constructed. This w a s once
achieved by creating a cultural environment that ostracised andridiculedplagiaristic
practices.

Amongst the artists I have spoken to the extent of plagiarism has become both
depressing and confronting. They recognise that w e are all influenced to s o m e
extent and that appropriation methods are an inevitable part of creative development.
Appropriating practices are not n e w , most cultures having to s o m e extent been
inspired by imported ideas. These cultures though, on the evidence of their work,
have used appropriation as a generator for n e w concepts. Historical evidence shows
weaker societies copied because original thinking and strength of personal conviction
w a s missing as part of a general cultural makeup.

It is therefore imperative to reach a stage in one's creative development to be able to
call one's w o r k his or her o w n . A s artists w e all have differing ideas on h o w far

4 Dick Lehman, 'Beg Borrow or Steal', CeramicsReview, Nov/Dec, 1992, Number 138, p. 6.

»x Heterodoxy Series »«
~ The Heterodoxy series represents an exploration of extensions to the
concept of'function'. The illustrations are taken from notebooks during
a six year development. All work was completed and exhibited in the
four exhibitions. ~

1. Wing Series I & III 1988. Height 62ms

2. Wing Forms 1988. Average height 40cms

/

3. Planning Drawings of Additions for Wing Form Series 1991

4. Wing Form 1991. Sgraffito with slips

5. Development of Pedestal Forms 1988 & 1989. Average height 32cms

6. Pedestal Form 1992. Height 82cms.

7. Permutations on the Pedestal Theme. Height 41 T O 62cms Reduced lustre finish

8. Final resolution of the Series 1992. Height 55cms

9. Drip Tray VII 1992. Height 58cms Iron composite

10. Wing Form 1993. Height 32cms Iron composite

11. Wing Forms 1994. Iron composite Dry matt finishes

distancing needs to be taken. Artistically speaking, the almost obsessive desire to
distance one's w o r k from others is proportionately related to the degrees of
satisfaction to be achieved. For m e , the development of original processes has been
at an enormous cost in time, resources and on occasions, personal trauma and
safety.

For any artist striving to create new artistic solutions, is to also invite others to
capitalise on the results of their work. Unchecked, endemic plagiarism raises the
pointed question of whether artistic commitment is worth the effort. Because of the
long gestation period and costs required to develop ideas, it makes no sense to
continue to supply ideas for others to merchandise and profit from in a material and
professional sense. For the committed artist subjected to exploitation there
eventually arises the question: what is the point of continuing to strive for
originality?

Indeed it has been argued that one's work is always one's own and that the original
concept and usage remain the property of the originator. Experience sadly teaches
otherwise. Wholesale mimicking of forms or glaze concepts provides a ready source
of sales of w o r k by individuals at the expense of the market of the originator. That
these imitations are sold more cheaply and in greater proliferation to an undiscerning
market place only undermines the integrity of the dedicated artist's work and work
effort. T h e debasement of work creates, as Terry Davies so eloquently puts it, a
resulting "creative freeze". T h e problem presents dilemmas. If Australian ceramics
is to ever have any discernible artistic identity in the international context w e have to
support, promote and protect stronger, independent artistry.

My experience of the ethics of cultural influence has stimulated ways to interpret and
adapt the principles rather than the content of Islamic art. The Western appropriation
of established traditional culture is a delicate issue but one that can, I think, be
supported if it is adaptation and not adoption of principles being condoned. In our
contemporary world the flow of information is a fact of life and it is difficult to avoid
being influenced by m a n y cultural ideas. If w e accept that w e cannot avoid influence
to s o m e degree then mechanisms should be established to guide appropriation
practices to ensure that original cultural ideas are not denigrated or defiled.

Intellectual Property
If the problem cannot be resolved at a community level then it will be necessary to
lobby for protection from more adequate, enforceable copyright laws. The Federal
Government proposal to legislate for copyright protection of artists' work is a long
overdue cultural necessity. It is to be hoped that the proposed Moral Rights Bill
mooted to be legislated by the Federal Government in 1994 will introduce n e w
means to combat plagiaristic practices. The plan to establish the Copyright Agency
for Visual Artists 5 is one step to reverse the corrosiveness of wholesale
appropriating and merchandising practices. Similarly the 1994 Australia Council
statement on policy objectives includes ethics in craft practice. T h e situation is
regarded as serious enough to warrant devoted attention, a view that should not be
ignored.

The principle of intellectual property now a commonplace concept in the scientific
and academic fields must be invoked in the arts. From experience in other cultures
the right to artistic copyright is demonstrated by stronger ability to produce work of
outstanding originality. It is not too hysterical to describe the current situation in
Australia as a serious one, demanding speedy, remedial solutions. I can envisage
the time w h e n a licence to practice and market artwork m a y need to be introduced. It
is inevitable that the licencing of tribal Aboriginal art will be introduced to protect an
endangered cultural heritage so w h y not institute legislation to cover all Australian
artists deemed worthy of such protection?
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CONCLUSION
The undertaking to research and write this dissertation came from my passion for the
ceramics medium. It was also stimulated by a growing m o m e n t u m of views
expressed not only by established artists, educators and critics but n e w students
concerned about future directions. W e are experiencing a significant hiatus within
the Australian ceramics profession that can only superficially be attributed to
recessional factors. Strength in any market place is, however, determined by quality
and sense of purpose.

As one who has maintained a professional career for over thirty years I have had the
opportunity to witness growth and changes in attitude that have influenced m u c h of
our current direction. Having also worked extensively in m a n y well-established
societies in the Middle East, Europe, India and Britain I have experienced the
functioning of the more positive virtues of tradition. A s a young nation still
constructing its o w n unique artistic heritage we, in Australia, seem to view older
traditional societies as conservative and inflexible to change. The impression of
inflexibility, however, m a y not be an inability to recognise the potential of the 'new'
but a reluctance to let go of the important lessons of previous experience before that
experience has been adequately digested. Tradition, therefore, can be described as
the summation of intense observational experience. Respect for tradition does not
m e a n a resistance to innovation. Early Islamic Persian artists, for example,
spawned extraordinary innovative achievement as creative problems became more
demanding.

This was achieved in a manner similar to the early Australian

pioneering spirit. Through intense deprivation or isolation inner personal skill
became the fundamental resource leading to unique solutions.
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N e w solutions were not constructed, however, by abandoning previous wisdom.
In modern society w e are overwhelmed by our technological ability. W e are
tempted to believe our capacity to scientifically explain technological events
s o m e h o w makes up for the collective experience of the past several thousand years.
This is evident, as an example, in the design and construction of fuel kilns. There is
no denying that immense improvements in fuel and firing efficiency can be
scientifically resolved. Is it fuel and firing efficiency that is needed, however? Our
preoccupation with cost saving m a y prevent recognition that it is the calculated
'inefficiencies' that invariably produce a more sustaining aesthetic result.

In societies with less tradition such as Australia our energy springs from the
challenge of n e w technological potential. Thus as a child unleashed into a toy shop
w e leap from one exciting possibility to the next without providing adequate time to
savour. In the contemporary ceramics context, therefore, w h e n embracing the
'new' the corollary m a y be that previous wisdom and work, by virtue of how, what
or w h e n it was made, is dismissed as culturally irrelevant. Our dismissiveness is
telling and suggests a parochial perspective that w e cannot afford to sustain.
Closing the door on tradition is as unwise as closing our minds to n e w alternative
technologies. Both avenues offer n e w possibilities. Through an in-depth, qualified
knowledge of tradition, n e w expertise and a heightened perception are possible
enhancing independence at the studio level.

These thoughts became clearer to me when lecturing on ceramics history to students
some years ago. During a series of lectures slides were shown of pots that varied
from the precise to the less formal. S o m e work included examples of heavily
encrusted, robustly coil-thrown, woodfired jars from the Heian and Kamakura
dynasties. The teaching aim was to measure responses to varying styles and content
of work. W h e n asking students to elaborate on their preferences initial favour was
given by them for well-made, symmetrical objects. After further animated
discussion a clear shift took place within the group in favour of the heavily
encrusted work. The consensus was that these jars delivered more significant visual
and emotional messages.
The exercise has been repeated many times and on each occasion preference is
invariably given to the more character laden work. Consensus sees character
stemming not only from the w a y but w h y the jars were made. T h e strong
component of content is identified as the firing, fusion and birthing processes
missing in the more precise objects. Within every n e w student there is an innate
response to the organic nature of materials and material behaviour. It is the

psychology of these responses that needs more in-depth analysis. There is a visible
hesitancy, however, when students are invited to explore and adapt these qualities in
their work. O n questioning, it is revealed that although sculptural qualities are liked
there is confusion w h e n asked to reproduce them. T h e confusion arises from a
conditioned perception on h o w ceramics objects are supposed to look. W e are
conditioned to believe that 'good' craftsmanship is demonstrated by being neat, tidy,
precise and uniform. Zen Buddhist philosophy recognised the harmony and
dichotomy of ceramics qualities ranged from precise to very imprecise, from
character laden to quiet and reserved. Organic nature was also viewed as an
essential life spirit of the medium. It is m y contention, therefore, that the ceramics
medium in the Western cultural arena is becoming developmentally lopsided because
of its inability to cope comfortably with those organic qualities that exist outside the
parameters of precision. The exercise illustrates the intense conditioning by a
technological and engineering based industrial society. W e have learned to believe
that it is culturally desirable to embrace precision in form andfinisheven though this
m a y contradict our more intuitive visual and emotional instincts.

There is no suggestion of a return to the mimicking of traditional forms. What is
recommended is a more effective analysis of the nature of 'content' than is currently
being practised. Volume, line, structure, orientation, proportion, rhythm, contrast,
scale, counterpoise, innuendo, mystery, subtlety, contradiction, texture, fusion,
clinkering, detritus, and other valued added firing components are but a few of the
creative potentials that need to be thoroughly examined and taught. It is unfortunate
if stylistic trends are becoming m o r e restricted due to misconceptions about
craftsmanship. G o o d craftsmanship never was rigid adherence to precision and
smooth finish. It was moderated by a sensitivity towards and an enhancement of the
more beautiful visual and tactile qualities a given material m a y produce. Craftsman
worked with rather than tried to coerce the raw materials they were using. It is
difficult, for example, to understand the point in making clay objects that m a k e little,
if any, concession to clay's more organic behaviour. With modern advances m a n y
objects could be effectively produced in alternative materials without having to
endure the rigours of working in the ceramics medium. It makes sense w h e n
working with any material to seek its quintessential character to justify working in
that medium.
That industrial technique has the capacity to trivialise and debase the artistic
component of ceramics is not necessarily the fault of industry. Fundamentally it is
the attitudes and aspirations of individuals that determine the prevailing standards.
Ultimately it is really not important to k n o w h o w an object w a s made. W h a t is

important is if the object has anything to communicate. It is the intangible making
andfiredqualities above and beyond technique so abundant in most historic ceramic
cultures that is essential. Whether a ceramic form is traditional or conceptualised in
orientation is not important. Both are valuable and should be appreciated as
components of art.

Paradox
In his book The Empty Raincoat Charles Handy, an economist and past professor
of the London Business School argues for the "inevitability of paradox".1 H e refers
to paradox as that which occurs w h e n resources set up to achieve particular goals
end up producing outcomes opposite to those envisaged. For the ceramics world it
is technical resource and information that is creating our paradox. It is the
abundance of technical resources and accurate or inaccurate information that confines
independent vision by diminishing curiosity and discovery. T o o m u c h information
and too m a n y choices induce confusion, apathy and loss of purpose or direction.
Whilst studio practice remains firmly entrenched in industrial methods creative
output will continue to reinforce the minimilism of technique. Alternatively,
producing art from a spiritual experience illuminates purpose because it relates to
humanistic values. These values include respect for work ethic, quality of
achievement, subjective idealism, the sense of romance, poetry, mystery and the
sense of 'soul' in making. In the hardened world of commercial pragmatism these
values are regarded as dispensable and anachronistic to survival.

Handy has observed that where elemental human participation has been ignored there
are direct implications for the future stability of organised structures. H e argues that
there are examples repeated throughout history that reinforce the w i s d o m of
acknowledging the place of the h u m a n spirit. H e states:

That we have spirit, most of us feel sure. We are not incidental curiosities,
mutations in the evolutionary process. It would be a waste of all our progress if we
sacrificed that human spirit in the pursuit of some imagined efficiency.2
If we apply Handy's paradox theory to the contemporary ceramics world then we
can expect decline in standards to continue exponentially. W e m a y be compelled to
welcome decline where only the fittest and most determined artists will survive. In
1 Charles Handy, 'The Empty Raincoat', Huthinson, London, 1994, p. 17.
2
Charles Handy in the "The Empty Raincoat', p. 13.

this sense our moral fibre will be truly tested to find those w h o can maintain their
passion for artistic practice no matter what the consequences. The test m a y take the
form of an even greater loss of market interest in our work not because of its
weaknesses but its strengths. Rationalisation m a y also provide a very fruitful,
positive time to concentrate on producing art unsullied by compromise.

As

distancing by stronger artists takes place, the formation of n e w art movements needs
to occur to re-define the departure point between spiritual and commercial
philosophies. A coalition of artists, craftsmen and interested individuals m a y give
the benefit of their experience to seek ideas on h o w m i n i m u m community standards
of aesthetic can be achieved. A n y n e w standards, however, must also accompany
adequate laws on copyright and intellectual property protection.

Paradox occurs in other forms. As a student in the 1960s I recall witnessing a
conversation by a late 'middle career' ceramic artist on the intense disillusionment he
felt regarding his relationship with the ceramics profession. H e expressed his desire
for creative isolation. A s a young optimistic, energetic student at the time I thought it
odd that as an artist w h o had sought recognition he wanted to n o w withdraw from
the very thing he had struggled so hard to achieve. The introspectivity of his
comments led m e to observe throughout m y o w n career the thoughts and reactions of
other artists throughout the world. T w o significant points have emerged from m y
inquiries. Firstly, it would seem that the paradox of success can be an intense
catharsis in the later stage of career. Secondly, it would appear that there is subtle
psychological pressure within the art profession to suppress discussion on cathartic
release. It has, for example, been expressed to m e that there is an expectation that
our 'debt' to society for giving us recognition is to repay through our boundless
enthusiasm and positivity. Therein lies the contradiction: our energy is derived from
a feeling of achievement, of creating n e w and unique ideas in our work. There is
nothing more disheartening w h e n elements in our work that m e a n so m u c h to us are
denigrated through endemic imitation, poor translation and resulting overexposure.
Strong art is the result of an intensely introspective existence. There is a continual
analysis of one's self, one's work and contextual position within the wider
profession. Part of the process of self examination is a regular appraisal of the
emotional and material cost of an art career in private and professional life.

Catharsis may be triggered by many factors and emerge in different ways for
different artists. O f those to w h o m I have spoken, some have expressed a deep,
although often imagined, sense of inadequacy w h e n comparing their skills with
younger achievers. Others are hurt by the dismissive, 'throw-away' nature of the
consumer society, of market expectations and the corruptibility of rampant, eclectic
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plagiarism. They speak of flippancy by some critics in the consummate urging for
surprise or pressing artists to prove their virtuosity in allied fields. There is justified
argument that the dictum of 'cultural relevancy' is being determined by individuals
insensitive to and outside the arena of visual art practice. This is especially difficult
for ceramics where the cost to the integrity of the medium is at stake because of the
inordinate time it m a y take to develop competencies. A paradox occurs w h e n ,
through familiarity, established artists' work undergoing the important
developmental stages of refinement is labelled as conservative and by inference,
culturally irrelevant. Refinement is after all one of the most important developmental
and resolution phases w h e n technique having been mastered, the investiture of
purpose and meaning is hopefully brought about. In these circumstances it is
important to support and not be dismissive about that which is familiar to us. There
are times for innovation and consolidation. The political pressure created by the
'cultural-relevance' debate leads to paradoxical outcomes demonstrated by
conformity to trend. For the committed artist it is recognised that change for
change's sake introduces the very real dangers of superficiality. W h a t m a y be
construed as artistic limitation m a y not be the result of inadequacy but a carefully
considered choice to concentrate on the most creatively beneficial elements of already
developing work.

Other perennial dilemmas also confront the artist. We desire exposure and feedback
through our work or to reinforce the sense of place and progression in our ideas. B y
committing our work to public exposure w e run the risk of inviting plagiarism by
making aspects of our ideas enticing to copy.

Paradoxically it would be

commonsense not to exhibit. Similarly, by exhibiting and selling w e are engaging in
compromise that m a y be contrary to the artistic integrity of our work. Compromise
occurs w h e n the interests of the galleries and their need to survive commercially has
to be considered.

Changes and the Future
It is significant many observers throughout the world regard Japanese artists to be at
the cutting edge of contemporary ceramics. A r m e d with significant historic
philosophical resources there is a breadth in Japanese altitudes that w e would be well
advised to study. O n the evidence of their work Japanese artists do not seem to be
submissive to technology and still revere a sense of place within their ceramics
heritage. There seems to be an openness that w e should analyse to find out w h y it is
so sustaining for art. A little less certain is the future of American ceramics.

Matthew Kangas, a respected art critic living in Seattle states that by early 1994 the
initial energy of the past twenty years had dissipated and there is n o w a "lack of n e w
ideas, self-exhaustion" and "changing times" compounding a failure to "sustain
public interest in existing major and n e w emerging figures."3 Kangas, a little less
certainly, places his faith in a revival of hand-made domestic wares because of the
ability of tradition to act to re-focus and re-identify aesthetic. I think his views
underestimate the problems that face us. Similarly, whilst reviewing the Penn State
National exhibition in Pennsylvania in 1994, faculty artist from the N e w York State
College of Ceramics at Alfred University, W a y n e Higby states:

Presently, control over ceramic materials and process is at an all-time high, (which
was) in the overall context of entries submitted for inclusion in the Penn State
National. Paradoxically, however, this level reached in command of the medium is in
large measure responsible for the weakness of much of the work. Aspiring ceramics
artists seem to often mistake a reliance on skill or an elaborate demonstration of skill
and labour-intensive manipulation for the ultimate solution to the complex dilemma
of making art. Currently, many individuals who work in clay are overreaching in an
embarrassingly, desperate attempt to impress.^
Dissipation or overreaching, however, will not be resolved through transference to
one area of ceramics from another but through m o r e profoundly fundamental
changes.
Current worldwide interest, it would appear, is in the reproduction of stylistic trends
in A m e r i c a n ceramics. C a n w e expect, therefore, to witness in Australia the
experience described by Kangas? O n this occasion our geographical location m a y
serve us well and encourage us to renew an interest in the Asian experience. T h e
history of this experience both in the Australian ceramics and painting world is
worthy of examination. Painters, potters, sculptors and printmakers have been,
according to curator Jackie Menzies of the N e w South W a l e s Art Gallery,
"fascinated in general by the intuitive skill of the great (Japanese) artists."5 T h e
Asian and Oriental interchange in Australian art is, I believe, worthy of consideration
for its ability to create individuals to act, as Menzies asserts, as "catalysts in the
evolving n e w culture of Australia."

3

Matthew Kangas, 'The State of American Ceramics', Ceramic Art and Perception Magazine, Vol.13,
p. 48.
4
Editorial review, 'Penn State National', Ceramics Monthly, June, July, August, 1994, p. 33.
^ Jackie Menzies, 'Never the twain shall meet...Australian artists and the Orient', Art and Australia,
Winter 1994, Volume 31 Number 4, p.524.

Bernard Leach and m a n y other significant artists w h o have studied in Japan, have
experienced and appreciated the place of spirituality in ceramic art. M y o w n
experience in the Middle East provided similar benefits. It is this experience, for
example, that provided a catalyst for this dissertation. It is the spiritual reasons for
making that ultimately provides the philosophical strength to continue to work. In
the harsh environment of the industrial and economic world attitudes towards
commercial realities serve to create their o w n paradox. The outcome of commercial
philosophy is, as w e have already observed, a tendency to deny the importance of
the proponents of spiritualism in making art. In recent years Bernard Leach's views
have been dismissed as culturally irrelevant for contemporary purposes. Critic Chris
Sanders, for example, asserts that "the Leach tradition must be acknowledged as
dead and buried".6 The reality is that Leach is anything but dead or forgotten. If he
was w e would not still be debating his work and his spiritual messages.

Sense of Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to make recommendations for change. We have
no option but to change if w e wish to protect future standards. Changes, however,
can only c o m e from the spirit within. It is m y belief that w e will witness continued
contractions in both the marketplace and education. It is inevitable that a wider
division will occur between art and craft as more dedicated artists seek to distance
themselves from attitudes and practices they can no longer accept. The future lies in
reaffirming our independence and confidence in our ability to function outside the
commercial arena. The problem in adopting the methods, marketing and aesthetic
criteria set by the ceramics industry is that its influence is linear. Linear progression
consistently draws criticism within the profession and yet remains dominant and
unresolved. It is lateral thinking that w e need and this can only be achieved through
more anarchic trends. O f course let us use and adapt technologies but let us m a k e
sure these technologies lie outside industrial ceramics. It is a propitious time to
acquire n e w skills and an in-depth involvement with allied art disciplines. This must
include drawing and m a y offer options in painting, printmaking and sculptural
expertise. W e need lateral exploration of ideas to trigger n e w innovative work that is
not solely reliant on traditional language but retains the quality of ceramics' visual
and emotional aesthetic content. W e must learn to avoid limitation. There is need
for more introspective minking.

^ Chris Sanders, Alan Peascod: Distelfink Gallery 16 April-4 May, Craft Victoria Magazine, Vol. 24, No.
224, June/ July, 1994.

In education, an intense rationalisation is already in progress. Teaching, once the
focus of community education, will be re-directed towards professionalism and
excellence although on a much-reduced scale. Improvements to student selection
processes should occur as should guidelines for the appointment of full-time staff.
W e m a y , as has already been experienced in Britain, provide greater checks and
balances for appointed staff at all levels to enhance student success rates and learning
outcomes.

Contractual systems m a y provide one answer to the problem of

entrenched tenured staff whilst also reminding us that contractual positions do not
necessarily attract the strongest applicants. Further examination of the ceramics
education system from within needs to take place to improve educational delivery.
W e m a y even appraise our view of artists as successfulfinancialmodels. W h a t type
of art would be produced, for example, if the financial burden to survive was
removed? W h a t type of art would be produced if the interest of the commercial
galleries was no longer a consideration? It is interesting to ponder the philosophical
orientation that would occur in art education if the commercial component w a s
removed. Could, for example, completely n e w concepts in art training be devised?

As for teachers in tertiary education more comprehensive information on duty
statements, professional obligation and expectations by the institution, the
expectations of the employer, legal requirements and government attitudes towards
accountability, need to be provided. Agreeing to abide by these guidelines should be
m a d e a condition of employment. Codes of professional practice need to be created
for teachers and administrators. These codes should encompass performance,
expectations on staff attendance patterns, commitment to teaching, commitment to
students and preparation time or the safeguarding of college materials and
equipment. Shared responsibility in extramural committee or administrative tasks as
part of the equalising of work loads needs to be reinforced. Similarly, codes of
practice for students need to be established, distributed and posted on each
department noticeboard. These codes will of necessity vary from discipline to
discipline but should reflect the organisation peculiar to each department and the
commitment to attendance.
The obligations of supervisors to their employers, their departments, their staff and
students must be more clearly defined. T o o often the extent of supervisors'
responsibility is misunderstood by teaching staff. Similarly agreement needs to be
reached on enhancing standards. A s representatives, supervisors m a y be expected to
undertake a greater commitment to their jobs as a condition of accepting such a
position. This m a y of necessity require renunciation of private art practice to
minimise any conflict of time or interest.

W e must improve our status in art criticism and communication with critics to help
us to write with greater objectivity. Criticism must also become more informed and
this can be achieved in several ways. W e can begin by accepting the place of
constructive criticism. M o r e effective documentation on the philosophy of process
and aesthetic must be made. The documentation of histories of key artists must be
achieved for without this background information criticism will remain uninformed.
W e can learn to b e c o m e more discerning and critically aware of publication in
ceramics at all levels. W e could assist the publication of art analysis by being more
welcoming and interested in written debate on the more substantive issues.

The contemporary art market place is currently a reflection not of art but an economic
trend towards satisfying consumer demand. It is the view of m a n y I have spoken to
that the prevailing conservativeness of buyer taste is ultimately the responsibility of
the maker. So too is the question of quantity. The contemporary market place
dilemma is that the modernisation of industrial methods has led to a dramatic increase
in productive ability. Over-capacity and conformity lead to a mass desensitisation
and resulting market disinterest. W e have reached this level in ceramics. The
solution is as it has always been-greater distancing from the industrial economic
model.

The artist's role is to lead not be led. The psychology of market interest is based on
the perception of rarity value. B y neglecting the promotion of concrete spiritual
reasons for making w e allow ourselves to be led by imaginary formulas set by
others. Merchandising of work or ideas can only act as a temporary panacea that
masks the m o r e fundamental problem. O f particular concern is the intrinsic risk
w h e n merchandising philosophic ideas as a marketing strategy. Noris Ioannou
warns us about practices where "the addition of pretentious titles...cannot act to
imbue...works with meaning". 8 The artifice of forced meaning without substance
has potentially serious consequences for the future of any art discipline, for meaning
or content must never be allowed to fall into disrepute.
If we examine art in its historical context we find a continued desire and need by
artists to survive off their art work. There is a determination to produce to the best
of intellectual, intuitive, spiritual and philosophical capability. Indeed, great art has
been produced where artists have refused to compromise even if their work was not
popular or commercially successful. The problem of public recognition of the worth
of art, particularly w h e n it is ahead of itstime,is well understood. Compromises are
^ Noris Ioannou, 'Diversity of Approaches', Review, Arts section, The Adelaide Advertiser, December 2,
1992.

at times made, even when it is against an artist's better judgement, to m a k e work that
is more commercially viable. The compromise perhaps reflects the complexities
surrounding the status of art. In summary there is a need for a clearer reflection on
what w e stand to lose. In Charles Handy's words w e m a y need to rediscover the
essences of "a sense of continuity, a sense of connection and a sense of direction."7

7

Charles Handy in 'The Empty Raincoat, p. 239.

Appendix I
TABLE OF DATA

Requirements for the Publishing of Technical Article
The following data outlines the information needed to effectively transpose glaze recipes from one
environment to another:

1. Clay body type.
2.

Vitrification point of the clay used.

3.

Vitrification point of the body relevant to temperature of the glaze melt.

4.

B o d y texture - course, open or fine.

5.

Size of the object on which the glaze was fired.

6.

Cross sectional thickness of the object.

7.

Objects open or closed forms.

8.

Grade of purity of the powdered glaze materials used. R a w or processed.

9.

Supplier of material.

10.

Geological sources.

11.

Range of particle size.

12.

Location materials mined.

13.

Date materials mined.

14.

M e s h size(s) glaze passed through.

15.

Percentage of water to dry materials.

16.

Thickness of the glaze coat (subjective measurement is not accurate for all practitioners
have differing views on 'thickness'. The glaze depth should be measured and stated).

17.

T y p e of water recommended for the glaze mix. Are there alkalies in the water? If so to
what degree?

18.

Glaze milling time.

19.

Method of glaze application: spray, dip or other method.

20.

Temperature of the bisque firing.

21.

Duration of the bisque firing particularly at the hottest end of the cycle.

22.

T y p e of kiln used for bisquefiring- gas, electric, wood.

23.

Slips used to influence the glaze.

24.

T y p e of kiln used for glazefiring- gas, electric, or woodfired.

25.

Final glaze temperature.

26.

Duration offiringparticularly towards the hottest end of thefiringcycle.

27.

H o w was the kiln temperature measured?

28.

A n y special procedures used on the cooling cycle.

29.

Factors which the writer attributes colour or any other specific details to.

30.

Technical sourcing the author used to start the original glaze development.

31.

Are the origins of the source information acknowledged?

32.

Is the writer of the article staking any claims to originality of concept?

33.

D o e s the writer state w h y he or she is publishing the article?

Appendix II
RESEARCH LEADING TO THE DISSERTATION
The following museums, libraries, archaeological sites or educational organisations
were the sites I chose to visit for research purposes.

1 Museums/Libraries: Islamic & Pre-Islamic Culture

/ am grateful to the following institutions for providing the opportunity to research Isla
Islamic ceramics technology, design, social and cultural history.

National Museum, New Dehli, India, 1979
Iran Bastan, Teheran, Iran, 1974, 1977
Kashan Museum, Kashan, Iran, 1974, 1977
Iraq Museum, Baghdad, Iraq, 1974
Cairo Museum, Cairo, Egypt, 1972, 1974
Coptic Museum, Cairo, Egypt, 1972, 1974
Islamic Museum, Cairo, Egypt, 1972, 1974
RijksMuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1984
Roman Museum, Cologne, West Germany, 1977
Archaeological Museum, Islamic Department, Daalem, West Berlin, 1977
Uratrian Museum, Munich, West Germany, 1977
British Museum, London, England, 1968, 1972, 1976, 1978, 1982, 1984, 1986
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, England, 1968, 1972, 1974, 1977, 1978, 1982, 1984
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, England, 1982,1984
Corbridge Museum, Corbridge, England, 1984
Henley Museum, Stoke-On-Trent, England, 1982, 1984, 1985
Manchester Museum, Manchester, England, 1984
Archaeological Museum, Madrid, Spain, 1982,1984
Museum Valencia de Don Juan, Madrid, Spain, 1982, 1984
Cordoba Museum, Cordoba, Spain, 1982, 1984
Italica Museum, Italica, Spain, 1984
Archaeological Museum, Granada, Spain, 1982
Alhambra Museum, Granada, Spain, 1982,1984
National Palace Museum, Barcelona, Spain, 1982

2 Ancient & Islamic Archaeological Sites in the
Middle East
The following sites were the key sites where I undertook research into early methods. The
examination included discussion with experts in thefieldon found objects, methods in pottery
practice or discourse on historical events in pre-Islamic and Islamic culture.

Kashan, Iran, 1974, 1977
Tepe Sialk, Kashan, Iran, 1974, 1977
Rayy, Veramin, Iran, 1977
Tepe Mill, Iran, 1977
Isfahan, Iran, 1974,1977
Shahreza, Iran, 1977
Nain, Iran, 1977
Yazd, Iran, 1977
Hammadan, Iran, 1977
Ali Village, Bahrain 1974
Babylon, Iraq, 1974
Baghdad, Iraq, 1974
Pottery District, Fostat, (Cairo), Egypt, 1972, 1974
Saqqara, Egypt, 1972
Abu Sir, Egypt, 1974
Memphis, Egypt, 1974
Luxor, Egypt, 1972
Cappadocia, Turkey, 1974
Avanos village, Turkey, 1974

3 Archaeological Sites: Greek, R o m a n or Islamic

The following sites were researched to determine the technical and cultural influence
conceptual foundations of Islamic art:

Alexandria, Egypt, 1972
Athens, Greece, 1972, 1974
Luxor, Egypt, 1972
Fostat, Egypt, 1972,1974
Memphis, Egypt, 1972
Rayy, Iran 1977
Tepe Sialk, Iran 1977
Tepe Mill, Iran 1977
Rome, Italy, 1976
Hoer Grenz Hausen, West Germany, 1976
Cologne, West Germany, 1976
Munich, West Germany, 1976
New Delhi, India, 1978
Agra, India, 1978
Corbridge, England, 1982
Vindolanda, England, 1984
Italica, Spain, 1984
Cordoba, Spain, 1984
Seville, Spain, 1984

4 Educational Research in Overseas Art Colleges

The following art training colleges or organisations assisted me by providing research opportuni
into ceramics educational philosophy.

Ministry of Islamic Culture and Higher Education, Teheran, Iran
Art School, Isfahan, Iran
Ministry of Higher Education, Cairo, Egypt
El Ghoori Training Institute, Cairo, Egypt
College of Applied Art, Cairo, Egypt
Ceramics Technology Institute, Hoer Grenz Hausen, West Germany
Berlin School of Art, West Germany
Munich School of Art, West Germany
Stuttgart School of Art, West Germany
School of Protocol, Madrid University, Spain
School of Art, Arhuus, Denmark
School of Art, Kolding, Denmark
Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow, Scodand
Cumbria School of Art and Design, Carlisle, England
Newcastle University, Newcasde, England
Oxford University, Oxford, England
Cambridge University, Cambridge, England
Cardiff College of Art and Design, Cardiff, England
Farnham School of Art, Farnham, England
M e d w a y College, Rochester, England
Camberwell School of Art, London, England
Central School of Art, London, England
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SHIBBOLETH A N D H E T E R O D O X Y

W h e n I first met Alan Peascod, in 1972, he w a s investigating the ceramics of the
Middle East. Using a grant from the Whitlam Government, he was determinedly
absorbing the attitudes of the Middle Eastern potters and photographing all the
major m u s e u m collections in Iran, Iraq, Egypt and Turkey. H e had m a d e contact
with the Egyptian Professor, Said el Sadr and w a s learning from the only m a n w h o
had resurrected and pieced together the complex processes of traditional pigment
lustre. It was an influence which would hold Alan's work in its spell for more
than a decade and which he then taught to m u c h of the Australian ceramic student
population. T o this day, its influence and the legacy of Alan's radical experiments
in glaze andfiringtechniques can be seen in our most talented ceramic artists, as
well as in the work of a whole generation of students. It is impossible to estimate
the importance of such an influence on Australian ceramics.

Of course, by then, Alan Peascod was already developing a successful ceramics
career. H e was producing innovative domestic ware, influenced by the English
Leach tradition and by the Oriental sensibility which he encountered through the
teaching of Peter Rushforth and his peers at East Sydney Technical College.
However, Alan's work w a s moving beyond these traditions, with the adoption of
non-functional forms and the development of the dry matt glazes, for which he is
internationally recognised. Alan had been taught by potters like Rushforth and
Les Blakeborough w h o were experts in the Japanese and English traditions but he
w a s already looking to other cultural traditions and to other disciplines of the Arts
tofindthe aesthetic stimulation that he couldn't derive from Asian ceramics.

T h e distinctive aspects of his work are its eclecticism and its technical suppleness
and complexity, achieved by years of minute experimentation in details of surface
treatment. While his pieces work largely within the vessel-functional paradigm,
they also challenge it with their witty forms and with the meticulous manipulation
of detail.

Bill Peascod, Alan's father, exerted a strong influence in Australian textural
painting during the 1960s. A mine engineer by profession, he had painted m a n y
earthscapes, portraying the scarred and cut layers and the textures and planes of a
powerful and enduring earth. The landscapes he painted were ambiguous.
W e r e they under or above ground? W e r e they sky or land? T h e surface w a s all
important in expressing the spirit of the constant earth. Alan feels that this is
where he began to b e c o m e aware of the nature of surface, the w a y it could be
rendered by texture and layering to suggest a complexity of ideas and emotions.
With clay, he could use the earth itself to elicit the fireworks of response in the

viewer. His father taught him to look to other disciplines, even engineering, as a
resource for ideas. This broadened vision has allowed him the scope to cut
across traditional attitudes, to speedfirings(sometimes to a mere two hours), to
enclose the clay in a metal jacket, to use n e w metallic elements for glazes (such as
his famous barium glazes) and to teach ceramics in a radical way, based on an
eclecticism of technological methods and on absorbing ideas from a diversity of
cultural aesthetics.

Alan has lectured all over the world and it is still the slides of his surfaces which
take the breath of the audience away. The close u p shots are spread before the
viewer like a painting with vivid colour and are structured with a conscious
painter's eye. Surfaces are etched, drawn, patterned and ground down. Colours
are focused and then merged into their m a n y variations which are created by slips
andfiringmethods. H e sees the ceramic process as one of experimentation and
refinement. This can only be achieved by hard work. After an exhibition in
London in 1968 he reached a turning point in his attitudes.

'A friend told me that my work was the product of a mean perspective, mean in
materials and feeling'. H e says this 'galvanised' him into action. H e would
counter this by increasing his ceramic vocabulary. H e produced 1,000 test glazes
a w e e k in threefirings.This focused his work clearly for him. H e would
experiment and explore the materials. H e no longer felt it w a s important to work
in any one tradition. The important thing was to learn to think in terms of the
materials, understand their chemistry, their physics, their nature. Within two
years, Alan had set d o w n and tried every mathematical permutation he could
devise for obtaining dry glazes and he had a working knowledge of his clays and
an extensive colour repertoire.

For the next decade Alan searched for, assimilated and developed n e w
approaches to glaze, surface decoration and form. A series of research trips saw
him in the Middle East in 1972 and 1975, in Germany, Iran and England in 1976-77
and in India in 1978. A n important stage in his work w a s precipitated by the
knowledge h e received from Egyptian Professor, Said el Sadr. H e learnt to
produce the soft, subtle, rosy lustres which were achieved by a long,
unpredictable and capriciousfiringprocess. The other expert in lustre was
English potter, Alan Caiger-Smith. Alan also contacted him and leamt something
of the application of lustre within the framework of an English and Spanish
tradition. In 1963 Peascod had worked at a bronze factory and this helped him to
identify with lustre surface and to broaden his vision into an interest in metal
saturation techniques.

His ideas were not worked through immediately, but surfaced over the space of
ten years and culminated in his juxtaposition of precious metallic lustre with
crusty marts. In other pieces he returned to the use of commercially produced
lustres but with a revised technique. Acids and variedfiringprocesses were used
to cut back the surface, etching and layering it with fine line decoration or with
flushes of colour. This technique incidentally put him in hospital with a
perforated lung but it also produced the distinctive Peascod pieces, exotic in their
solid-seeming gold surfaces; subtle in the undercut, intricate decoration. B y the
mid-1970s Alan had abandoned domestic ware for the forms he adapted from the
Middle East, the decorated, non-functional vessel forms. H e was exhibiting four
times a year and establishing his career as an educator at Canberra School of Art
where, under his guidance and,infected by his enthusiasm, students and staff
were also prolific in their experiments and output.

He feels that this was a manic period in his life where he pursued his ideas to
extremes. While other colleagues were still producing perfected w o o d firings he
w a s experimenting with fastfirings,pumping raw gas into kilns, opening the kiln
after only a few hours, pulling the pots, still ringing and cracking from the hot
kiln. All this in the pursuit of testing the limitations and potential of his materials.
H e believes: 'Ceramics is about duplication and refinement. If a piece cracks
interestingly, then you m a k e it and break it again but in a refined, more premeditated way'.

Peascod's radical methods and views have often put him in the spotlight of critical
and educational debate. In his youth he challenged the orthodox philosophies
which dominated ceramics and established his o w n vision of a technical
eclecticism. H e entered the 'craft versus art' debate, producing his o w n witty
hybrid vessels with their tongue-in-cheek additions, such as the winged pots
which satirise the metaphysical aspirations of the potter or the gorgeous surface
decorations which, w h e n closely scrutinised, reveal erotic delights or the artist's
highly personal concerns.

There are, however, a number of issues which he feels have been ignored and
which need to be confronted if ceramics is to regain s o m e freshness and creativity
in this 'jaded era of commercialism and industrial domination'. In particular, the
two areas of ceramic education and of the effects of commercialism on ceramic
production need to be debated. H e feels that ceramics (and m a n y other arts) has
suffered a serious loss of ideology.

In his address to the Fifth National Ceramics Conference of 1988, he described
Australia as a hedonistic, materialist society where the artist is held in low esteem

and where the worship of the almighty dollar has dictated to ceramic production.
Furthermore, there has been a b o o m in technological information and a
proliferation of technical articles and workshops which have become merely
'recipes' for instant success. This recipe approach seduces the reader into
believing that ceramics can be a very simplified process. As a result, the student or
'emerging practitioner is more pre-disposed to switching channels from one
technique to the next the instant the going gets tough'.'

Students are taught to see their work in terms of commercial return and in this ne
age of the politicisation of education, art educators are only too keen to promote
this, praising and promoting the young artist as wunderkind and selling her or his
works at end of year exhibitions. As education moves into the competitive
market, art educators b e c o m e administrators and colleges become oriented away
from the whole education of the student and oriented towards promotional goals.
Alan believes that students should not sell their work until after they have
completed their training. H e worked o n the railways during his training and feels
that part-time work is the solution tofinancialproblems, rather than selling
undeveloped work. H e maintains that sales compromise the students' work,
turning them away from experimentation and towards conformity to fashion and
ease of production.

During 1985-1986, Alan spent a period teaching in Glasgow School of Art. For
him, it pinpointed s o m e contrasts with the Australian situation. The commitment
of the students and the hardship they endure for the sake of their education,
contrasted strongly with his experience of the average Australian student, w h o m
he feels is too anxious to achieve quick commercial success and is not prepared to
invest time and commitment towards the acquisition of experience and selfdiscipline.

Likewise, art educators need to be committed practitioners of their art and not to
merely teach for income. Alan feels that the educators need to be more
accountable for their work and their teaching practices. Unlike the sciences, arts
such as ceramics have n o vigorous testing framework with which to measure the
worth of its contributions. Does it follow then that any contribution is worthwhile?
Alan thinks not. It does m e a n that it is 'easier to hoodwink the public' and that
any n u m b e r of spurious works can stand as being significant. It is the dilemma of
a post-modernist age where culture becomes a marketable artefact and technique
becomes an end in itself. For Alan the solution lies in a return to a thorough
education in ceramic traditions and theories, combined with a technical approach
that will develop the student's intimate knowledge of the processes and materials.
Recent tendencies towards a conceptual education of the ceramic student has led

to egotism and to facile approaches, where the student browses through
magazines, 'recipe' books, and the history of art and assembles a piece of pastiche
based on pre-digested philosophies and pre-packaged techniques.

At the s a m e time a purely technical education does nothing to develop the
student's sensibilities, so there has to be a balance between theory, history, study
within other disciplines and technology. In this n e w commercial era of education
few educators have the courage tofightfor that balance. In our excitement over
the commercial potential of ceramics w e have allowed industrial principles to
over- rule the pursuit of h u m a n and cultural development.

This is a period of self-searching for Alan Peascod. W h e n he reviews his work
over the past years he sees that he has contributed to this proliferation of
technical information and to the technological framework in education. H e is, for
example, appalled w h e n he sees the barium glazes which he developed,
proliferating in exhibitions and colleges everywhere, often produced without
regard to the subtleties of the glaze, with no idea that it can produce a range of
results from a poisonous blue to a soft green, and with n o discrimination in the
form to which it is applied.

H e doesn't object to the appropriation of ideas and techniques from the past, nor
to the use of other artists' technology. These are part of the c o m m o n property of
h u m a n history and of the artist. Mere plagiarism is a different matter.

In hindsight, he sees the cycle of his generation. The orthodoxy which required
search for the perfections of chun or celadon, w a s challenged and ridiculed. It
w a s replaced by a technological experimentation and eclecticism which has, in
turn, b e c o m e the orthodoxy. H e has always valued his education in the Eastern
and English traditions because it developed his sensibility to clay and, in this cycle
of orthodoxy and change, he sees s o m e ceramicists returning to earlier traditions
in a search for an aesthetic and philosophical framework to replace the
commercial ethic. T h e absence of content and the lack of aesthetic development
are of vital concern to Alan. A pot must have 'more than what it is wearing'. In
the recent past art w a s an escape from materialism. It w a s a w e a p o n used in the
criticism of orthodoxy and convention. N o w it is increasingly institutionalised
and suborned in the service of commercial success.

In 1990, Alan Peascod has exhibited for thefirsttime in several years. H e is
currently studying for his Ph.D. in the School of Creative Arts at Wollongong
University and has the opportunity to clarify and record his views on m a n y

aspects of ceramic theory and practice. The exhibition title, S H I B B O L E T H A N D
H E T E R O D O X Y focuses the reflection he has m a d e on the paradoxical
relationship between unquestioned orthodoxy on one hand and diversity and
change o n the other. H e remembers a lecture by Sydney dancer, Kai Tai Chan, in
which the dancer expounded the necessity of contrasts and opposites. Without
contrast there can be n o drama. Nor can change eventuate. Alan recognises this
truism as a part of the ceramic drama, driving the cycle of change.

This exhibition attempts to explore the relationship between the orthodoxies of
ceramics and their juxtaposition with a modern sensibility. The forms range from
the vessel tofigurativesculpture and he has used a wide range of his o w n
techniques, including hand-built work and press-moulded pieces. Glazes range
across Alan's expertise displaying the fine surface detail which is his trademark.
There are three divisions in the work.

T h e wall panels allow Alan to explore the combination of the two dimensional
and three dimensional forms. In form, they m a k e reference to R o m a n shrines.
They feature the use of drawing techniques similar to lino cut methods. H e feels
this produces a highly sensitive surface result which represents the ceramic
alternative to drawing o n paper. The result has a simple beauty with very specific
three-dimensional qualities. T h e connotations of the shrine also have satirical
implications for the worshippers of orthodoxy.

The vessel form also features in the exhibition. These pieces express Alan's love
of archaeological pieces and display the rich variety of his surface treatments. H e
depicts his love of the pot's fullness and roundness; the relation between the b u m
and the mouth of the pot as well as the 'tactile and erotic qualities of clay'.

T h e sculptural pieces are a vehicle for his satire and criticism of art education.in
Australia. This element of the exhibition is the most controversial as it not only
attacks the orthodoxies of education but it also seeks to use clay as a m e d i u m for
lampooning and caricaturing, generally the province of cartoon or painting. F e w
ceramic artists have done this. Artists like Mark T h o m p s o n used ceramics to
satirise the politics of the Adelaide Festival. American Robert Arneson and
Australian Vince McGrath have used ceramics for a satirical end. But most
ceramicists would avoid the uncompromising attack Alan makes o n the
institutions of the Art Education system. Figures are transformed from humans to
reptiles as they are corrupted by the necessities of ambition and the conformities
of the system. Sycophanticfiguresare depicted performing the most corrupt and
disturbing actions: eating the brains of live captives, or transforming into a toad.
Here are sensationalised and graphic criticisms of the educational establishment

which largely governs the climate of thought and debate in ceramics and which
forms the future generation of artists.

The exhibition makes broad references to the history of ceramics and
demonstrates the skills Alan has acquired over 30 years of experience. H e feels
that he owes a debt to Wollongong, where he grew u p greatly affected by its
landscapes and its industries. The opportunity to exhibit at Wollongong City
Gallery, without regard to sales, is exactly the kind of opportunity which is
needed to be able to contribute to the public questioning of ceramics'
shibboleths.

KIM B O W
September 1990
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